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There has been an increased interest in optimization for the analysis of large-scale
data sets which require gigabytes or terabytes of data to be stored. A variety of
applications originate from the fields of signal processing, machine learning and
statistics. Seven representative applications are described below.
- Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI): A medical imaging tool used to scan
the anatomy and the physiology of a body [80].
- Image inpainting: A technique for reconstructing degraded parts of an im-
age [14].
- Image deblurring: Image processing tool for removing the blurriness of a
photo caused by natural phenomena, such as motion [64].
- Radar pulse reconstruction [120].
- Genome-Wide Association study (GWA): DNA comparison between two
groups of people (with/without a disease) in order to investigate factors
that a disease depends on [112].
- Recommendation systems: Classification of data (i.e., music or video) based
on user preferences [67].
- Data fitting: Sampled data are used to simulate the behaviour of observed
quantities. For example estimation of global temperature based on historic
data [65].
Large-scale problems impose restrictions on methods that have been so far
employed. The new methods have to be memory efficient and ideally, within
seconds they should offer noticeable progress towards a solution.
First-order methods meet some of these requirements. They avoid matrix fac-
torizations, they have low memory requirements, additionally, they sometimes
offer fast progress in the initial stages of optimization. Unfortunately, as demon-
strated by numerical experiments in this thesis, first-order methods miss essential
information about the conditioning of the problems, which might result in slow
practical convergence. The main advantage of first-order methods which is to
rely only on simple gradient or coordinate updates becomes their essential weak-
ness.
We do not think this inherent weakness of first-order methods can be remedied.
For this reason, the present thesis aims at the development and implementation
of inexpensive higher-order methods for large-scale problems.
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Modern unconstrained convex optimization problems require the manipulation of
large-scale data sets at every iteration of the methods employed. Unfortunately,
traditional optimization methods might be inadequate or they might have poor
performance. For instance Newton’s method requires at every iteration the solu-
tion of a linear system, which in many large-scale applications of our interest the
matrix of the linear system might be dense. For example in Compressed Sensing
(CS) [41, 54] the matrix of the linear system is of the form AᵀA + Θ, where
A ∈ Rm×n is a partial Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) with m < n, which
is fully dense, and Θ is a diagonal matrix. For fully dense matrices, if Gaussian
elimination is used to solve systems with matrix AᵀA+Θ, this operation can have
complexity of order O(n3). For more advanced techniques, such as the Strassen’s
algorithm, the complexity is O(nlog2 7) [94]. Even in the latter case, the compu-
tational cost per iteration is prohibitive for large-scale problems. It is obvious
that if n is large, then even a single iteration might require prohibitively high
computational time.
Large scale problems are the main reason for the resurgence in methods with
computationally inexpensive iterations. For example many first-order methods
were recovered and refined, such as coordinate descent [55, 69, 97, 108, 109, 110,
117, 118], alternating direction method of multipliers [17, 48, 57, 66, 113], proxi-
mal first-order methods [6, 30, 93] and first-order smoothing methods [10, 11, 89].
These are just a few representative examples, the list is too long for a complete
illustration, many other examples can be found in [4, 29]. Often the goal of mod-
ern first-order methods is to reduce the computational complexity per iteration,
while preserving the theoretical worst-case iteration complexity of classic first-
order methods [87]. Many modern first-order methods meet the previous goal.
For instance, for least-squares problems coordinate descent methods can have up
to n times less computational complexity per iteration than methods which use
full gradient steps [96, 97].
First-order methods have been very successful in various scientific fields, such
as Support Vector Machine (SVM) [122], Compressed Sensing (CS) [42], image
processing [30] and data fitting [65]. However, even for the simple unconstrained
problems that arise in these fields there exist more challenging instances. Since
first-order methods do not capture sufficient higher-order/curvature information,
their performance degrades for ill-conditioned problems. Numerous examples are
1
number of variables Processors Memory (terabytes) Time (seconds)
230 64 0.192 1,923
232 256 0.768 1,968
234 1024 3.072 1,986
236 4096 12.288 1,970
238 16384 49.152 1,990
240 65536 196.608 2,006
Table 1.1: Performance of pdNCG for synthetic large-scale `1-regularized Least-
Squares (`1-LS) problems. All problems have been solved to relative error of order
10−4
provided in Chapter 8 to illustrate this issue. The obvious question is: how can
we solve efficiently such ill-conditioned problems? Standard higher-order methods
such as Interior-Point Methods (IPMs) can be prohibitively expensive, and first-
order methods do not capture sufficiently the curvature of the problem.
Our aim is the refinement of robust higher-order methods that sufficiently cap-
ture the structure of the underlying problem. The optimization community seems
to consider the higher-order methods to be rather expensive. Our goal is to make
the proposed methods as inexpensive as possible, while complicated problems
can be efficiently solved. To accomplish this, inexact Newton-type methods and
IPMs are used in a matrix-free environment. No non-trivial matrix factorization
is performed and no excessive memory requirements are needed. Consequently,
the main drawbacks of Newton’s method are removed, while at the same time
similar fast convergence properties are provably retained.
We employ a primal-dual Newton Conjugate Gradients (pdNCG) method [53]
for which we present extensive theoretical analysis, i.e., global convergence and
a worst-case iteration complexity result, also, we explicitly define the region of
fast local convergence of the method. We show empirically in Subsection 8.3.6
that the performance of pdNCG scales linearly with respect to the number of
variables of the problem. By consensus higher-order methods were not considered
appropriate for large-scale problems. We show that pdNCG can be used to solve
problems of a trillion variables by simply exploiting parallel matrix-vector product
multiplication. See Table 1.1 as an example of numerical experiments to follow
in Chapter 8 using pdNCG.
We develop provably efficient and inexpensive preconditioners, which capture
the second-order information in sparse signal reconstruction problems, i.e., CS
[41, 54]. The preconditioners are designed to exploit two important properties of
these problems:
- sparsity of solutions and
- near orthogonality of matrices; a property known as Restricted Isometry
Property (RIP), which implies triviality of linear algebra.
The preconditioning techniques are implemented within a matrix-free Interior-
Point Method (mfIPM) [54] and pdNCG [41]. As a result of the efficiency of the
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proposed preconditioning techniques, the computational complexity of the inexact
solution of linear systems is substantially reduced. Overall, the performance of the
methods developed is remarkably improved compared to versions of the methods
which do not employ preconditioners.
Finally, we develop a mathematically rigorous problem generator [52] for `1-
regularized Least-Squares (`1-LS) problems. The major advantage of the proposed
generator is its flexibility. In particular, it allows the control of the sparsity and
the conditioning of the problem, while it is memoryless and is based only on
inexpensive operations. The proposed generator allows easy construction of chal-
lenging instances. Hence, it might be an important contribution for researchers
that are interested in testing the performance and robustness of new methods.
In what follows we describe the problem of interest and main differences be-
tween first- and higher-order methods. A similar analysis has appeared in [52].
1.1 Problem formulation
Consider the problem
minimize fτ (x) := τψ(x) + ϕ(x), (1.1)
where x ∈ Rn and τ is a positive parameter. We assume that ψ : Rn → R is
a (possibly) nonsmooth convex function and ϕ : Rn → R is a smooth convex
function.
A variety of problems from many scientific fields such as machine learning
[104], regression [107], CS [42, 80] and image processing [119] can be cast in the
form of (1.1). Examples from the previous fields which are used in this thesis are
discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. Below we give a brief description of various
cases of functions ψ and ϕ.






where ai ∈ Rn ∀i = 1, 2, · · · ,m and b ∈ {−1, 1}m. The vector ai denotes
the i-th sample of n features and bi denotes the class in which the i-th
sample belongs, −1 or 1. An application is binary classification [39], where
one is looking for a hyperplane that separates the points ai ∀i into two
categories given their category bi. By minimizing problem (1.1) we obtain
the coefficients of the hyperplane. The purpose of the `1-norm is to enforce
sparsity in the optimal solution, which translates to an automatic selection
of features that the classification is based on.
- `1-regularized Least-Squares (`1-LS): ψ(x) = ‖x‖1 and ϕ(x) = 1/2‖Ax−b‖22,
where A ∈ Rm×n with m ≥ n and b ∈ Rm. An application is data fitting,
where the aim is to fit a linear function to n-dimensional sampled points
(rows of matrix A). This is a standard application of modern large-scale data
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analysis, which is frequently found in statistics [107], geological sciences
[65] as well as many other areas. Again, the purpose of the `1-norm is the
automatic selection of factors (number of dimensions) that are needed to
fit the linear function to the data.
- CS [9]: ψ(x) = ‖W ∗x‖1 and ϕ(x) = 1/2‖Ax−b‖22, where W ∈ En×l, E = C
or R, A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rm and the star superscript denotes the conjugate
transpose operator. The aim is to find a representation x of the signal
b that is sparse in a space defined by the rows of matrix W . Frequently
W is the identity matrix, which implies that we are looking for a sparse
representation x. Other instances require W to be a discretization of the
nabla operator, which implies that the gradient of x is sparse, i.e., the vector
x is piece-wise constant.
1.2 Methods for continuous convex optimization
We are concerned with methods that have the following intuitive setting. At every
iteration a convex function y → Q(y;x) is created that locally approximates fτ
at a given point x. Then, function Q is minimized to obtain the next point. An
example that covers the previous setting is the Algorithm: Generic Algorithmic
Framework (GFrame), which is given below.
Algorithm 1.1 Generic Framework (GFrame)
1: Initialize x0 ∈ Rn and y0 ∈ Rn
For k = 0, 1, 2, . . . until some termination criteria are satisfied
2: Construct a convex function Q(y; yk) which approximates fτ in
a neighbourhood of yk
3: Approximately (or exactly) solve the sub-problem
xk+1 ≈ arg min
y
Q(y; yk) (1.2)
4: Find a step-size α > 0 based on some criteria and set
yk+1 = xk + α(xk+1 − xk)
end-for
5: Return approximate solution xk+1 or yk+1
Loosely speaking, close to the optimal solution of problem (1.1), the better
the approximation of Q to fτ at any point x the fewer iterations required to solve
(1.1). On the other hand, the practical performance of such methods is a trade-off
between careful incorporation of the curvature of fτ , i.e., second-order derivative
information, in Q and the cost of solving sub-problem (1.2) in GFrame.
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1.2.1 Curvature preservation or inexpensive iterations?
Let us now discuss two examples of Q that consider a different trade-off. For










We consider the following two cases of Q.
- Separable quadratic:
Q(y; yk) := τ‖y‖1 + ϕ(yk) + (∇ϕ(yk))ᵀ(y − yk) +
L
2
(y − yk)ᵀ(y − yk),
where L is the Lipschitz constant of the first-order derivative ∇ϕ.
- Non separable quadratic:
Q(y; yk) := fµτ (y
k) + (∇fµτ (yk))ᵀ(y − yk) +
1
2
(y − yk)ᵀ∇2fµτ (yk)(y − yk),










where µ > 0 is an approximation parameter. Function (1.3) is called pseudo-
Huber, we explain its derivation in Subsection 3.2.2. Moreover, ∇2fµτ (yk) is
the Hessian of fµτ at y
k.
Observe in Figure 1.1a that the non separable quadratic, which is employed
by higher-order methods, captures better the structure of fτ than the separable
quadratic in Subfigure 1.1b. However, the minimization of the non separable
quadratic involves the solution of a linear system, which can be expensive. This
means that an iterative solver will have to be used to minimize approximately
or exactly function Q. Exact solution of the sub-problem (1.2) would mean that
the sub-problem is as difficult as the initial problem. Fortunately, this cost can
be reduced by only solving the sub-problems approximately. We will discuss in
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 how much of inexactness in the solution of sub-problems is
allowed for the proposed methods.
In what follows we give some more insight into the differences between first-
and higher-order methods.
1.2.2 First-order methods
We fix the structure of Q for problem (1.1) to be:
Q(y;x) := τψ(y) + ϕ(x) +∇ϕ(x)ᵀ(y − x) + 1
2
(y − x)ᵀH(x)(y − x), (1.4)
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(a) Separable quadratic (b) General quadratic
Figure 1.1: Demonstration of two different types of convex function Q which
locally approximate the objective function fτ at point y
k. In the left figure, func-
tion Q is a simple separable quadratic that is used by first-order methods. In the
right figure, function Q is a non separable quadratic that is used by higher-order
methods
where H(x) ∈ Rn×n is a positive definite matrix ∀x. Notice that the decision
of creating Q has been reduced to a decision of selecting H. Ideally, matrix H
should be chosen such that it represents curvature information of ϕ at point x,
i.e., matrix H should have similar spectral decomposition to the second-order
derivative ∇2ϕ(x). Let B(x) := {v ∈ Rn | ‖v − x‖22 ≤ 1} be a unit ball centered





The previous problem simply states that H should minimize the integral of the
absolute values of the residual fτ − Q over B. The following problem is similar




∣∣∣(y − x)ᵀ(∇2ϕ(x)−H)(y − x)∣∣∣dy. (1.6)
It is trivial to see that the best possibleH is simplyH(x) = ∇2ϕ(x). However, this
makes every sub-problem (1.2) as difficult to be minimized as the original problem
(1.1). One has to reevaluate the trade-off between a matrix H which sufficiently
well represents curvature information of ϕ compared to a simple matrix H that
is not as good approximation but offers an inexpensive solution of sub-problem
(1.2). An example can be obtained by setting H to be a positively scaled identity,
which gives a solution to problem (1.6) H = LIn, where L is the largest eigenvalue
of ∇2ϕ(x). In this case, if ψ is simple, i.e., ψ(x) = ‖x‖1, then the sub-problem
(1.2) has an inexpensive closed form solution known as proximal operator [93].
Although nearly all spectral properties of ∇2ϕ(x) are lost, the computational
complexity per iteration is so low that one hopes that this will compensate for
the poor curvature information. For easy problems this is indeed the case and
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then the first-order methods work sufficiently well. However, for any non-trivial
problems such rough approximations of ∇2ϕ prove to be insufficient.
The methods which use such simplistic approximation of ∇2ϕ are called first-
order methods and have been shown to be efficient for well-conditioned large-scale
problems of the form of (1.1) [6, 30, 93].
1.2.3 Higher-order methods
The second example involves the approximation of the non-smooth function ψ
with a smooth function ψµ. For example, if ψ(x) = ‖x‖1, then ψµ can be the
pseudo-Huber function (1.3). Using the smooth function ψµ, problem (1.1) is
replaced with the following:
minimize fµτ (x) := τψµ(x) + ϕ(x). (1.7)
The smaller µ is the better the approximation of problem (1.7) to (1.1). The
advantage is that fµτ in (1.7) is a smooth function, which has derivatives of all
degrees. Hence, smoothing will allow access to second-order information of the
function fτ and essential curvature information will be exploited. For the smooth
problem (1.7), the convex approximation Q at x is:
Q(y;x) := fµτ (x) +∇fµτ (x)ᵀ(y − x) +
1
2
(y − x)ᵀH(x)(y − x), (1.8)
where H(x) is a positive definite matrix, which satisfies H(x) ≈ ∇2fµτ (x). As we
have mentioned before, if H(x) = ∇2fµτ (x), then Q gives us the best possible (in
the sense of minimizing (1.6)) quadratic approximation to fµτ at x. In this case,
minimizing the sub-problem (1.2) might be a more expensive operation. There-
fore, we rely on an approximate solution of (1.2) using some iterative method
which requires only simple matrix-vector product operations with matrix ∇2fµτ .
Such methods are approximately second-order and by consensus they are effi-
cient on medium scale problems or when high precision accuracy is required. It
is frequently claimed [6, 10, 11, 63, 103] that second-order methods do not scale
favourably with the dimensions of the problem because of the more costly task
of solving approximately the sub-problems in (1.2), instead of having an inex-
pensive closed form solution. Such claims are based on an assumption that full
second-order information has to be used when solving sub-problem (1.2). Clearly,
this is not necessary: approximate second-order information suffices. In this
thesis we provide evidence [53, 60] that for non-trivially ill-conditioned problems,
second-order methods can be efficient.
1.3 Outline
In Chapter 2 we describe three applications that we are concerned with in this
thesis. The applications are linear data fitting, CS and Linear Support Vector Ma-
chine (LSVM). All three applications can be formulated as optimization problems
in the form of (1.1).
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In Chapter 3 we describe a smoothing technique for function ψ = ‖W ∗x‖1 in
problem (1.1), where W ∈ En×l, E = C or R. The smoothing technique is used in
the proposed primal-dual Newton Conjugate Gradients (pdNCG) methods. We
discuss also how the smoothing technique is related to a primal-dual reformulation
of problem (1.1), which is solved by pdNCG.
In Chapter 4 we present the proposed pdNCG method. Extended theoretical
analysis is given, i.e., global convergence, global and local worst-case iteration
complexity results. Chapter 4 is based on [53].
In Chapter 5 we present a specialized version of pdNCG for CS problems. A
novel preconditioning technique is discussed that speeds up the iterative solution
of linear systems using pdNCG. Theoretical and empirical analysis is provided
which demonstrates the efficiency of the preconditioning technique. Chapter 5 is
based on [41].
In Chapter 6 we present the matrix-free Interior-Point Method (mfIPM) for
CS problems. We discuss also an efficient preconditioning technique to speed up
the iterative solution of linear systems using mfIPM. Theoretical and empirical
analysis is also provided. Chapter 6 is based on [54].
In Chapter 7 we present a flexible and memory-less instance generator for
`1-LS problems. The generator allows control of the sparsity and the conditioning
of the problem. Chapter 7 is based on [52].
In Chapter 8 we present numerical experiments which demonstrate the per-
formance of the proposed algorithms, pdNCG and mfIPM, compared to state-of-
the-art algorithms. Chapter 7 is based on [41, 52, 53, 54].
In Chapter 9 we make our conclusions regarding the performance of higher-





In this chapter we discuss applications that are used to test the practical perfor-
mance of the proposed methods. The first class of applications originates from
linear data fitting, which includes CS. The second class of applications originates
from LSVM.
Part of the material in this chapter has been presented in [41, 53, 54].
2.1 Linear data fitting
Let us assume that we sample m data points (ai, bi), where ai ∈ Rn and bi ∈ R
∀i = 1, 2, · · · ,m. We assume linear dependence of bi on ai:
bi = a
ᵀ
i x+ ei ∀i = 1, 2, · · · ,m,
where ei is an error term due to the sampling process being inaccurate. Depending
on the application some statistical information is assumed about vector e, i.e.,
each component of e follows a standard normal distribution with some relatively
small variance. In matrix form the previous relationship is:
b = Ax+ e, (2.1)
where A ∈ Rm×n is a matrix with ai’s as its rows and b ∈ Rm is a vector with
bi’s as its components. The goal is to find a sparse vector x (with many zero






where τ > 0. The `1-norm is a sparsity inducing norm [4], hence, its role is to
promote sparsity in solution x̃ of problem (2.2).
An example for the purpose of the `1-norm is presented in Figure 2.1. Figure
2.1 shows a two dimensional example where n = 2, m = 1000 and matrix A is
full-rank. Notice that the data points ai ∀i = 1, 2, · · · ,m have large variations
with respect to feature [ai]1 ∀i, where [·]j is the jth component of the input
vector, while there is only a small variation with respect to feature [ai]2 ∀i. This
property is captured when problem (2.2) is solved with τ = 30. The fitted plane
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(a) `1-LS (b) LS
Figure 2.1: Demonstration of the purpose of the `1-norm for data fitting problems.
For details see text in Section 2.1
in Figure 2.1a depends only on the first feature [a]1, while the second feature [a]2
is ignored because [x̃]2 = 0. This can be observed through the level sets of the
plane shown with the colored map; for each value of [a]1 the level sets remain
constant for all values of [a]2. On the contrary, this is not the case when one solves
the Least-Squares (LS) problem (τ = 0 in (2.2)). Observe in Figure 2.1a that the
fitted plane depends on both features [a]1 and [a]2.
Before we discuss some particular applications of linear data fitting, let us
mention that the dependence of b and A is not necessarily linear. In this case one
should fit a nonlinear function instead, see [65] for more details.
2.2 Compressed Sensing (CS)
CS [42] is a special case of data fitting where we are concerned with the solution
of the under-determined system, m < n, of linear equations:
Ax = b̂, (2.3)
where A ∈ Rm×n, x ∈ Rn, b̂ ∈ Rm. In particular, we are interested in the solution
x with the smallest possible number of non-zero elements; the sparsest solution
x̂.
The sparsest solution x̂ of system (2.3) can be found by solving the following
problem:
minimize ‖x‖0
subject to: Ax = b̂,
(2.4)
where ‖ ·‖0 is the zero “norm” which returns the number of non-zero components
of the input vector. The use of the zero-norm makes the problem combinatorial
and intractable in practice. Recent advances in the field of CS show that in
certain situations [22] exact recovery of the sparsest solution x̂ of (2.3) can be




subject to: Ax = b̂.
(2.5)
Problem (2.5) has a major advantage over (2.4). Unlike the zero-norm objective
in (2.4), the `1-norm objective in (2.5) can be reformulated as a linear function
with non-negativity constraints and therefore the problem (2.5) can be recast as
a linear problem and becomes computationally tractable. Having a linear refor-
mulation of (2.5), standard efficient optimization methods can be used to recover
the sparsest solution x̂.
In real-life applications the right hand side of (2.3) is often corrupted with
noise and (2.3) is replaced with:
Ax = b = b̂+ e, (2.6)
where e ∈ Rm denotes the error: we assume it has a normal distribution ei ∼
N (0, σ2) ∀ i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. For the noisy case (2.6) the sparsest solution x̂ can be
found by solving the well-known Basis Pursuit Denoising (BPDN) problem (2.2),
which was introduced in [35], or one of the following problems:
minimize ‖Ax− b‖2
subject to: ‖x‖1 ≤ ε1
(2.7a)
minimize ‖x‖1
subject to: ‖Ax− b‖2 ≤ ε2,
(2.7b)
where ε1 and ε2 are positive scalars that regulate the sparsity and the upper bound
on the noise error, respectively. Problem (2.7a) is the Least Absolute Shrinkage
and Selection Operator (LASSO) used frequently in the field of computational
statistics [83]. It can be shown using Theorem 27.4 from [98] that problem (2.2)
and the problems in (2.7) are equivalent for specific values of scalars τ , ε1 and ε2.
2.2.1 Properties of CS matrices
Matrices which appear in sparse reconstruction problems originate from different
bases in which signals are represented. What they all have in common are the
conditions that guarantee recoverability of the sparsest solution of (2.3) by means
of the `1-norm minimization (2.5). The Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) [27] is
one of such conditions which shows how efficiently a measurement matrix captures
information about sparse signals. In the following definition a q-sparse vector x
is a vector with q non-zero components.
Definition 2.1. The restricted isometry constant δq of a matrix A ∈ Rm×n is
defined as the smallest δq such that
(1− δq)‖x‖22 ≤ ‖Ax‖22 ≤ (1 + δq)‖x‖22, (2.8)
for all at most q-sparse x ∈ Rn.
In words, for small δq, statement (2.8) requires that all column sub-matrices
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of A with at most q columns are well-conditioned. Informally, A is said to satisfy
the RIP if δq is small for a reasonably large q. The next theorem due to [51]
establishes the relation between the RIP property and the sparse recovery.
Theorem 2.1. Every q-sparse vector x ∈ Rn satisfying Ax = b̂ is the unique







The RIP also implies stable recovery by `1-norm minimization for vectors that
can be well approximated by sparse ones, and it further implies robustness under
noise on the measurements [27].
RIP is a very restrictive condition that depends on the size of the measurement
matrix A. Clearly, the more columns n matrix A has (the larger the size of
the vector x to recover) the larger δq in (2.8) is (the harder it is to guarantee
sparse recovery). On the other hand, number of rows m of A is the number of
measurements taken and, hence, the RIP constant δq decreases with m.
Quite often in applications a signal is sparse with respect to a basis different
from the one in which measurements are made. Then it is said that a measure-
ment/sparsity pair is given [22]. Assume that a vector z is sparse with respect to
the basis of columns of a unitary matrix Ψ (sparsity matrix ), i.e., z = Ψx for a
q-sparse vector x. Further, assume that z is sampled with respect to the basis of
columns of a unitary matrix Φ (measurement matrix ): y = RmΦ
Tz, where Rm is
a random sampling operator which satisfies RmR
T
m = Im, where Im is the identity
matrix of size m×m. Hence, matrix A in (2.3) is equal to RmΦTΨ and its rows
are orthonormal:
AAT = Im. (2.9)
The recoverability property of matrix A depends on the value of the so-called





| 〈φi, ψj〉 |, (2.10)
where φi, ψi are the i
th columns of matrices Φ,Ψ, respectively. Coherence simply
measures the largest correlation between any two elements of Φ and Ψ. Next
theorem due to [21] shows that the smaller the value of mutual coherence the
better the recoverability property of matrix A.
Theorem 2.2. Fix z ∈ Rn and suppose that the coefficient sequence x of z in the
unitary n× n basis Ψ is q-sparse. Select m measurements in the unitary n× n Φ
domain uniformly at random. Then if
m ≥ Cqµ(Φ,Ψ)2 log(n/p) and m ≥ C ′ log2(n/p) (2.11)
for some positive constants C,C ′, then with overwhelming probability exceeding
1 − p, the vector x is the unique solution to the `1 minimization problem (2.5)
with A = RmΦ
TΨ, where RmR
T
m = Im and A has orthonormal rows (2.9).
To conclude, CS matrices have many useful properties that must be taken
into account in the development of an efficient solver. We make use only of the
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most general of them that are satisfied by every CS matrix. First, we weaken a
little bit the condition of orthonormality (2.9) to include random matrices such
as Gaussian and Bernoulli. In particular, we assume that:
- the rows of matrix A are close to orthonormal, i.e., there exists a small δ
such that
‖AAT − Im‖2 ≤ δ. (2.12)
RIP (2.8) on the contrary assumes that columns of A are normalized. So, our
interpretation of the RIP property that will be used throughout this thesis is as
follows.
- Every q columns of A with q  m are almost orthogonal and have similar
norms, i.e., for every matrix B composed of arbitrary q columns of A we






where Iq is the identity matrix of size q × q. By treating property (2.13) as the
chosen RIP, the bound for the RIP constant in Theorem 2.1, which relies on RIP
in (2.8) will change. The following theorem is a modified version of Theorem 2.1
when property (2.13) is used as a RIP.
Theorem 2.3. Every q-sparse vector x ∈ Rn satisfying Ax = b̂ is the unique










where δ2q is the minimum constant such that (2.13) holds for every 2q columns
of matrix A, denoted by matrix B in (2.13).
Proof. This proof is a trivial modification of the proof of Proposition 2 in [51]. Let
x ∈ Rn have q non-zero components and B in (2.13) be any q column sub-matrix
of A. Then from (2.13) it follows that
m
n





(1 + δq)‖x‖22. (2.14)
Proposition 2 in [51] gives bounds for δ2q by using the RIP in (2.8). In our case,
we replaced the RIP in (2.8) with (2.14). Therefore, the four modified conditions
for δ2q in Proposition 2 in [51], which guarantee that every q-sparse vector x ∈ Rn
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1 + q/(8ω + b8r/5c)
when q = 5ω + r and 1 ≤ r ≤ 5,
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Table 2.1: Weakest RIP constant values for sparsity level 2 ≤ q ≤ 8
where ω = 0, 1, . . . is an integer variable. Table 2.1 shows with bold font which
condition of the above four is the weakest for 2 ≤ q ≤ 8. This table is equivalent to
the table in proof of Theorem 1 in [51]. However, in [51] the table has exact values,
while our Table 2.1 has functions depending on the ratio m/n instead. Using the
same arguments as in proof of Theorem 1 in [51] and Table 2.1 we conclude that










Comparing the two bounds of the RIP constants in Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 we
observe that the former is smaller, see Figure 2.2. For the purpose of the proposed
preconditioner, discussed in Section 6.4, the smaller bound on δ2q in Theorem 2.3
results in tighter bounds of the spectral properties of the preconditioned systems.
The former is an advantage of property (2.13) against RIP in (2.8), proved in
Lemma 6.1. However, property (2.13) and Theorem 2.3 result in a limitation of
the maximum sparsity q for which problem (2.5) guarantees an exact recovery of
the sparsest solution of Ax = b̂. Fortunately, both results in Theorems 2.1 and
2.3 are rather pessimistic. It has been shown in [16] that RIP conditions of the
form (2.8) and their scaled versions (2.13) or (2.14) provide worst-case scenarios
of δ2q and consequently of the sparsity level q such that problem (2.5) guarantees
exact sparse recovery. To support the former argument, we refer the reader to
[45], where it is shown that for Gaussian measurement matrices the average max-
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Figure 2.2: Comparison on the bounds of δ2q constants from Theorems 2.1 and
2.3
imum sparsity level q that is guaranteed to be reconstructable by (2.5) is much
greater than the one shown in Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. Moreover, it has been shown
empirically in [45] that approximately the same result holds for various types of
measurement matrices A, i.e., partial Fourier, partial Hadamard, Bernoulli etc. In
Subsection 8.2.8 it is shown that the proposed algorithm satisfies approximately
the average maximum sparsity q shown in [45]. Therefore, by replacing RIP (2.8)
with property (2.13):
- improved bounds on the spectral properties of the preconditioned systems
in Section 6.4 are obtained,
- a better approximation of matrix BTB with a scaled diagonal (m/n)Iq and
- the empirical average reconstruction properties as shown in Subsection 8.2.8
are maintained.
2.2.2 Examples of CS matrices
Currently known measurement matrices satisfying RIP with small number of
measurements fall into two categories [99]: (i) random matrices with i.i.d. sub-
Gaussian variables, e.g., normalized i.i.d. Gaussian or Bernoulli matrices; (ii)
random partial bounded orthogonal matrices obtained by choosing m rows uni-
formly at random from a normalized n×n Fourier or Walsh-Hadamard transform
matrices. Number of measurements required to satisfy the RIP property for both
classes of matrices is given in the table below.
Although it follows from Table 2.2 that Gaussian matrices are optimal for
sparse recovery, they have limited use in practice because many applications im-
pose structure on the matrix. Furthermore, recovery algorithms are significantly
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m× n measurement matrix RIP regime references
Gaussian m ≥ Cq log n [5, 99]
partial Fourier m ≥ Cq log4 n [99]
Table 2.2: List of measurement matrices that have been proven to satisfy RIP
more efficient when the matrix admits a fast matrix-vector product. Due to the
two former practical reasons, and since we are dealing with large-scale CS appli-
cations we limit ourselves to applications with measurement matrices A that
- are not stored explicitly,
- admit a low-cost matrix-vector product with A (e.g. O(n log n) or O(n)).
An important broad class of CS matrices comes from random sampling in
bounded orthonormal systems. Partial Fourier matrix mentioned earlier is just
one example of this type. Other examples are matrices related to systems of real
trigonometric polynomials. For example, the partial Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) and Discrete Sine Transform (DST) matrices, Haar wavelets and noiselets.
2.3 CS: coherent and redundant dictionaries
An extension of CS which was discussed in the previous section is to assume
that x̂ (a solution of (2.3)) has a sparse image through a redundant and coherent
dictionary W ∈ En×l, where E = R or C and n ≤ l. More precisely, W ∗x̂, is
sparse, i.e., it has only few non-zero components, where ∗ denotes the conjugate
transpose operator. If W ∗x̂ is sparse, under certain conditions on matrices A and
W (discussed in Subsection 2.3.1) the optimal solution of the linear `1-analysis
problem:
minimize ‖W ∗x‖1 subject to: Ax = b̂,
is x̂.
Frequently, measurements b̂ might be contaminated with noise, i.e., one mea-
sures b = b̂+ e instead, where e is a vector of noise, which is usually modelled as
Gaussian with zero-mean and bounded Euclidean norm. In addition, in realistic
applications W ∗x̂ might not be exactly sparse, but its mass might be concen-
trated only on few of its components, while the rest are rapidly decaying. In this
case, (again under certain conditions on matrices A and W ) the optimal solution
of the following `1-analysis problem:




is proved to be a good approximation to x̂ for some τ , see Subsection 2.3.1 for
details.
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2.3.1 Properties of CS matrices
There has been an extensive amount of literature studying conditions and proper-
ties of matrices A and W which guarantee recoverability of a good approximation
of x̂ by solving problem (2.15). For a thorough analysis we refer the reader to
[24, 86]. The previously cited papers use a modified version of the well-known
RIP [24], which is given below.
Definition 2.2. The restricted isometry constant of a matrix A ∈ Rm×n adapted
to W ∈ En×l is defined as the smallest δq such that
(1− δq)‖Wz‖22 ≤ ‖AWz‖22 ≤ (1 + δq)‖Wz‖22,
for all at most q-sparse z ∈ El, where E = R or C.
We will refer to Definition 2.2 as W-RIP. It is proved in Theorem 1.4 in [24]
that if W ∈ En×l has orthonormal rows with n ≤ l and if A, W satisfy the W-
RIP with δ2q ≤ 8.0e-2, then the solution xτ obtained by solving problem (2.15)
satisfies:
‖xτ − x̂‖2 ≤ C0‖e‖2 + C1
‖W ∗xτ − (W ∗x̂)q‖1√
q
, (2.16)
where (W ∗x̂)q is the best q-sparse approximation of W
∗x̂, C0 and C1 are small
constants and only depend on δ2q. It is clear that W
∗x̂ must have l − q rapidly
decaying components, in order for ‖xτ − x̂‖2 to be small and the reconstruction
to be successful. Isotropic Total Variation (iTV) is a special case of `1-analysis
where matrix W does not have orthonormal rows, hence, result (2.16) does not
hold. For iTV there are no conditions on δ2q such that a good reconstruction is
assured. However, there exist results which directly impose restrictions on the
number of measurements m, see Theorems 2, 5 and 6 in [86]. Briefly, in these
theorems it is mentioned that if m ≥ q log(n) linear measurements are acquired
for which matrices A and W satisfy the W-RIP for some δq < 1, then, simi-
lar reconstruction guarantees as in (2.16) are obtained for iTV. Based on the
previously mentioned results regarding reconstruction guarantees it is natural to
assume that for iTV a similar condition applies, i.e., δ2q < 1/2. Hence, we make
the following assumption.
Assumption 2.1. The number of non-zero components of W ∗xτ , denoted by q,
and the dimensions l, m, n are such that matrices A and W satisfy W-RIP for
some δ2q < 1/2.
Another property of matrix A is the near orthogonality of its rows. Indeed
many applications in CS use matrices A that satisfy:
‖AAᵀ − Im‖2 ≤ δ, (2.17)
with a small constant δ ≥ 0. Finally, we will make use of the following assumption:
Ker(W ∗) ∩Ker(A) = {0}. (2.18)
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Figure 2.3: Demonstration of the purpose of the `1-norm for binary classification
problems. For details see text in Section 2.4
This is a commonly used and realistic assumption derived from the optimization
literature, see for example [111], which is necessary for problem (2.15) to have a
unique solution.
2.3.2 Examples
An example of W being redundant and coherent with orthonormal rows is the
curvelet frame where an image is assumed to have an approximately sparse rep-
resentation [23]. Moreover, for radar and sonar systems it is frequent that Gabor
frames are used in order to reconstruct pulse trains from CS measurements [81].
For more applications a small survey is given in [24]. iTV is another application
of CS which exploits the fact that digital images frequently have slowly varying
pixels, except along edges. This property implies that digital images with respect
to the discrete nabla operator, i.e., local differences of pixels, are approximately
sparse. For iTV applications, matrix W ∈ Cn×n is square, complex and rank-
deficient with rank(W ) = n − 1. An alternative to iTV is `1-analysis, where
matrix W is a Haar wavelet transform. However, a more pleasant to the eye re-
construction is obtained by solving the iTV problem compared to the `1-analysis
problem, see [86].
2.4 Linear support vector machine
In LSVM the goal is to find a linear function that separates the given data into
two clusters [38]. Let us assume we are given m data points (ai, bi), where ai ∈ Rn
and bi ∈ {−1, 1} ∀i = 1, 2, · · · ,m. An example of LSVM is shown in Figure 2.3a.
In this figure we plot m = 250 points ai ∈ R2 and separate them into two clusters
based on their value bi: −1 (squares), or 1 (stars). The aim is to find the dashed
line in Figure 2.3a which separates the points (ai, bi) ∀i = 1, 2, · · · ,m into two
clusters.
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More precisely, in LSVM we are looking for x ∈ Rn and β ∈ R, the coefficients
and the intercept of a linear function xᵀa − β, where a are the independent
variables. The linear function xᵀa− β should satisfy xᵀa− β ≥ 1 for all ai’s with
bi = 1 and additionally, it should satisfy x
ᵀa− β ≤ −1 for all ai’s with bi = −1.
The previous constraints simply state that the function xᵀa − β guarantees the
correct classification of the given data (ai, bi) ∀i = 1, 2, · · · ,m. There are many x
and β that satisfy this, however, in LSVM we choose the x and β that maximize
the distance of the two hyperplanes: xᵀa− β = 1 and xᵀa− β = −1. This means
that we are looking for x that maximizes 2/‖x‖2 (or minimizes ‖x‖2) subject to
the correct classification of the given data.
Other norms can also be considered. In our experiments we choose the `1-
norm in order to enforce sparsity in x. By using the `1-norm we are able to
capture the separability of the data into clusters based only on few features,
instead of n features. For example see Figure 2.3a, where obviously the data
can be clustered based only on the value of the first feature [ai]1 ∀i, hence the
optimal hyperplane depends only on [a]1. On the other hand when the `2 norm
is used then the optimal hyperplane depends on both features [a]1 and [a]2 and
the feature reduction property is lost.
The coefficients x and the intercept β are obtained by solving:
minimize ‖x‖1
subject to: bi(x
ᵀai − β) ≥ 1 ∀i = 1, 2, · · · ,m.
The objective function represents the distance of the two hyperplanes: xᵀai−β =
1 and xᵀai− β = −1. The constraints represent the restriction that the obtained
function xᵀa− β should cluster correctly the input data (ai, bi) ∀i = 1, 2, · · · ,m.
In case that the data are not linearly separable, unlike our example displayed
in Figure 2.3, then we can add a penalty term to control the error of the misclas-
sified data. In particular, we introduce some extra variables ξi for i = 1, 2, · · · ,m





ᵀai − β) ≥ 1− ξi ∀i = 1, 2, · · · ,m
ξi ≥ 0.
Parameter τ > 0 controls the emphasis on minimizing the misclassification error





where p : R → R is a penalty function around one. In this reformulation we
replaced the constraints with penalty functions in the objective function. There
are a few penalty functions that one can consider. The most important are:
- hinge loss: p(ω) = max(0, 1 − ω) [122], which is not differentiable every-
where,
- `2 loss: p(ω) = (max(0, 1−ω))2 [122], which is first-order differentiable and
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- LR: p(ω) = log(1 + e−ω) [122], which is smooth.
The three penalty functions are demonstrated in Figure 2.4.





In this chapter we discuss how the Legendre-Fenchel transform can be used to
obtain a smooth approximation of a non-smooth function as well as a primal-dual
reformulation of the problem of interest. We begin by introducing the Legendre-
Fenchel transform. Then, the Moreau proximal smoothing technique [84] is de-
scribed using the Legendre-Fenchel transform and an example is presented. Gen-
eralizations of the Moreau proximal smoothing technique can be found in [88]
and [7]. Finally, we discuss the primal-dual reformulation of problems that we are
concerned with.
Part of the material in this chapter has been presented in [41] and [53].
3.1 The Legendre-Fenchel transform
The Legendre-Fenchel transform is a way to represent a convex function [123].




The domain of ψ∗ is the set of all slopes of all tangent functions of ψ, i.e. the
sub-gradients of ψ. The image of ψ∗ is the set of all negative intercepts of tangent
functions of ψ. To demonstrate the previous assume for simplicity that function
ψ : Rn → R is uni-variate and convex. A tangent function of ψ at a point x′ is
given by ψ(x;x′) = s(x− x′) + ψ(x′), where s ∈ ∂ψ(x′) is a sub-gradient of ψ at
point x′. The intercept of function ψ(x;x′) is ψ(0, x′) = −sx′ + ψ(x′). Let y in
(3.1) be the sub-gradient s of ψ at x′, then the supremum in (3.1) is given for
x = x′ and has value −ψ(0, x′). In Figure 3.1 two examples of tangent functions
of a non differentiable function ψ are plotted. Given the slope s1 or s2 of one of
the two tangent functions the Legendre-Fenchel transform returns the negative
of the corresponding intercept, where the intercept is denoted by the red or the
cyan point in Figure 3.1, respectively.
The Legendre-Fenchel transform enjoys numerous properties [123] and two of
them will help us in the discussion of the smoothing technique in the next section.
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ψ(x) = 5|x − 3| + x2
s1x − ψ(x)
s2x − ψ(x)
Figure 3.1: Non differentiable convex function ψ and two tangent linear functions
at point (3, 0) of non differentiability
The two properties are:
- For a closed convex function ψ, the Legendre-Fenchel transform ψ∗∗ of ψ∗
is equal to ψ:




∇ψ(x) = arg max
y
yᵀx− ψ∗(y). (3.3)
3.2 Moreau proximal smoothing
Property (3.3) implies that the convex function ψ is differentiable if and only if the
arg max operator returns a unique solution. Therefore function ψ is differentiable
if its Legendre-Fenchel transform ψ∗ is strongly convex. The Moreau smoothing
technique is based on the idea that we can add a strongly convex quadratic
function µ/2‖y‖22 (µ > 0) to ψ∗ in order to enforce a unique solution in (3.3).






The smaller µ is the better the approximation of function ψµ to ψ:
ψµ(x) ≤ ψ(x) ≤ ψµ(x) + µC ∀x ∈ Rn,
where C is a positive bounded constant, see page 132 in [88] for details.
Other strongly convex functions can be added which result in different smooth
approximations ψµ. In the next subsection we present such an example.
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3.2.1 A smoothing example
We now present an example of Moreau smoothing technique for function h(x) =




The optimality conditions of problem (3.5) are:
y = Ωg, g ∈ Rp ‖g‖2 ≤ 1. (3.6)




ᵀΩᵀx− ‖Ωᵀx‖2, if ‖g‖2 ≤ 1
+∞, otherwise,
which is equivalent to:
h∗(Ωg) =
{
0, if ‖g‖2 ≤ 1
+∞, otherwise.
(3.7)
Using (3.2), (3.6) and (3.7) we have that:
h(x) = sup
y
yᵀx− h∗(y) = sup
‖g‖2≤1
gᵀΩᵀx. (3.8)
Clearly the supremum in (3.8) does not correspond to a unique solution g for
every x. Hence, based on property (3.3) function h is not differentiable.
To make function h smooth we will regularize h∗ with a strongly convex func-

















‖Ωᵀx‖22, if ‖Ωᵀx‖2 ≤ µ
‖Ωᵀx‖2 − µ2 , if ‖Ω
ᵀx‖2 ≥ µ.
(3.11)
By subtracting (3.10) from (3.8) we obtain:
hµ(x) = sup‖g‖2≤1 g
ᵀΩᵀx+ µ(1− ‖g‖2) 12 − µ




The difference between (3.11) and (3.12) is that the latter has derivatives of all
orders, while the former is only first-order differentiable.
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3.2.2 Huber and pseudo-Huber functions
We now extend the previous example to function ψ(x) = ‖W ∗x‖1, where W ∈
En×l and E = R or C. Let us define Ωi = [ReWi, ImWi] ∈ Rn×2, where Re(·)
takes a complex input and returns its real part, for simplification we use Re(·)
without the parenthesis.
First, we rewrite function ψ:
ψ(x) = ‖W ∗x‖1 =
l∑
i=1










where hiµ(x) can be either (3.11) or (3.12) using the corresponding Ωi matrix. In







‖Ωᵀi x‖22, if ‖Ω
ᵀ




, if ‖Ωᵀi x‖2 ≥ µ
}
. (3.15)




((µ2 + ‖Ωᵀi x‖22)
1
2 − µ). (3.16)







|W ∗i x|2, if |W ∗i x| ≤ µ
|W ∗i x| −
µ
2
, if |W ∗i x| ≥ µ
}
, (3.17)




((µ2 + |W ∗i x|2)
1
2 − µ), (3.18)
which is known as pseudo-Huber function.
Observe that the Huber function is only first-order differentiable, while the
pseudo-Huber function is smooth. A comparison of the three functions `1-norm,
Huber and Pseudo-Huber is presented in Figure 3.2.
3.3 Primal-dual reformulation
The Legendre-Fenchel transform can be used to obtain a primal-dual reformula-
tion of problem (1.1). In particular, the non-smooth function ψ in (1.1) can be
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(a) `1-norm, Huber, Pseudo-Huber func-
tions




















(b) Pseudo-Huber function for µ→ 0
Figure 3.2: Comparison of Huber and pseudo-Huber functions with the `1-norm.
Fig.3.2a shows the quality of approximation for Huber and pseudo-Huber func-
tions. Fig.3.2b shows how pseudo-Huber function converges to the `1-norm as
µ→ 0





τyᵀx− τψ∗(y)) + ϕ(x)], (3.19)
where y are the dual variables. Problem (3.19) is a primal-dual reformulation
of (1.1) in the sense that (3.2) is a dual reformulation of ψ. In what follows we
discuss an example regarding pseudo-Huber regularized problems.
3.3.1 Primal-dual reformulation of pseudo-Huber regular-
ized problems
We have the following pseudo-Huber regularized problem:
minimize τψµ(x) + ϕ(x), (3.20)
where ψµ is the pseudo-Huber function defined in (3.16). Using (3.12) we get the








i x+ µ(1− ‖gi‖2)
1
2 − µ).
Using the fact that every two dimensional vector gi can be written as a complex











where g are the dual variables and the bar superscript denotes the complex con-
jugate. Therefore, the primal-dual reformulation is obtained by replacing ψµ with
















In this thesis we will develop methods that solve such primal-dual reformulation.
We will discuss in Subsection 4.4 the reasons why solving the primal-dual problem





In this chapter we discuss the primal-dual Newton Conjugate Gradients (pdNCG)
method for `1-regularized problems:
minimize fτ := τ‖x‖1 + ϕ(x), (4.1)
where x ∈ Rn, τ > 0. This method has been first presented in [32]. Our contri-
bution concerns the convergence analysis of pdNCG. We show that the analysis
of pdNCG can be performed in a variable metric using an important property of
CG. The variable metric is the standard Euclidean norm scaled by an approx-
imation of the second-order derivative at every iteration of pdNCG. Based on
the variable metric we give a complete analysis of pdNCG, i.e., proof of global
convergence, global and local convergence rates, local region of fast convergence
rate and worst-case iteration complexity.
4.1 Assumptions
The following three assumptions are made.
- The function ϕ is twice differentiable, and
- at any x its second derivative ∇2ϕ is uniformly bounded:
λnI  ∇2ϕ(x)  λ1I, (4.2)
with 0 < λn ≤ λ1. This property implies strong convexity of ϕ and it
is heavily-used in our analysis. However, in practice the method can be
trivially modified to solve problems for which ϕ is convex. For example, see
Subsection 8.4.
- The second derivative of ϕ is Lipschitz continuous:
‖∇2ϕ(y)−∇2ϕ(x)‖ ≤ Lϕ‖y − x‖, (4.3)
for any x, y, where Lϕ ≥ 0 is the Lipschitz constant.
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4.2 Smoothing
The non-smooth `1-norm is approximated by the pseudo-Huber function (3.18),
where W in (3.18) is the identity matrix. Hence, problem (4.1) is replaced by





((µ2 + x2i )
1
2 − µ).
The advantages of such an approach are:
- Availability of second-order information of function ϕ owing to the differ-
entiability of the pseudo-Huber function.
- Opening the door to using iterative methods to compute descent directions
which take into account the curvature of the problem, such as Conjugate
Gradients (CG).
There is an obvious cost which comes along with the above benefits, and that is
the approximate nature of the pseudo-Huber function. There is a concern that in
case that a very accurate solution is required, the pseudo-Huber function may be
unable to deliver it. In theory, since the quality of the approximation is controlled
by the smoothing parameter µ the pseudo-Huber function can recover any level
of accuracy under the condition that sufficiently small µ is chosen. The reader is
referred to Section 3.2 for a perturbation analysis when the `1-norm is replaced by
the Pseudo-Huber function. In practice a very small parameter µ might increase
the conditioning of the linear algebra of the solver. However, we shall provide
numerical evidence that even when µ is set to small values, the proposed method
behaves well and remains very efficient.
The material in this chapter has been based on [53], in which we presented
the pdNCG method.
4.3 Derivatives
Let diag(·) be the function that takes as input a vector and outputs a diagonal
square matrix with the vector in the main diagonal. The gradient of the pseudo-
Huber function ψµ is:
∇ψµ(x) = Dx, (4.5)
where D := diag([D1, D2, · · · , Dn]) with
Di := (µ
2 + x2i )
− 1
2 ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , n, (4.6)
and the Hessian is:
∇2ψµ(x) = µ2D3. (4.7)
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The gradient of fµτ in (4.4) is given by
∇fµτ (x) = τ∇ψµ(x) +∇ϕ(x),
and the Hessian matrix of fµτ is:
∇2fµτ (x) = τ∇2ψµ(x) +∇2ϕ(x).
4.4 Primal-dual formulation and optimality con-
ditions








µ(1− g2i )1/2 − µ
)
+ ϕ(x). (4.8)
It can be obtained from (3.21) by setting W to be the identity matrix and re-
stricting g to the real variables. The optimality conditions for the primal-dual
problem (4.8) are:
τg +∇ϕ(x) = 0,
D−1g = x,
(4.9)
where D is defined in (4.6). Notice for conditions (4.9) that the constraint ‖g‖∞ ≤
1 in (4.8) is redundant since any x and g that satisfy (4.9) also satisfy this
constraint (see definition of matrix D in (4.6)). Hence, the constraint has been
dropped.
The first-order optimality conditions of the primal problem (4.1) are∇fµτ (x) =
τ∇ψµ(x) +∇ϕ(x) = 0. Therefore, one could simply apply a Newton-CG method
in order to find a root of this equation. However, in a series of papers [31, 32] it
has been noted that the linearization of ∇ψµ for Newton-CG method might be
a poor approximation of ∇ψµ close to the optimal solution. To deal with this
problem the authors in [32] suggested to solve the optimality conditions (4.9) of
the primal-dual problem (4.8).
Let [·]ij be the operator that returns the element at row i and column j
of the input matrix, similarly, let [·]i be the operator that returns the element
at position i of the input vector. The idea behind the previous technique is
that the linearization of the second equations in (4.9), i.e., yi/[D]ii − xi = 0
∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, is of much better quality than the linearization of [∇ψµ(x)]i for
µ ≈ 0 and xi ≈ 0; a scenario that is unavoidable since for small µ the optimal
solution of (4.1) is expected to be approximately sparse. To see why this is true,
observe that for small µ and xi ≈ 0, the gradient [∇ψµ(x)]i becomes close to
singular and its linearization is expected to be inaccurate. On the other hand,
yi/[D]ii − xi as a function of xi is not singular for µ ≈ 0 and xi ≈ 0, hence,
its linearization is expected to be more accurate. To visualize such a situation
observe in Figure 4.1 the plotted surfaces of [∇ψµ(x)]i and yi/[D]ii − xi as a
function of xi and µ when yi = 0.99. Notice, that function [∇ψµ(x)]i becomes
locally to µ ≈ 0 and xi ≈ 0 nearly singular, while 0.99/[D]ii−xi is not. Empirical
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(a) surface of partial derivative of pseudo-
Huber function as a function of xi and µ
(b) surface of 0.99(µ2 +x2i )
1/2−xi as a func-
tion of xi and µ
Figure 4.1: Visualization of [∇ψµ(x)]i and 0.99/[D]ii− xi as function of xi and µ
justification for this is also given in Section 3 in [32], it is also worth mentioning
that our empirical experience confirms the results of the previous paper.
4.5 Useful bounds
The next lemma shows that the Hessian of the pseudo-Huber function ψµ(x) is
bounded.
Lemma 4.1. The Hessian matrix ∇2ψµ satisfies:




where In is the identity matrix of size n× n.
Proof. The result follows easily by observing that 0 < (µ2 + x2i )
− 3
2 ≤ 1/µ3 for
any xi, i = 1, 2 . . . , n.
The next lemma shows that the Hessian matrix of the pseudo-Huber function
is Lipschitz continuous.




















where d∇2ψµ(x+ s(y − x))/ds is a diagonal matrix with each diagonal compo-





−3µ2(xi + s(yi − xi))(yi − xi)

















∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣−3µ2(xi + s(yi − xi))(yi − xi)





∣∣∣ −3µ2(xi + s(yi − xi))
(µ2 + (xi + s(yi − xi))2)
5
2
∣∣∣|(yi − xi)| (4.12)
where the first absolute value in (4.12) has a maximum at (µ− 2xi)/2(yi − xi),
which gives: ∣∣∣ −3µ2(xi + s(yi − xi))

















|yi − xi|. (4.14)





Replacing the above expression in (4.10) and calculating the integral we arrive at
the desired result.
The next lemma shows that the gradient of the pseudo-Huber function is
Lipschitz continuous.




‖y − x‖ ∀x, y.
Proof. Using the fundamental theorem of calculus, as in proof of Lemma 4.2, and
Lemma 4.1 it is easy to show the result.
Using (9.3) and Lemma 4.1 we get the following bounds on the Hessian matrix
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of fµτ :













)‖∇fµτ (x)‖2 ≤ fµτ (x)− fµτ (x̃) ≤ 12λn‖∇fµτ (x)‖2
and
‖x− x̃‖ ≤ 2
λn
‖∇fµτ (x)‖.
Proof. The right hand side of the first inequality is proved on page 460 of [18].
The left hand side of the first inequality is proved by using smoothness of fµτ :






and defining ỹ = x− 1τ
µ
+λ1
∇fµτ (x), we get:








The last inequality is proved on page 460 of [18].
The following lemma shows that the Hessian matrix ∇2fµτ is Lipschitz con-
tinuous. In this lemma, Lϕ is defined in (4.3).
Lemma 4.5. The function ∇2fµτ is Lipschitz continuous:





Proof. Using Lemma 4.2 and (4.3) we have:











The next lemma shows how well the second-order Taylor expansion of fµτ
approximates the function fµτ .
Lemma 4.6. If qµτ (y) is a quadratic approximation of the function f
µ
τ at x:
qµτ (y) := f
µ
τ (x) +∇fµτ (x)ᵀ(y − x) +
1
2
(y − x)ᵀ∇2fµτ (x)(y − x),
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then
|fµτ (y)− qµτ (y)| ≤
1
6
Lfµτ ‖y − x‖
3.
Proof. Using corollary 1.5.3 in [95] and Lemma 4.5 we have:





‖∇2fµτ (x+ s(y − x))−∇2fµτ (x)‖dsdt









Lfµτ ‖y − x‖
3.
4.6 A property of conjugate gradients
The following property of CG is used in the convergence analysis of pdNCG.
Lemma 4.7. Let Ax = b, where A is a symmetric and positive definite matrix.
Furthermore, let us assume that this system is solved using CG approximately;
CG is terminated prematurely at the ith iteration. Then if CG is initialized with
the zero solution the approximate solution xi satisfies:
(xi)ᵀAxi = (xi)ᵀb.
The same result holds when Preconditioned Conjugate Gradients (PCG) is used.
Proof. The following property is shown in proof of Lemma 2.4.1 in [73]. If CG
algorithm is initialized with the zero solution p0 = 0, then it returns a solution
xi which satisfies:




pᵀAp− pᵀb | p ∈ Ei},
where
Ei := span(b, Ab, . . . , Ai−1b).
Therefore for every p ∈ Ei, at t = 0, we get:
d(1
2
(xi + tp)ᵀA(xi + tp)− (xi + tp)ᵀb)
dt
= (Axi − b)ᵀp = 0.
Since, xi ∈ Ei,
(Axi − b)ᵀxi = 0⇐⇒ (xi)ᵀAxi = (xi)ᵀb.
This completes the first part. In the case where PCG is employed with symmetric
positive definite preconditioner P = EEᵀ, PCG is equivalent to solving approxi-
mately the system E−1AE−ᵀξ = E−1b using CG and then calculating xi = E−ᵀξi.
Therefore, by applying the previous we get that (ξi)ᵀE−1AE−ᵀξi = (ξi)ᵀE−1b and
by substituting ξi = Eᵀxi we prove the second part.
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4.7 Framework of pdNCG
In this section we describe primal-dual Newton Conjugate Gradients (pdNCG) for
the solution of the primal-dual optimality conditions (4.9). The method is similar
to the one in [32] for signal reconstruction problems, although, the two approaches
differ in Step 3 of pdNCG. More precisely, the original version of the method
instead of the projection operation in Step 3 it uses a backtracking procedure
along the dual direction until the box constraint is satisfied. Additionally, we
make a step further and give a complete convergence analysis and a worst-case
iteration complexity result in Section 4.8. A detailed pseudo-code of the method
is given below.
Algorithm 4.1 primal-dual Newton Conjugate Gradients (pdNCG)
1: Loop: For k = 1, 2, ..., until ‖dk‖xk ≤ ε, where ε > 0.
2: Obtain dk by solving approximately the system
H(xk, gk)d = −∇fµτ (xk) (4.16)
using CG or PCG, where
H(x, g) = τD(I −Ddiag(x)diag(g)) +∇2ϕ(x) (4.17)
and matrix D is defined in (4.6). Obtain ∆gk by calculating
∆gk = D(I −Ddiag(x)diag(g))dk − (gk −Dxk). (4.18)
3: Set ĝk+1 = gk + ∆gk and calculate
gk+1 := P‖·‖∞≤1(ĝ
k+1),
where P‖·‖∞≤1(·) is the orthogonal projection in the `∞ ball.




k) ≤ fµτ (xk)− c2c
j
3‖dk‖2xk ,
where 0 < c2 < 1/2, 0 < c3 < 1, and set α = c
j
3.
5: Set xk+1 = xk + αdk.
In Algorithm pdNCG we make use of the local norm:
‖ · ‖xk :=
√
〈·, H(xk, gk)·〉, (4.19)
where H is a positive definite matrix. Step 2 of pdNCG is the approximate
solution of the linearization of the first two equations in (4.9). The matrix H is
obtained by simply eliminating the variables ∆gk in the linearized system. Step
2 is performed by CG or PCG which is always initialized with the zero solution
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and it is terminated when
‖rµτ (x, g)‖ ≤ η‖∇fµτ (x)‖, (4.20)
where rµτ (x, g) = H(x, g)d+∇fµτ (x) is the residual and 0 ≤ η < 1 is a user-defined
constant. In practice we have observed that setting ηk =1.0e−1 results in very fast
convergence for our problems of interest, however, the method will be analyzed
for ηk set as in
ηk = min{1
2
, ‖∇fµτ (xk)‖c0}, (4.21)
with c0 = 1.
Step 3 is a projection of ĝk+1 to the set ‖g‖∞ ≤ 1 such that matrix H is
positive definite. The projection operator is:
v := P‖·‖∞≤1(u) = sign(u)min(|u|, 1)
and it is applied component-wise. Step 4 is a backtracking line-search technique
in order to guarantee that the sequence {xk} generated by pdNCG monotonically
decreases the objective function fµτ (x).
Observe that pdNCG adheres to the structure of Algorithm 1.1 GFrame, which
was introduced in Section 1.2 as a general framework of methods for convex
optimization. In particular, for pdNCG the following local model is build at every
iteration:
Q(x;xk) := fµτ (x
k) + (∇fµτ (xk))ᵀ(x− xk) +
1
2
(x− xk)ᵀH(xk, gk)(x− xk),
which corresponds to Step 2 of GFrame. Step 2 of pdNCG is an approximate
minimization of the local model:
xk+1 ≈ arg min
x
Q(x;xk),
which is followed by setting dk := xk+1−xk. Hence, Step 2 of pdNCG corresponds
to Step 3 of GFrame. In Step 3 of pdNCG the dual variables are determined in
order to construct matrix H in the local model. In Step 4 of pdNCG a step-size α
is calculated, which corresponds to Step 4 of GFrame. Finally, Step 5 of pdNCG
corresponds to Step 5 of GFrame by setting yk+1 := xk + αdk.
4.8 Convergence analysis and worst-case itera-
tion complexity
In this section we present the analysis of the pdNCG method given in [53]. In
particular, we prove global convergence, we study the global and local convergence
rates and we explicitly define a region in which pdNCG has fast convergence rate.
Additionally, a worst-case iteration complexity result of pdNCG is presented. The
reader will notice that the results in this section are established when CG is used
in step 2 of pdNCG Algorithm 4.1. However, based on Lemma 4.7 it is trivial to
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show that the same results hold if PCG is used.
Before we introduce notational conventions for this section, it is necessary to
find uniform bounds for matrix H(x, g) in (4.17). This is shown in the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.8. If ‖g‖∞ ≤ 1, then matrix H is uniformly bounded by






Proof. This result easily follows by using the definition of H in (4.17) and (9.3).
A similar argument, but for signal reconstruction problems, is also claimed in
[32], page 1970.
The equivalence of the Euclidean and the local norm (4.19) if ‖g‖∞ ≤ 1, is









2‖d‖ ∀x, d. (4.22)
The upper bound of the largest eigenvalue of H if ‖g‖∞ ≤ 1, will be denoted by
λ̃1 = (τ/µ+λ1). An upper bound of the condition number of matrix H(x, g) will
be denoted by κ = λ̃1/λn. The Lipschitz constant Lfµτ defined in Lemma 4.5, will
be denoted by L. Finally, the indices τ and µ from function fµτ are dropped.
4.8.1 Global convergence
First, the minimum decrease of the objective function at every iteration of pdNCG
is calculated.
Lemma 4.9. Let x ∈ Rn be the current iteration of pdNCG, d ∈ Rn be the pdNCG
direction for the primal variables, which is calculated using CG. The parameter
η of the termination criterion (4.20) of CG is set to 0 ≤ η < 1. If x is not the
minimizer of problem (4.4), i.e., ∇f(x) 6= 0, then the backtracking line-search





For this step-size α̂ the following holds:
f(x)− f(x(α̂)) > c4‖d‖2x,
where c4 = c2c3
1
κ
and x(α̂) = x+ α̂d.
Proof. For x(α) = x+ αd and from smoothness of f we have:




From Lemma 4.8 we have that H(x, g) is positive definite if ‖g‖∞ ≤ 1, which
is the condition always satisfied by step 3 of pdNCG. Then, if ∇f(x) 6= 0 the
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CG algorithm terminated at the ith iteration returns the vector di 6= 0 which
according to Lemma 4.7 satisfies:
(di)ᵀH(x, g)di = −(di)ᵀ∇f(x).
Therefore, by setting d := di we get:




Using (4.22) we get:






The right hand side of the above inequality is minimized for α∗ = λn
λ̃1
, which gives:





Observe that for this step-size the exit condition of the backtracking line-search
algorithm is satisfied, since








Therefore the step-size α̂ returned by the backtracking line-search algorithm is





which also satisfies the exit condition of the backtracking line-search algorithm.
Using c3λn/λ̃1 as a step-size results in the following decrease of the objective
function:







Global convergence of pdNCG for the primal variables is established in the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 1 in [53]). Let {xk} be a sequence generated by pdNCG.
The parameter η of the termination criterion (4.20) of the CG algorithm is set
to 0 ≤ η < 1. Then the sequence {xk} converges to x̃, which is the minimizer of
f in problem (4.4).
Proof. From Lemma 4.8 and step 3 of pdNCG we have that matrix H(x, g) is
symmetric and positive definite at any xk, gk. Moreover, if 0 ≤ η < 1 in (4.20),
then CG returns dk = 0 at a point xk if and only if ∇f(xk) = 0. Hence, only
at optimality CG will return a zero direction. Moreover, from Lemma 4.9 we
get that if ∇f(xk) 6= 0, then α̂k is bounded away from zero and the function
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f(x) is monotonically decreasing when the step α̂kdk is applied. The monotonic
decrease of the objective function implies that {f(xk)} converges to a limit, thus,
{f(xk) − f(xk+1)} → 0. Since f(x0) < ∞ and f is monotonically decreased,
where x0 is a finite first guess given as an input to pdNCG, then the sequence
{xk} belongs to a closed, bounded and therefore, compact sublevel set. Hence,
the sequence {xk}must have a sub-sequence which converges to a point x̃ and this
implies that {xk} also converges to x̃. Using Lemma 4.9 and {f(xk)−f(xk+1)} →
0 we get that ‖dk‖x → 0, hence, due to positive definiteness of H, ‖dk‖ → 0,
which implies that ‖∇f(xk)‖ → 0. Therefore, x̃ is a stationary point of function f .
Strong convexity of f guarantees that a stationary point must be a minimizer.
Convergence of the dual variables is shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2 (Theorem 2 in [53]). Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold.
Then we have that the sequences of dual variables produced by pdNCG satisfy
{gk} → Dx̃, where x̃ is the optimal solution of problem (4.4). Furthermore, the
previous implies that the primal-dual iterates of pdNCG converge to the solution
of system (4.9).
Proof. From Theorem 4.1 we have that dk → 0 and xk → x̃. Hence, from (4.18)
we get that ∆gk → −gk + Dx̃. Moreover, we have that the iterates at step 3 of
pdNCG satisfy g̃k → Dx̃ and consequently:
gk = P‖·‖∞≤1(ĝ)→ P‖·‖∞≤1(Dx̃) = Dx̃.
It is easy to check that these values of g̃ with the optimal variable x̃ satisfy the
system (4.9). The proof is complete.
4.8.2 Region of fast convergence rate
In this subsection we define a region based on ‖d‖x, in which by setting parameter
η as in (4.21) with c0 = 1, pdNCG converges with fast rate. The lemma below
shows the behaviour of the function f when a step along the primal direction in
pdNCG is made.
Lemma 4.10. Let x ∈ Rn be the current iteration of pdNCG, d ∈ Rn be the
pdNCG direction for primal variables calculated by CG, which is terminated ac-
cording to criterion (4.20) with 0 ≤ η < 1. Then












where x(α) = x+ αd and α > 0.
Proof. Using Lemma 4.6 and setting y = x(α) = x+ αd we get:








From Lemma 4.8 and step 3 of pdNCG we have that (4.22) holds. Hence, using
(4.22) and Lemma 4.7 we get:












The result is obtained by the rearrangement of terms.
The next lemma determines bounds on the norm of the primal direction dk
as a function of ‖∇fµτ (xk)‖.
Lemma 4.11. Let d ∈ Rn be the pdNCG primal direction at a point x ∈ Rn
that is calculated by CG, which is terminated according to criterion (4.20) with













Proof. By squaring (4.20) and making simple rearrangements of it we get:
dᵀH(x, g)2d+ 2∇f(x)ᵀH(x, g)d+ (1− η2)‖∇f(x)‖2 ≤ 0. (4.23)
From step 3 of pdNCG we have that the condition of Lemma 4.8 is satisfied.




1 ‖∇f(x)‖‖d‖x + (1− η2)‖∇f(x)‖2 ≤ 0.
By dropping the quadratic term λ2n‖d‖2 from the previous inequality and dividing








This proves the left hand side of the result. For the right hand side, we simply
use Lemma 4.7 and (4.22):







By dividing with ‖d‖x we obtain the right hand side of our claim.
The following lemma will be used to prove fast local convergence rate of
pdNCG for the primal variables.
Lemma 4.12. Let the iterates xk and gk be produced by pdNCG, then the follow-
ing holds:
















and M is a finite upper bound on the Euclidean norm of the derivative of H(x, g).
Proof. Let x̃ be the optimal solution of problem (4.4). We rewrite
∇2f(xk)−H(xk, gk) = ∇2f(xk)−∇2f(x̃) +∇2f(x̃)−H(xk, gk).
Moreover, let g̃ be the optimal dual variable, which according to Theorem 4.2
satisfies g̃ = D(x̃)x̃. Notice that matrix D in (4.6) is dependent on variable x;
for the purposes of this proof we will explicitly denote this dependence. From the
definition of H in (4.17) we have that H(x̃, g̃) = ∇2f(x̃). The following holds:
‖∇2f(xk)−H(xk, gk)‖ ≤ ‖∇2f(xk)−∇2f(x̃)‖+ ‖H(x̃, g̃)−H(xk, gk)‖.
By Lipschitz continuity of ∇2f in Lemma 4.5 we get that:
‖∇2f(xk)−H(xk, gk)‖ ≤ L‖x̃− xk‖+ ‖H(x̃, g̃)−H(xk, gk)‖. (4.24)
We now focus on bounding ‖H(x̃, g̃)−H(xk, gk)‖. Using the fundamental theorem
of calculus we have:





[x̃− xk; g̃ − gk]ds,
where x̃(s) = x̃+ s(x̃− xk) and g̃(s) = g̃ + s(g̃ − gk). Hence,






We now prove that dH(x̃(s), g̃(s))/d(x̃(s), g̃(s)) is bounded in the set Rn × {g ∈
Rn | ‖g‖∞ ≤ 1} ⊂ R2m. Observe that the partial derivatives of H(x, g) with
respect to x or g are continuous. Therefore, dH(x̃(s), g̃(s))/d(x̃(s), g̃(s)) is a con-
tinuous tensor. In this case, the only candidates of unboundedness are the limits
x → ±∞. By calculating the partial derivatives it is easy to show that at the
limits all partial derivatives are finite and this implies that every component of
the tensor is bounded in Rn × {g ∈ Rn | ‖g‖∞ ≤ 1}. We will denote the bound
by a positive constant M , hence,
‖H(x̃, g̃)−H(xk, gk)‖ ≤M(‖x̃− xk‖+ ‖g̃ − gk‖). (4.25)
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It remains to find a bound for ‖g̃ − gk‖. From step 3 of pdNCG we have:





Using Lemma 4.3 and
D(xk)(I −D(xk)diag(xk)diag(gk))  D(xk)  1
µ
In,
which holds for ‖g‖∞ ≤ 1, we have that:





By combining inequalities (4.25) and (4.26) in (4.24) we get:





Combining Lemmas 4.4, 4.11 and (4.21) for a bound on ‖x̃− xk‖ we get:












Using (4.22) we get the result.
Based on Lemmas 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12, a region is defined in the following
lemma in which unit-step sizes are calculated by the backtracking line-search
algorithm. Additionally, for this region, ‖dk+1‖xk+1 is bounded as a function of
‖dk‖xk . In this lemma the constants c2 and c3 have been defined in step 4 of
pdNCG, moreover, xk+1 = xk + dk.





, then the backtracking line-search algo-
rithm in step 4 of pdNCG calculates unit step-sizes. Moreover, if the parameter
ηk of the termination criterion (4.20) of CG is set as in (4.21) with c0 = 1, then


























Proof. By setting α = 1 in Lemma 4.10 we get:






























f(xk)− f(xk+1) ≥ c2‖dk‖2xk ,
which implies that α = 1 satisfies the exit condition of the backtracking line-
search algorithm. Let us define the quantities ∇f(x(t))ᵀh, where h ∈ Rn, x(t) =
xk + tdk and x(δ) = xk + δdk, then we have:















































By taking absolute values and setting t = 1 we get:
|∇f(xk+1)ᵀh| ≤ |∇f(xk)ᵀh+ (dk)ᵀ∇2f(xk)h|+ 1
2
L‖dk‖2‖h‖
≤ ‖∇f(xk) +∇2f(xk)dk‖‖h‖+ 1
2
L‖dk‖2‖h‖
≤ ‖∇f(xk) +H(xk, gk)dk‖‖h‖
+ ‖∇2f(xk)−H(xk, gk)‖‖dk‖‖h‖+ 1
2
L‖dk‖2‖h‖. (4.27)
Observe that from (4.21) with c0 = 1 we have that ηk ≤ ‖∇f(xk)‖. Hence,
combining the previous with Lemma 4.11 and (4.20) in (4.27) we have that:






Using Lemma 4.12 we have:


















The previous result holds for every h ∈ Rn, hence, by setting h = dk+1 and by
using Lemma 4.7 we prove the second part of this lemma.
The following corollary determines the region of fast convergence rate of
Newton-CG. By fast rate it is meant that if pdNCG is initialized in this re-
gion, then the worst-case iteration complexity result for convergence to x̃ is of
the form log2 log2
constant
required accuracy
. This statement is proved in Subsection 4.8.3 in
Theorem 4.4.
Corollary 4.1. If the parameter ηk in the termination criterion (4.20) of CG is




















then according to Lemma 4.13 pdNCG convergences with fast rate.
4.8.3 Worst-case iteration complexity
The following theorem shows the worst-case iteration complexity of pdNCG in
order to enter the region of fast convergence rate, i.e., ‖d‖x < $, where 0 <
$ ≤ c5 and c5 has been defined in Corollary 4.1. In this theorem the constant
c4 has been defined in Lemma 4.9, c2 and c3 are constants of the backtracking
line-search algorithm in step 4 of pdNCG. Moreover, x̃ denotes the minimizer of
problem (4.4).
Theorem 4.3 (Theorem 3 in [53]). Starting from an initial point x0, such that
‖d0‖x0 ≥ $ and setting 0 ≤ η < 1 in the termination criterion (4.20) of CG,
then pdNCG requires at most












Proof. Let us assume an iteration index k > 0, then from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.11
we get:








From Lemma 4.9 we have:
f(xk) < f(xk−1)− c4‖dk−1‖2xk−1 . (4.30)








































Hence, we conclude that after at most K1 iterations as defined in the preamble
of this theorem, the algorithm produces ‖dk‖xk < $.
It is worth pointing out that a worst-case iteration complexity result for the
global phase (before fast local convergence) of standard Newton method can be
obtained by slightly modifying the proof of Theorem 4.3. In particular, in the
proof of Theorem 4.3, one simply has to replace matrix H with ∇2f and set
η = 0 (exact Newton directions), the constant κ remains unchanged since the
matrices H and ∇2f have the same uniform bounds, see (4.15) and Lemma 4.8.
Using the previous adjustments, it is easy to show that the dominant term κ2 in
the result of Theorem 4.3 is preserved for standard Newton method. To the best
of our knowledge, the result of O(κ2) is the tightest that has been obtained for
the standard Newton method, see Subsection 9.5 in [18].
The following theorem presents the worst-case iteration complexity result of
pdNCG to obtain a solution xl, of accuracy f(xl)− f(x̃) < ε, when initialized at
a point inside the region of fast convergence.
Theorem 4.4 (Theorem 4 in [53]). Suppose that there is an iteration index k of
pdNCG, such that ‖dk‖xk < $. If η in (4.20) is set as in (4.21) with c0 = 1, then
pdNCG needs at most














Proof. Suppose that there is an iteration index k such that ‖dk‖xk < $, then for





























From Lemmas 4.4, 4.11 and ηk in (4.21) we get:
f(xl)− f(x̃) ≤ 4κ‖dl‖2xl .
By replacing (4.31) in the above inequality we get:











Hence, in order to obtain a solution xl, such that f(xl) − f(x̃) < ε, pdNCG
requires at most as many iterations as in the preamble of this theorem.
The following theorem summarizes the complexity result of pdNCG. The con-
stants c6, c7 and c8 in this theorem are defined in Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, respec-
tively.
Theorem 4.5. Starting from an initial point x0, such that ‖d0‖x0 ≥ $, pdNCG
requires at most








iterations to converge to a solution xk, k > 0, of accuracy
f(xk)− f(x̃) < ε.
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Chapter 5
pdNCG for Compressed Sensing
In this chapter we discuss a specialized version of pdNCG for CS problems, which
was first presented in [41]. The method is aimed for sparse reconstruction prob-
lems using the `1 analysis formulation:




where W ∈ En×l, E = R or C, n ≤ l, A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rm, τ > 0 and the star
superscript is the conjugate transpose operator. Applications have been discussed
in Section 2.3. Assumptions and results that were presented in Section 2.3 will
be used in this chapter.
Our contribution is a computationally inexpensive and provably effective pre-
conditioning technique. At every iteration of pdNCG, the most computationally
expensive task is the inexact solution of a linear system with an ill-conditioned
matrix. We prove that the preconditioner clusters the eigenvalues of the matrix
of the linear system around one. Hence, the linear systems can be solved very
fast using an iterative method. The preconditioner exploits the sparsity of the
iterations close to optimality and the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) (As-
sumption 2.1), i.e., near orthogonality of the columns of matrix A in subspaces
defined by subsets of columns of matrix W ∗.
This work is also supported by a user friendly implementation of the proposed
algorithm, see the hyperlink in [41].
5.1 Smoothing
The non-differentiability of the `1-norm in (5.1) is treated by applying smoothing.
In particular, the `1-norm is replaced with the pseudo-Huber function (3.18). The
original problem in (5.1) is approximated by the following problem:













Let the bar be the complex conjugate operator. Moreover, let us define the func-
tionRe(·) which takes a complex input and returns its real part. For simplification
of notation, occasionally we will use Re(·) without the parenthesis.
The gradient of pseudo-Huber function in (3.18) is:
∇ψµ(x) = Re(WDW ∗)x, (5.3)




2 ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , l, (5.4)




(WŶW ∗ + W̄ Ŷ W̄ ∗ +WỸ W̄ ∗ + W̄ ˜̄YW ∗), (5.5)
where Ŷ := diag
[
Ŷ1, Ŷ2, ..., Ŷl
]
, Ỹ := diag
[




2D3i +Di, Ỹi := −y2iD3i , i = 1, 2, ..., l. (5.6)
The gradient of function fµτ in (5.2) is:
∇fµτ (x) = τ∇ψµ(x) + Aᵀ(Ax− b).
Moreover, the Hessian matrix of fµτ is:
∇2fµτ (x) = τ∇2ψµ(x) + AᵀA. (5.7)
5.3 Primal-dual formulation and optimality con-
ditions
The primal-dual formulation of problem (5.2) can be obtained from (3.21) by













Its optimality conditions are:
τRe(Wḡ) + Aᵀ(Ax− b) = 0,
D−1ḡ = W ∗x.
(5.8)
In (5.8), D is defined in (5.4) and g ∈ El. In this chapter we discuss the details
of pdNCG, which solves the primal-dual optimality conditions (5.8). The reason
that we choose to solve the primal-dual optimality conditions has been discussed
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in details in Section 4.4.
5.4 Useful results
In the following lemma we show that xτ,µ := arg min f
µ
τ (x) for τ constant is a
continuous and differentiable function of µ.
Lemma 5.1. Let τ be a constant and consider xτ,µ as a functional of µ. If
condition Ker(W ∗) ∩Ker(A) = {0} in (2.18) is satisfied, then xτ,µ is continuous
and differentiable.
Proof. The optimality conditions of problem (5.2) are:
τ∇ψµ(x) + Aᵀ(Ax− b) = 0.
According to definition of xτ,µ, we have:









































where d∇ψµ(x)/dµ|xτ,µ is the first-order derivative of ∇ψµ(x) as a functional
of µ, measured at xτ,µ. Notice that due to condition Ker(W
∗) ∩ Ker(A) = {0}
in (2.18) we have that ∇2fµτ (x) is positive definite ∀x, hence xτ,µ is unique.
Therefore, the previous system has a unique solution, which means that xτ,µ is
uniquely differentiable as a functional of µ with τ being constant. Therefore, xτ,µ
is continuous as a functional of µ.
Remark 5.1. Lemma 5.1 and continuity of xτ,µ (as a function of µ) imply that
there exists sufficiently small smoothing parameter µ such that ‖xτ,µ − xτ‖2 < ω
for any arbitrarily small ω > 0.
5.5 The algorithm
First, we convert the optimality conditions (5.8) to the real case. Let the function
Im(·) take a complex input and return its imaginary part. For simplification
of notation, occasionally we will use Im(·) without the parenthesis. Then the
conversion is done by splitting matrix W = ReW +
√
−1ImW and the dual
variables g = gre +
√
−1gim into their real and imaginary parts. We do this in
order to obtain optimality conditions which are differentiable in the classical sense
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of real analysis. This allows a straightforward application of pdNCG method. The
optimality conditions with real variables are:
τ(ReWgre + ImWgim) + A
ᵀ(Ax− b) = 0,
D−1gre = ReW
ᵀx, D−1gim = ImW
ᵀx.
(5.9)
At every iteration of pdNCG the primal-dual directions are calculated by
approximately solving the following linearization of the equality constraints in
(5.9):
B∆x = −∇fµτ (x)
∆gre = D(I −B1)ReW ᵀ∆x+DB2ImW ᵀ∆x− gre +DReW ᵀx
∆gim = D(I −B4)ImW ᵀ∆x+DB3ReW ᵀ∆x− gim +DImW ᵀx
(5.10)
where
B := τB̃ + AᵀA, (5.11)
B̃ := ReWD(I −B1)ReW ᵀ + ImWD(I −B4)ImW ᵀ +ReWDB2ImW ᵀ
+ ImWB3DReW
ᵀ,
and Bi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are diagonal matrices with components:
[B1]ii := Di[gre]iReW
ᵀ





i x, [B4]ii := Di[gim]iImW
ᵀ
i x.
Remark 5.2. Matrix B in (5.11) is positive definite (and invertible) if ‖gre +√
−1gim‖∞ ≤ 1 and condition (2.18) are satisfied. The former condition will be
maintained through all iterations of pdNCG.
It is straightforward to show the claim in Remark 5.2 for the case of W being
a real matrix. For the case of complex W we refer the reader to a similar claim
which is made in [32], page 1970. Although matrix B is positive definite under the
conditions stated in Remark 5.2, it is not symmetric, except in the case that W
is real where all imaginary parts are dropped. Therefore in the case of a complex
matrix W , PCG cannot be employed to solve (5.10) approximately. To avoid the
problem of non-symmetric matrix B the authors in [32] suggested to ignore the
non-symmetric part in matrix B and employ CG to solve (5.10). This idea is
based on the following remark.
Remark 5.3. The symmetric part of B tends to the symmetric second-order
derivative of fµτ as pdNCG converges (see Section 5 in [32]).
Hence, system (5.10) is replaced with
B̂∆x = −∇fµτ (x)
∆gre = D(I −B1)ReW ᵀ∆x+DB2ImW ᵀ∆x− gre +DReW ᵀx




B̂ := τ sym(B̃) + AᵀA (5.13)
and sym(B̃) := 1/2(B̃ + B̃ᵀ) is the symmetric part of B̃. Moreover, PCG is
terminated when
‖B̂∆x+∇fµτ (x)‖2 ≤ η‖∇fµτ (x)‖2, (5.14)
is satisfied for η ∈ [0, 1). Then the iterate g = gre + ∆gre +
√
−1(gim + ∆gim)
is projected orthogonally on the box {x : ‖x‖∞ ≤ 1}. The projection opera-
tor for complex arguments is applied component-wise and it is defined as v :=
P‖·‖∞≤1(u) = min(1/|u|, 1) u, where  denotes the component-wise multiplica-
tion. In the last step, line-search is employed for the primal ∆x direction in order
to guarantee that the objective value fµτ decreases monotonically, see Section 5
of [32]. The pseudo-code of pdNCG is presented in Algorithm 5.1.
Algorithm 5.1 primal-dual Newton Conjugate Gradients (pdNCG) for CS
1: Input: c1 ∈ (0, 1), c2 ∈ (0, 1/2), x0, g0re and g0im, where ‖g0re+
√
−1g0im‖∞ ≤ 1.
2: Loop: For k = 1, 2, ..., until termination criteria are met.
3: Calculate ∆xk, ∆gkre and ∆g
k
im by solving approximately the system (5.12),
until (5.14) is satisfied for some η ∈ [0, 1).
















where P‖·‖∞≤1(·) is the orthogonal projection on the `∞ ball.
Then set gk+1re := Reĝ
k+1 and gk+1im := Imĝ
k+1.
5: Find the least integer j ≥ 0 such that:
fµτ (x
k + cj1∆x
k) ≤ fµτ (xk) + c2c
j
1(∇fµτ (xk))ᵀ∆xk
is satisfied and set α := cj1.
6: Set xk+1 := xk + α∆xk.
5.6 Preconditioning
Practical computational efficiency of pdNCG depends on spectral properties of
matrix B̂ in (5.13). Those can be improved by a suitable preconditioning. In
this section we introduce a new preconditioner for B̂ and discuss the limiting
behaviour of the spectrum of the preconditioned B̂.
First, we give an intuitive analysis on the construction of the proposed pre-
conditioner. In Remark 5.1 it is mentioned that the distance ω of the two solu-
tions xτ := arg min fτ (x) and xτ,µ := arg min f
µ
τ (x) can be arbitrarily small for
sufficiently small values of µ. Moreover, according to Assumption 2.1, W ∗xτ is q
sparse. Therefore, Remark 5.1 implies that W ∗xτ,µ is approximately q sparse with
nearly zero components of order O(ω). A consequence of the previous statement
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is that the components of W ∗xτ,µ split into the following disjoint sets:
B := {i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , l} | |W ∗i xτ,µ|  O(ω)}, |B| = q = |supp(W ∗xτ )|,
Bc := {i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , l} | |W ∗i xτ,µ| ≈ O(ω)}, |Bc| = l − q,
where supp(u) = {i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l} | |ui| 6= 0} and the superscript c denotes
the complement of a set. The behaviour of W ∗xτ,µ has a crucial influence on the
matrix ∇2ψµ(xτ,µ) in (5.5). Notice that the components of the diagonal matrix D,
defined in (5.4) as part of ∇2ψµ(xτ,µ), split into two disjoint sets. In particular, q
components are non-zeros much smaller than O(1/ω), while the majority, l − q,




) ∀i ∈ B and Di = O(
1
ω
) ∀i ∈ Bc. (5.15)
Hence, for points close to xτ,µ and small µ, matrix ∇2fµτ in (5.7) consists of a
dominant matrix τ∇2ψµ and of matrix AᵀA with moderate largest eigenvalue.
The previous argument for AᵀA is due to (2.17). Observe that λmax(A
ᵀA) =
λmax(AA
ᵀ), hence, if δ in (2.17) is not a very large constant, then λmax(A
ᵀA) ≤
1 + δ. According to Remark 5.3, the symmetric matrix sym(B̃) in (5.7) tends to
matrix ∇2ψµ as x→ xτ,µ. Therefore, matrix sym(B̃) is the dominant matrix in B̂.
For this reason, in the proposed preconditioning technique, matrix AᵀA in (5.7)
is replaced by a scaled identity ρIn, ρ > 0, while the dominant matrix sym(B̃) is
maintained. Based on these observations we propose the following preconditioner:
Ñ := c sym(B̃) + ρIn. (5.16)
In order to capture the approximate separability of the diagonal components
of matrix D for points close to xτ,µ, when µ is sufficiently small, we will work
with approximate guess of B and Bc. For this reason, we introduce the positive
constant ν, such that:
#(Di < ν) = σ.
Here σ might be different from the sparsity of W ∗xτ . Furthermore, according to
the above definition we have the sets:
Bν := {i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , l} | Di < ν} and Bcν := {1, 2, · · · , l}\Bν , (5.17)
with |Bν | = σ and |Bcν | = l−σ. This notation is being used in the following theo-
rem in which we analyze the behaviour of the spectral properties of preconditioned
∇2fµτ with preconditioner N := τ∇2ψµ+ρIn. However, according to Remark 5.3,
matrices B̂ and Ñ tend to ∇2fµτ and N , respectively, as x → xτ,µ. Therefore,
the following theorem is useful for the analysis of the limiting behaviour of the
spectrum of preconditioned B̂.
In Theorem 5.1 λmin(·) denotes the minimum non-zero eigenvalue of the input
matrix and spec(·) denotes the spectrum of the input matrix.
Theorem 5.1 (Theorem 5.1 in [41]). Let ν be any positive constant and #(Di <
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ν) = σ at a point x, where D is defined in (5.4). Let
∇2fµτ (x) = τ∇2ψµ(x) + AᵀA and N := τ∇2ψµ(x) + ρIn.
Additionally, let Assumption 2.1 hold for matrices A and W with q = σ, i.e.,
they satisfy W-RIP with some constant δσ < 1/2 and let A satisfy (2.17) for
some constant δ ≥ 0.




2 do not belong to Ker(W ∗Bcν ) and ρ ∈
[δσ, 1/2], then the eigenvalues of N
−1∇2fµτ (x) satisfy:
|λ− 1| ≤ 1
2
χ+ 1 + (5χ2 − 2χ+ 1) 12
τµ2ν3λmin(Re(WBcνW
∗
Bcν )) + ρ
,
where λ ∈ spec(N−1∇2fµτ (x)) and χ := 1 + δ − ρ.




2 belong to Ker(W ∗Bcν ), then
|λ− 1| ≤ 1
2
χ+ 1 + (5χ2 − 2χ+ 1) 12
ρ
.




2 instead, because it






















































2u| = |λ− 1|uᵀNu. (5.18)
First, we find an upper bound for |uᵀN 12 (AᵀA−ρIn)N−
1
2u|. Matrices N 12 (AᵀA−
ρIn)N
− 1





2u| ≤ λ+max(AᵀA− ρIn),












|(Pv +Qv)ᵀ(AᵀA− ρIn)(Pv +Qv)|,
where P is the projection matrix to the column space of WBν and Q = In − P .









+ |(Qv)ᵀ(AᵀA− ρIn)Qv|+ 2|(Pv)ᵀ(AᵀA− ρIn)Qv|
)
.
Let us denote by v̂ the solution of this maximization problem and set ‖P v̂‖22 = α







|(P v̂)ᵀ(AᵀA− ρIn)P v̂|




Since P v̂ belongs to the column space of WBν and |Bν | = σ, from W-RIP with
δσ < 1/2 we have that
‖P v̂‖22(1− δσ) ≤ ‖APv̂‖22 =⇒
‖P v̂‖22(1− ρ) ≤ ‖APv̂‖22 ⇐⇒
‖P v̂‖22(1− 2ρ) ≤ ‖APv̂‖22 − ρ‖P v̂‖22.
Since ρ ∈ [δσ, 1/2] we have that ρ‖P v̂‖22 ≤ ‖APv̂‖22, which implies that if the
eigenvector corresponding to an eigenvalue of matrix AᵀA belongs to the column
space of WBν , then the eigenvalue cannot be smaller than ρ. Hence,
|(P v̂)ᵀ(AᵀA− ρIn)P v̂| ≤ |(P v̂)∗(AᵀA− ρIn)P v̂| = (P v̂)∗(AᵀA− ρIn)P v̂.
Moreover, from W-RIP with δσ < 1/2 and ρ ∈ [δσ, 1/2], we also have that
(P v̂)∗(AᵀA− ρIn)P v̂ ≤ ‖P v̂‖22. Thus,
|(P v̂)ᵀ(AᵀA− ρIn)P v̂| ≤ α. (5.20)
From property (2.17) and λmax(A
ᵀA) = λmax(AA
ᵀ), we have that λmax(A
ᵀA −
ρIn) ≤ 1 + δ − ρ. Finally, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get that
|(Qv̂)ᵀ(AᵀA− ρIn)Qv̂| ≤ (1 + δ − ρ)(1− α) (5.21)
and













Set χ := 1 + δ− ρ, it is easy to check that in the interval α ∈ [0, 1] the right hand
side of (5.23) has a maximum at one of the four candidate points:






5χ2 − 2χ+ 1
)1/2
),
where α3 and α4 correspond to the plus and minus signs, respectively. The







3χ2 + 2χ− 1







(5χ2 − 2χ+ 1)1/2,
respectively. Hence, the maximum among these four values is given for α4. Thus,










(5χ2 − 2χ+ 1)
1
2 . (5.24)
We now find a lower bound for uᵀNu. Using the definition of D in (5.4), matrix
Ŷ in (5.6) is rewritten as Ŷi = (2µ
2 + |yi|2)D3i ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , l. Thus ∇2ψµ(x) in




[(WD̃3W ∗ + W̄ D̃3W̄ ∗ +WỸ W̄ ∗ + W̄ ˜̄YW ∗) (5.25)
+ 2µ2(WD3W ∗ + W̄D3W̄ ∗)],
where D̃i = |yi|2D3i ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , l. Observe, that matrix∇2ψµ(x) consists of two
matrices WD̃3W ∗+ W̄ D̃3W̄ ∗+WỸ W̄ ∗+ W̄ ˜̄YW ∗ and 2µ2(WD3W ∗+ W̄D3W̄ ∗),
which are positive semi-definite. Using (5.25) and the previous statement we get
that:








uᵀ(WD3W ∗ + W̄D3W̄ ∗)u+ ρ.












































Bcν )u+ ρ. (5.26)
If u /∈ Ker(W ∗Bcν ), then from (5.26) we get:
uᵀNu ≥ τµ2ν3λmin(Re(WBcνW
∗
Bcν )) + ρ. (5.27)
Hence, combining (5.18), (5.24) and (5.27) we conclude that:
|λ− 1| ≤ 1
2
χ+ 1 + (5χ2 − 2χ+ 1) 12
τµ2ν3λmin(Re(WBcνW
∗
Bcν )) + ρ
.
If u ∈ Ker(W ∗Bcν ), then from (5.26) we have that u
ᵀNu ≥ ρ, hence
|λ− 1| ≤ 1
2
χ+ 1 + (5χ2 − 2χ+ 1) 12
ρ
.
Let us now draw some conclusions from Theorem 5.1. In order for the eigen-
values of N−1∇2fµτ (x) to be around one, it is required that the degree of freedom
ν is chosen such that ν = O(1/µ) and µ is small. For such ν, the cardinality σ of
the set Bν must be small enough that matrices A and W satisfy W-RIP with con-
stant δσ < 1/2; otherwise the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 will not be satisfied.
This is possible if the pdNCG iterates are close to the optimal solution xτ,µ and
µ is sufficiently small. In particular, for sufficiently small µ, from Remark 5.1 we
have that xτ,µ ≈ xτ and σ ≈ q. According to Assumption 2.1 for the q-sparse xτ ,
W-RIP is satisfied for δ2q < 1/2 =⇒ δq < 1/2. Hence, for points close to xτ,µ and
small µ we expect that δσ < 1/2. Therefore, the result in Theorem 5.1 captures
only the limiting behaviour of preconditioned ∇2fµτ (x) as x → xτ,µ. Moreover,
according to Remark 5.3, Theorem 5.1 implies that at the limit the eigenvalues
of Ñ−1B̂ are also clustered around one.
The scenario of limiting behaviour of the preconditioner is pessimistic. Let
σ̃ be the minimum sparsity level such that matrices A and W are W-RIP with
δσ̃ < 1/2. Then, according to the uniform property of W-RIP (i.e., it holds for all
at most σ̃-sparse vectors), the preconditioner will start to be effective even if the
iterates W ∗xk are approximately sparse with σ̃ dominant non-zero components.
Numerical evidence is provided in Figure 5.1 to confirm this claim.
In Figure 5.1 the spectra λ(B̂) and λ(Ñ−1B̂) are displayed for a sequence of
systems which arise when an iTV problem is solved. For this iTV problem we set
matrix A to be a partial 2D DCT, n = 210, m = n/4, τ = 2.29e-2 and ρ = 5.0e-1.
For the experiment in Figures 5.1a and 5.1b the smoothing parameter has been
set to µ = 1.0e-3 and in Figures 5.1c and 5.1d µ = 1.0e-5. Observe that for
both cases the eigenvalues of matrix Ñ−1B̂ are nicely clustered around one. On
the other hand the eigenvalues of matrix B̂ have large variations and there are
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(a) Unpreconditioned (b) Preconditioned
(c) Unpreconditioned (d) Preconditioned
Figure 5.1: Spectra of λ(B̂) and λ(Ñ−1B̂) when pdNCG is applied with smooth-
ing parameter µ = 1.0e-3 (top subfigures) and µ = 1.0e-5 (bottom subfigures).
Matrix A in B̂ is a 2D DCT, n = 210, m = n/4 and τ = 2.29e-2. Seventeen
systems are solved in total for each experiment.
many small eigenvalues close to zero. Notice that the preconditioner was effective
not only at optimality as was predicted by theory, but through all iterations of
pdNCG. This is because starting from the zero solution the iterates W ∗xk were
maintained approximately sparse ∀k.





2 belong to Ker(W ∗Bcν ). In this case, according to Theorem 5.1
the preconditioner removes the disadvantageous dependence of the spectrum of
∇2fµτ (x) on the smoothing parameter µ. However, there is no guarantee that the
eigenvalues of N−1∇2fµτ (x) are clustered around one, regardless of the distance
from the optimal solution xτ,µ. Again, because of Remark 5.3 we expect that the
spectrum of Ñ−1B̂ at the limit will have a similar behaviour.
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5.7 Continuation
In the previous section we have shown that by using preconditioning, the spectral
properties of systems that arise can be improved. However, for initial stages of
pdNCG a similar result can be achieved without the cost of having to apply pre-
conditioning. In particular, at initial stages the spectrum of B̂ can be controlled
to some extent through inexpensive continuation, while preconditioning is en-
abled only at later stages of the process. Briefly by continuation it is meant that
a sequence of “easier” sub-problems is solved, instead of solving problem (5.2)
directly. The reader is referred to Chapter 11 in [92] for a survey on continuation
methods in optimization.
We use a similar continuation framework to [10, 31, 32, 62, 63]. In par-
ticular, a sequence of sub-problems is solved, where each of them is parame-
terized by τ and µ simultaneously. Let τ̃ and µ̃ be the final parameters for
which problem (5.2) must be solved. Then the number of continuation itera-
tions ϑ is set to be the maximum order of magnitude between 1/τ̃ and 1/µ̃, i.e.,
bmax(| log10(1/τ̃)|, | log10(1/µ̃)|)c. For instance, if τ̃ = 1.0e-2 and µ̃ = 1.0e-5 then
ϑ := max(2, 5) = 5. If ϑ ≥ 2, then the initial parameters τ 0 and µ0 are both
always set to 1.0e-1 and the intervals [τ 0, τ̃ ] and [µ0, µ̃] are divided in ϑ equal
subintervals in logarithmic scale. The pseudo-code of the proposed continuation
framework is shown in Algorithm 5.2.
Algorithm 5.2 Continuation framework
1: Outer loop: For j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ϑ, produce (τ j, µj)ϑj=0.





approximately using pdNCG and by initializing it with the solution
of the previous sub-problem.
Figure 5.2 shows the performance of pdNCG for three cases, no continuation
with preconditioning, continuation with preconditioning through the whole pro-
cess and continuation with preconditioning only at later stages. The vertical axis
of Figure 5.2 shows the relative error ‖xk − xτ̃ ,µ̃‖2/‖xτ̃ ,µ̃‖2. The optimal xτ̃ ,µ̃ is
obtained by using pdNCG with parameter tuning set to recover a highly accurate
solution. The horizontal axis shows the CPU time. The test example is an iTV
problem where matrix A is a partial 2D DCT, n = 216, m = n/4, τ = 5.39e-2 and
ρ = 5.0e-1. The final smoothing parameter µ̃ is set to 1.0e-5. For the experiment
preconditioning is used only at later stages of continuation; preconditioning is
enabled when µj ≤ 1.0e-4, where j is the counter for continuation iterations. All
experiments are terminated when the relative error ‖xk−xτ̃ ,µ̃‖2/‖xτ̃ ,µ̃‖2 ≤ 1.0e-1.
Solving the problem approximately is an acceptable practise since the problem is
very noisy (SNR is 10 dB) and there is not much improvement of the reconstructed
image if more accurate solutions are requested. Finally, all other parameters of
pdNCG were set to the same values for all three experiments. Observe in Fig-
ure 5.2 that continuation with preconditioning only at late stages was the best
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cont. and prec. at later stages
Figure 5.2: Performance of pdNCG for three different settings, i) no contin-
uation with preconditioning, ii) continuation with preconditioning through all
iterations and iii) continuation with preconditioning only at later stages. The
vertical dashed black line shows when preconditioning is enabled. The vertical
axis presents the relative error ‖xk − xτ̃ ,µ̃‖2/‖xτ̃ ,µ̃‖2, where xτ̃ ,µ̃ is the optimal
solution for the parameter setting τ̃ , µ̃ in problem (5.2).




Method (mfIPM) for CS
In this chapter we discuss a primal-dual matrix-free Interior-Point Method (mfIPM)





where A ∈ Rm×n is a measurement matrix, b ∈ Rm is the sampled signal and
τ > 0. See Section 2.2 for details regarding CS applications. The method was
first presented in [54].
Primal-dual methods have been shown to have the best worst-case iteration
complexity results [75] among various IPMs, but they also enjoy the best practical
convergence [59, 116]. Here we give a brief introduction to the structure of primal-
dual IPM methods and we discuss important modifications that result in the
proposed approach. The actual implementation used in this chapter is given in
Subsection 6.5.
Primal-dual interior-point methods rely on the Newton method to calculate
primal-dual directions at each iteration. Newton method for primal-dual IPMs
finds roots for linearized Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) systems or their reduced
versions known as augmented and normal equations systems. These systems arise
as first-order optimality conditions of log-barrier primal-dual pairs. The linearized
KKT systems, referred to as Newton linear systems, can be solved in two ways:
- by employing a direct linear solver, or
- by using an iterative solver, such as Krylov subspace methods [72].
The first option delivers a very robust primal-dual IPM, where exact Newton
directions are calculated. Despite its robustness this approach has the poten-
tial drawback of being computationally expensive, especially in the case when
the Newton linear system does not have an exploitable sparsity pattern and the
computational effort per iteration reaches O(n3).
The second option involves the use of approximate Newton directions. Al-
though this might slightly increase the number of IPM iterations [61, 79], one
hopes that the decreased computational effort per iteration should offset such
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a disadvantage. The performance of iterative methods depends on the spectral
properties of the Newton linear system [72] and benefits from the use of appropri-
ate preconditioning techniques which cluster the eigenvalues of the Newton linear
system. If the Newton linear system is ill-conditioned and no low-cost precondi-
tioner is applicable, then a direct approach might be more efficient. To conclude,
a criterion to select between the two approaches of solving the Newton linear
systems should take into account:
1. the sparsity pattern of the systems,
2. the existence of a computationally inexpensive preconditioner,
3. the memory requirements of storing problem data,
4. the existence of fast matrix-vector product implementations with the matrix
of the linear system to be solved.
We focus on the situation where there is no particular sparsity pattern, the
memory requirements can be high but conditions 2 and 4 are satisfied. For this
reason, a preconditioned conjugate gradient method is more attractive than a
direct method. Indeed, in the approach proposed in this thesis, at each step of
the primal-dual IPM the preconditioned conjugate gradient method is applied to
compute an approximate Newton direction. Since we rely on an iterative method
for linear algebra, the proposed primal-dual IPM is matrix-free [60], i.e., the
explicit problem formulation is avoided and the measurement matrix A is used
only as an operator to produce results of matrix-vector products Ax and ATy.
Although matrices A used in CS can be completely dense, i.e., Gaussian, partial
Fourier, partial DCT, partial DST, Haar wavelets etc, they do have interesting
(exploitable) features. Arguments 3 and 4 are satisfied because for many mea-
surement matrices that appear in sparse signal reconstruction problems there
are super-fast algorithms (e.g. O(n) or O(n log n) complexity) for multiplication
by a vector. For example, for Fourier, DCT and DST matrices there exists the
Fastest Fourier Transform in the West (FFTW) implementation [56] with com-
plexity O(n log n), for Haar wavelet and Noiselet matrices there exist algorithms
of complexity O(n), see [2] and [36], respectively. Finally, to satisfy argument 2
we propose a preconditioner efficient on certain problems that is based on the
fact that sub-matrices of A with a given number of columns are uniformly well-
conditioned, due to RIP, see the discussion in Section 2.2.1.
The objective of our developments is to design an IPM which preserves the
main advantage of IPM, that is, it converges in merely a few iterations, and
removes the main drawback of IPM, that is, avoids expensive computations of
the Newton direction. Ideally, we would like to solve the CS problems in O(log n)
IPM iterations and keep the cost of a single IPM iteration as low as possible
without exceeding O(n log n) running time.
6.1 Problem reformulation
Problem (6.1) can be reformulated into an equivalent convex quadratic problem.
This is achieved via linearization of the non-smooth `1-norm in the objective
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function. In particular, new variables u, v ∈ Rn are defined such that:
|xi| = ui + vi ∀ i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (6.2)
where ui = max(xi, 0) and vi = max(−xi, 0). Then linearization of the `1-norm
is performed:
‖x‖1 = 1Tnu+ 1Tnv, (6.3)
with u, v ≥ 0 and 1n ∈ Rn being a column vector of all ones. Using the above






subject to: z ≥ 0, (6.4)
where z = [u ; v] ∈ R2n, FT = [A −A] ∈ Rm×2n. Once optimal values of variables
u and v are found the solution x of the initial problem is retrieved by computing:
x = u− v.
The price for the linearization is that comparing to the initial problem (6.1) the
dimension of the problem is doubled and 2n new non-negativity constraints are
added. At each step of the algorithm a line-search is performed along the negative
gradient direction and the new iterate is projected to the feasible set defined by
the imposed constraints z ≥ 0.
6.2 Framework of mfIPM
At every iteration of mfIPM the following problem is formulated:





‖FTz − b‖22 − µ
∑2n
i=1 log zi
subject to: z > 0,
(6.5)
where µ > 0. Problem (6.5) is obtained from problem (6.4) by introducing a
negative logarithmic term for each variable zi i = 1, 2, · · · , 2n in the objective
function. The purpose of penalization is to maintain the variable z in the interior
of the feasible set {z ∈ R2n | z ≥ 0}, since the negative logarithmic term penalizes
variables zi that are close to zero. Penalization is controlled with the parameter
µ, which is also known as the barrier parameter for IPMs. Parameter µ changes
at every iteration and it is driven to zero as the algorithm converges.
At every iteration of mfIPM problem (6.5) is approximately minimized through
the approximate solution of its KKT system:








∈ R2n and Z is a diagonal matrix with vector z on
its diagonal. By introducing extra variables s = µZ−112n the KKT system is
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reformulated:
c+ FF ᵀz − s = 0,
ZS = µ12n, (6.6)
z, s > 0,
where S is a diagonal matrix with vector s on its diagonal.
The previous KKT system is linearized and the linearization is solved approx-














rz = s− c− FFTz, rs = µ12n − ZS12n, (6.8)
and (∆z,∆s) are the directions. Only one linearized system is solved approx-
imately for every problem (6.5). This means that an approximate solution of
problem (6.5) is obtained, then the parameter µ is updated and the process is re-
peated. Short- and long-step interior-point methods which satisfy this framework
have the best known worst-case iteration complexity [61].
At this point it is interesting to point out the connection with GFrame (Al-
gorithm 1.1) in Section (1.2). The most important step of Algorithm GFrame is
the approximate minimization of a local convex approximation to the objective
function at every iteration. Algorithm mfIPM adheres to this structure, since the
approximate solution of the linearized KKT system (6.7) corresponds to the ap-
proximate minimization of a local convex approximation of problem (6.5). The
local convex problem at point zk is:
minimize Q(z; zk)
subject to: z > 0,
where
Q(z; zk) := fµτ (z
k) + (∇fµτ (zk))ᵀ(z − zk) +
1
2
(z − zk)ᵀ∇2fµτ (zk)(z − zk)
and fµτ is defined in (6.5). The previous problem is an approximation of the
original problem (6.1), since problem (6.5) approximates problem (6.1) for small
µ.
6.3 Primal–dual problems in mfIPM
In this section we explain the connection of mfIPM to a primal-dual IPM. The
reader interested in the theory of primal-dual IPMs is referred to the book of
Wright [116]. Aspects of practical implementation have been addressed in a recent
survey [59].
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subject to: c+ FFTz − s = 0
z, s ≥ 0
(6.9)







subject to: c+ FFTz − s = 0
z, s > 0.
(6.10)
At every iteration of mfIPM the penalized primal-dual pair (6.5) and (6.10) is min-
imized approximately through the approximate solution of their common KKT
system (6.6).
6.4 Preconditioned conjugate gradient method
In mfIPM the dual variables ∆s in (6.7) are eliminated to get
(Θ−1 + FFT)∆z = rz + Z
−1rs, (6.11a)
∆s = Z−1rs −Θ−1∆z. (6.11b)
where Θ = S−1Z ∈ R2n×2n. The reduced Newton system (6.11a), also known as
augmented system, is solved by an appropriate preconditioned iterative method
for which only matrix-vector products with the constraint matrix F are allowed.
Thus, the mfIPM approach has two major components:
- iterative solver for the augmented system,
- special-purpose preconditioner that exploits matrix structure.
The system (6.11a) has a symmetric positive definite matrix and the CG
method can be employed to solve it in a matrix-free regime. However, the conver-
gence of the CG method can be too slow when a matrix is ill-conditioned and/or
its eigenvalues are not clustered. We discuss an efficient spectrally-equivalent di-
agonal matrix preconditioner for (6.11a). In particular, we give theoretical and
practical justification of our approach to fast iterative solution of the system.
The proposed preconditioner for the system of equations (6.11a) is based on
the exploitation of general properties of CS matrices and the behavior of the Θ
matrix in (6.11a) close to optimality. Let us recall that in the notation of primal–
dual pair (6.4)–(6.9), variable s ∈ R2n is a Lagrange multiplier associated with the
non-negativity constraint z ≥ 0. Hence, at optimality sjzj = 0 ∀ j = 1, 2, . . . , 2n.
IPMs force the convergence to the optimal solution by perturbing this condition
sjzj = µ ∀ j, where µ is the barrier term of the IPM, and gradually reducing the
perturbation µ to zero. At optimality indices j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2n} are split into two
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disjoint sets:
B = {j | zj → z∗j > 0, sj → s∗j = 0}
and
N = {j | zj → z∗j = 0, sj → s∗j > 0}
(6.12)
that determine the activity of constraints. This partitioning has highly undesir-
able consequences for the diagonal scaling matrix Θ = S−1Z. Indeed, when µ
approaches zero, for indices j ∈ B, Θj goes to infinity and for indices j ∈ N , Θj
goes to zero.
Recall that z = [u ; v], where u and v are the positive and negative com-
ponents of vector x (see (6.2)), respectively. For sparse signals there are merely
q (q  2n) non-zero components in the optimal solution. The positive ones will
contribute a non-zero element in u and the negative ones will contribute a non-
zero element in v. At optimality the cardinality of set B is q. Hence, at later
iterations of an IPM we have that:
Θi  1 ∀ i ∈ B, cardB = q,
Θi  1 ∀ i ∈ N , cardN = 2n− q.
(6.13)
Let us now return to the question of preconditioning of the system of equations
(6.11a). Its matrix is:
H = Θ−1 + FFT. (6.14)
The behavior of matrix Θ near optimality is described by (6.13). It is clear that
matrix Θ−1 has many large entries and only few small entries well before the IPM
reaches the optimal solution. Let us introduce a number C  1 that separates
entries of Θ−1 of different magnitudes:
#(Θ−1j < C) = l. (6.15)
Here l is just the number of small entries in Θ−1 and may be different from the
sparsity q of the optimal solution. In the regime l < m, the second term FFT,
whose rank is exactly m, works as a low-rank pertubation for the matrix Θ−1 in
(6.14). Since in Frobenius norm the first term Θ−1 dominates the second term
FFT, we propose to replace FFT in the preconditioner by a simple approximant.
First, let us write the matrix in system (6.11a) in the block form by using the
facts that Θ = diag(Θu,Θv) and F












Our preconditioner is based on the approximation of ATA by the closest (in
Frobenius norm) scaled identity matrix ρIn, ρ = m/n,
P =
[
Θ−1u + ρIn −ρIn
−ρIn Θ−1v + ρIn
]
. (6.17)
To simplify the analysis of the preconditioner, we first consider the case of
n×n matrices H and P rather than block 2n× 2n ones as defined by (6.16) and
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(6.17). The following lemma establishes spectral properties of the preconditioned
matrix P−1H in the non-block case.
In Lemma 6.1 spec(·) denotes the spectrum of the input matrix.
Lemma 6.1. Define matrix H as:
H = Θ−1 + ATA,
where Θ = diag(Θ1,Θ2, . . . ,Θn) — diagonal n × n matrix with Θj > 0, and A
— m × n matrix with m ≤ n/2. Let C be any positive constant and l be defined
as in (6.15), #(Θ−1j < C) = l. Additionally, let A satisfy property (2.13) defined
for q = l with some constant δl. If matrix A has orthonormal rows (2.9), then the
eigenvalues of matrix H preconditioned by matrix P :
P = Θ−1 + ρIn, ρ = m/n
are clustered around 1, i.e.,





∀λ ∈ spec(P−1H), (6.18)
If matrix A has nearly orthonormal rows, i.e., satisfies property (2.12), then
|λ− 1| ≤ δl +
1
4





where δ has been defined in (2.12).
Proof. Let C be any positive constant, then the following two disjoint sets of
indices can be defined:
BC = {j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} : Θ−1j < C}, NC = {1, 2, . . . , n} \ BC .
Let B and N be matrices of columns of A with indices from BC and NC , respec-
tively. Without loss of generality we can assume that BC are the first l indices,
then
A = [B N ], B ∈ Rm×l, N ∈ Rm×(n−l).
Let λ be an eigenvalue of the preconditioned matrix P−1H corresponding to
an eigenvector v = [vBC ; vNC ] of norm one, then
P−1Hv = λv ⇐⇒ (H − P )v = γPv, γ = λ− 1, (6.19)
or, in the block form,[
BTB − ρIl BTN







Θ−1BC + ρIl 0






Obviously, eigenvalues of P−1H are all real, hence γ is also real. Multiplication
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of (6.20) by [vBC ; vNC ]






























Let us denote ‖vBC‖22 by α, then ‖vNC‖22 = 1 − α since v = [vBC ; vNC ] has
unit norm. Bounding left hand side of (6.21) from below is trivial:∣∣∣γ[vTBC (Θ−1BC + ρIl) vBC +vTNC (Θ−1NC + ρIn−l) vNC]∣∣∣ ≥ |γ|(ρα+C(1−α)). (6.22)
Next, let us bound right hand side of (6.21) from above. We will distinguish
two cases, orthonormal and nearly orthonormal rows of matrix A. First, we study
the case of nearly orthonormal rows of matrix A. For this purpose we will use the
SVD decompositions of matrices B and N :
B = UBΣBV
T
B , ΣB =
[






N , ΣN =
[
diag(ς1, ς2, . . . , ςm) Om×(n−m−l)
]
.
RIP (2.13) implies that:
σ21 ≤ ρ(1 + δl), σ2l ≥ ρ(1− δl).
First, notice that: ∣∣∣vTBC (BTB − ρIl) vBC ∣∣∣ ≤ ρδlα. (6.23)
Using property (2.12) we have:
‖AAT − Im‖2 ≤ δ ⇐⇒
‖AAT‖2 ≤ 1 + δ ⇐⇒
‖BBT +NNT‖2 ≤ 1 + δ =⇒
‖NNT‖2 ≤ 1 + δ ⇐⇒
ς21 ≤ 1 + δ. (6.24)
Next, using (6.24) we obtain:
‖NTN − ρIn−l‖2 ≤ max{ρ, 1 + δ − ρ} = 1 + δ − ρ, (ρ = m/n ≤ 0.5)
and, hence, ∣∣∣vTNC (NTN − ρIn−l) vNC ∣∣∣ ≤ (1 + δ − ρ)(1− α). (6.25)
Finally,








because our assumptions m ≤ n/2 and δl < 1 imply σ2i ≤ σ21 ≤ ρ(1 + δl) < 1. We
conclude that ∣∣∣2vTBCBTNvNC ∣∣∣ < 2√1 + δ√α(1− α). (6.26)
Bounds (6.25) and (6.26) are sharp and can be used to obtain a very tight
estimate of γ but we do not need them so sharp to obtain a sufficiently good
estimate. So, we will relax them a little bit to simplify the analysis:∣∣∣vTNC (NTN − ρIn−l) vNC ∣∣∣ ≤ (1 + δ − ρ)(1− α) ≤ (1 + δ − ρ)√1− α,∣∣∣2vTBCBTNvNC ∣∣∣ < 2√1 + δ√α(1− α) ≤ 2√1 + δ√1− α. (6.27)
Using (6.22) and (6.23) and (6.27) we finally get:





ρα + C(1− α)
≤ δl(1 + ε). (6.28)
Let us denote ξ = (1 + δ− ρ+ 2
√
1 + δ) and show that ε is small for large values
of C. Indeed (6.28) implies that:
ξ
√
1− α ≤ δl
(
C + Cε− ρε
)
(1− α) + ρδlε.
It can be checked by simple calculus, that
√
x ≤ C1x + C2 on [0, 1] whenever



































Hence, it is sufficient to take any ε ≥ ξ2/(4ρδ2l C) to satisfy the inequality (6.28):











This completes the proof for matrix A which satisfies property (2.12). For the case
of orthonormal rows of matrix A, i.e., AAT = Im simply set δ = 0 in property
(2.12) to get:







This completes the proof.
For the result of Lemma 6.1 to be useful we obviously need the bound in the
right-hand side of inequalities in (6.29) and (6.30) to be sufficiently smaller than
one. Let us take a closer look at the terms forming this bound. We are free to
choose any value for the constant C we want, the larger the better. However,
according to (6.15), l increases with the increase in C and, consequently, the
restricted isometry constant δl also increases. Inequalities (6.29) and (6.30) hold
























respectively, and choose constant C that delivers the minimum.
For number of measurements m just a fraction ρ = 1/4 of the length n of the
unknown signal, it is natural to assume the restricted isometry constant δ2l to
be less than 1/4 (see Theorem 2.3), hence, according to [15], δ2l < 1/4, implies
δl < 1/4. Therefore, to have |γ| ≤ 17/20 we need C = 20(0.75 + δ + 2
√
1 + δ)2/3
in (6.15). For nearly orthonormal rows of matrix A we can assume that δ ≤ 1,
which gives us C ≈ 139.74 and certainly holds near optimality in the IPM. For
orthonormal rows of matrix A we have δ = 0, hence, C ≈ 50.41.
The bounds in (6.29) and (6.30) are rather pessimistic. Computational expe-
rience suggests that eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix get well clustered
around 1 as long as l = #(Θ−1j < 1) is such that the RIP constant δl < 1. For
example, for the DCT matrix with n = 210 and m = 28 the corresponding l ≤ 74
(this number is obtained in a series of random tests).
Now we are ready to state the spectral properties of the preconditioned matrix
P−1H for the system of equations (6.11a).
Theorem 6.1. Let H and P be block matrices defined in (6.16) and (6.17),
respectively. Moreover, let the eigenvalues of matrix AᵀA be different from ρ.
Then the preconditioned matrix P−1H has
- the eigenvalue 1 of multiplicity n;
- remaining n eigenvalues defined in Lemma 6.1 with Θ = Θu + Θv.
Proof. Initially we prove the first part. Let us define ξ = [ξu, ξv] ∈ R2n, where
ξu, ξv ∈ Rn. We will prove that if matrix AᵀA does not have an eigenvalue equal
to ρ then for ξu = ξv the vector ξ is an eigenvector of matrix P
−1H, which
corresponds to the eigenvalue that is equal to one of multiplicity n.
Let us assume that ξ = [ξu, ξv] is an eigenvector of matrix P
−1H, which
corresponds to the eigenvalue λ:
Hξ = λPξ.
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Using (6.16) and (6.17) the equation becomes[
Θ−1u + A
TA −ATA







Θ−1u + ρIn −ρIn






If λ = 1 the previous system reduces to:
(AᵀA− ρIn)(ξu − ξv) = 0.
If matrix AᵀA does not have an eigenvalue equal to ρ, then matrix AᵀA− ρIn is
full rank. Hence, if ξu = ξv we have that ξ = [ξu, ξu] is an eigenvector of matrix
P−1H, which corresponds to the eigenvalue λ = 1. There exist at most n linearly
independent vectors of the form ξ = [ξu, ξu], hence, the eigenvalue λ = 1 has
multiplicity n.
We now prove the second part. Multiplying the first equation of (6.33) with
Θu and the second equation with Θv we get:
(In + ΘuA
TA)ξu −ΘuATAξv = λ((In + ρΘu)ξu − ρΘuξv)
−ΘvATAξu + (In + ΘvATA)ξv = λ(−ρΘvξu + (In + ρΘv)ξv).
By subtracting the second equation from the first we get:
(ξu − ξv) + (Θu + Θv)ATA(ξu − ξv) = λ(In + ρ(Θu + Θv))(ξu − ξv).
Multiplying the last equation with (Θu + Θv)
−1 we get:
((Θu + Θv)
−1 + ATA)(ξu − ξv) = λ((Θu + Θv)−1 + ρIn)(ξu − ξv).
Let us define Θ = (Θu + Θv), H̃ = ((Θu + Θv)
−1 +ATA) and P̃ = ((Θu + Θv)
−1 +
ρIn). Then we have that:
P̃−1H̃(ξu − ξv) = λ(ξu − ξv).
Therefore, ξu − ξv is an eigenvector of matrix P̃−1H̃, which corresponds to the
eigenvalue λ. Hence, the matrices P̃−1H̃ and P−1H have some of their eigenvalues
equal. In particular, matrix P−1H is full rank and has 2n eigenvalues where n of
them are equal to one. The remaining n eigenvalues are equal to the n eigenvalues
of the full rank matrix P̃−1H̃. Matrices P̃ and H̃ adhere to the structure of
matrices that is assumed in Lemma 6.1. Therefore, the n distinct eigenvalues of
matrix P̃−1H̃ satisfy the result in Lemma 6.1.
Theorem 6.1 establishes the clustering of eigenvalues of P−1H around 1.
Hence, iterative method such as conjugate gradient applied to the system of
equations (6.11a) is expected to converge in just a few iterations if the precon-
ditioner P in (6.17) is used. The latter theoretical results are also confirmed in
practical experiments. Figure 8.6 demonstrates clustering of eigenvalues λ(H)
and λ(P−1H) in the case that the A matrix in H (6.16) is a DCT matrix with
normalized rows, AAT = I. The parameters for the size of the problem are set
to m = 210, n = 212 and the sparsity level is fixed to q = 51. In the left sub-
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(a) Unpreconditioned systems, H


































(b) Preconditioned systems, P−1H
Figure 6.1: Clustering of the eigenvalues for the matrices H and P−1H as the
mfIPM approaches optimality. The matrix A in H (6.16) is a DCT matrix with
normalized rows. The parameters of the problem set to m = 210,n = 212 and
q = 51. Twenty systems for the matrices H and P−1H are solved in total
Figure 6.1a the clustering of the eigenvalues λ(H) is shown. Every vertical line
presents the spread of λ(H) at a particular CG call as the mfIPM progresses. One
can observe that the clustering worsens as the mfIPM approaches optimality. On
the contrary, eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrices P−1H show the opposite
behavior. In particular, as the mfIPM progresses eigenvalues λ(P−1H) start to
cluster around one. The latter is depicted with the vertical columns in the right
sub-Figure 6.1b.
6.5 Single centrality corrector primal-dual mfIPM
The implementation used in this chapter is a single-corrector primal-dual IPM
[58]. The original version proposed in [58] makes use of multiple centrality correc-
tors, however, after computational experimentation it was observed that a single
corrector was enough for fast convergence of mfIPM in few iterations. In a stan-
dard multiple-corrector variant at every iteration multiple centrality corrector
directions are calculated, which are combined with a predictor direction in order
to produce the final primal-dual direction [58]. To compute the corrector and
predictor directions one needs to solve multiple linear systems (6.11) where only
the right hand side varies. In case that a direct solver is used to solve the linear
systems, the extra cost of solving several equations instead of one is negligible,
because the dominating cost is the decomposition of the matrix (Θ−1 + FFT).
However, this is not the case when PCG is used to solve systems (6.11). In par-
ticular, the cost of calculating every term in composite direction is approximately
the same. In order to avoid the high cost of computing extra corrector directions
at every iteration in our single-corrector mfIPM we slightly bias the predictor
direction to point to the central path and perform corrector directions only when
necessary. Like a long-step variant of primal-dual IPM [116] this guarantees that
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at every iteration the objective function is decreased rapidly while the algorithm
maintains the small distance to the central path. As proposed in [58], the criterion
to decide whether a corrector direction is calculated is the value of the primal
and dual step sizes. When many biased predictor directions are performed the
primal-dual iterates tend to approach the boundary of the feasible region. This re-
sults in small step sizes of the subsequent iterations. When this happens a strong
re-centering corrector is employed which pushes the next iteration to the vicinity
of central path such that next step sizes are more likely to have large values.
Ideally, the values of the step sizes of the primal and dual directions should be
bounded away from zero while global convergence of the method is guaranteed.
This would allow fast practical convergence of mfIPM, which translates into few
iterations. Indeed, one can observe from the computational experience reported
in Section 8.2.7 that 10 to 20 iterations of the mfIPM are enough for conver-
gence. This behaviour has been observed also in all computational experiments
discussed in Section 8.2.5. The pseudo-code of the implemented single-corrector
primal-dual mfIPM follows.
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Algorithm 6.1 Single-corrector primal-dual mfIPM
1: Input Choose z0, s0 > 0, 0 < σ1 < σ2 < σ3 ≤ 1 and 0 < α̃ < α̂ < 1. For
k = 1, 2, . . . generate zk+1 from zk and sk+1 from sk according to the iteration:
2: while Duality Gap of (6.4) and (6.9) ≥ ε do
3: if k 6= 1 and (αk−1P ≤ α̂ or α
k−1
D ≤ α̂) then
4: σ = σ2
5: else
6: σ = σ1
7: end if
(* predictor step *)
8: solve (6.11) using PCG with σ and zk, sk in (6.8) to obtain (∆ẑk,∆ŝk)
choose primal and dual step sizes αkP , α
k
D in [0, 1] as the largest values of
αP , αD such that






(* corrector step *)
9: if αkP ≤ α̃ or αkD ≤ α̃ then
10: solve (6.11) using PCG with σ = σ3 and z
k(αkP ), s
k(αkD) in (6.8) to obtain
(∆z̃k,∆s̃k)
set (∆zk,∆sk)=(∆z̃k,∆s̃k)+(∆ẑk,∆ŝk)
choose primal and dual step sizes αkP , α
k
D in [0, 1] as the largest values of
αP , αD such that







12: set (zk+1, sk+1)=(zk(αkP ), s
k(αkD))
13: end while
The input parameters σ1, σ2 are user-defined and control the centering bias of
the predictor directions, while σ3 parameter controls the strong centering in the
corrector directions. For all experiments they have been set to σ1 = 0.1, σ2 = 0.5
and σ3 = 0.8. The input parameters α̂ and α̃ are user-defined, α̂ controls whether
σ1 or σ2 will be used as a centering parameter for the predictor directions and
α̃ controls the frequency of the corrector updates. For all experiments they have
been set to α̂ = 0.5 and α̃ = 0.1.
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Chapter 7
A Problem Generator for `1
Regularized Least-Squares
We present an instance generator for `1-LS problems:




where A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rm and τ > 0.
The generator is inspired by the one presented in Section 6 of [91]. The advan-
tage of our modified version is that it allows to control the properties of matrix
A and the optimal solution x̃ of (7.1). For example, the sparsity of matrix A, its
spectral decomposition, the sparsity and the norm of x̃, since A and x̃ are defined
by the user. The conditioning of problem (7.1) is controlled through the singular
values of matrix A. Additionally, the generator has very low memory require-
ments and scales well with the dimensions of the problem. We believe that the
flexibility of the proposed generator will cover the need for generation of various
good test problems.
First we describe how we measure the conditioning of the problem (7.1). Then
the instance generator and examples are presented. We denote with span(·) the
span of the columns of the input matrix. For simplicity, we assume that matrix
A has more rows than columns, m ≥ n, and it is full-rank. Extension to the case
of matrix A with more columns than rows is easy and we briefly discuss when
necessary. Moreover, 0 < λn ≤ λn−1 ≤ · · · ≤ λ1 are the eigenvalues of the matrix
AᵀA. We denote by λmin(·) and λmax(·) the smallest and the largest non-zero
eigenvalues of the input symmetric matrix, respectively. We assume that x̃ has q
non-zero elements, where q ≤ min(m,n). Furthermore, let
S := {i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} | x̃i 6= 0} (7.2)
with |S| = q. Additionally, we assume that AS ∈ Rm×q, which is the collection of
columns from matrix A with indices in S, has rank q.
The material in this chapter has been presented in [52].
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7.1 Conditioning of the problem
Two factors are considered that affect the conditioning of the problem. First, the
usual condition number of the second-order derivative of 1/2‖Ax − b‖22 in (7.1),
which is simply κ(AᵀA) = λ1(A
ᵀA)/λn(A
ᵀA). It is well-known that the larger
κ(AᵀA) is, the more difficult problem (7.1) becomes.
Second, the conditioning of the optimal solution x̃ of problem (7.1). Let us
explain what we mean by the conditioning of x̃. We define constant ρ > 0 and
the index set Iρ := {i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} | λi(AᵀA) ≥ ρ}. Furthermore, we define the
projection Pρ = GρG
ᵀ
ρ, where Gρ ∈ Rn×r, r = |Iρ| and matrix Gρ has as columns
the eigenvectors of matrix AᵀA, which correspond to eigenvalues with indices in




‖Pρx̃‖2 , if Pρx̃ 6= 0
+∞, otherwise.
(7.3)
For the case Pρx̃ 6= 0, the denominator of (7.3) is the mass of x̃ which exists in the
space spanned by eigenvectors of AᵀA which correspond to eigenvalues that are
larger than or equal to ρ. Let us assume that there exists some ρ which satisfies
λn(A
ᵀA) ≤ ρ  λ1(AᵀA). If κρ(x̃) is large, i.e., ‖Pρx̃‖2 is close to zero, then
the majority of the mass of x̃ is “hidden” in the space spanned by eigenvectors
which correspond to eigenvalues that are smaller than ρ, i.e., the orthogonal
space of span(Gρ). In this case we expect the performance of first-order methods
to degrade, since curvature information which corresponds to small eigenvalues
is not used by first-order methods. In Subsection 8.1.5 we empirically verify this.
If matrix A has more columns than rows then the previous definitions of
conditioning of problem (7.1) are incorrect and need to be adjusted. Indeed, if
m < n and rank(A) = min(m,n) = m then AᵀA is a rank deficient matrix,
which has m non-zero eigenvalues and n −m zero eigenvalues. We can restrict
the conditioning of the problem to a neighbourhood of the optimal solution of
x̃. We define a neighbourhood of x̃ so that all points in this neighbourhood have
non-zeros at the same indices as x̃ and zeros elsewhere, i.e., N := {x ∈ Rn | xi 6=
0 ∀i ∈ S, xi = 0 ∀i ∈ Sc}. In this case, an important feature to determine the
conditioning of the problem is the ratio of the largest and the smallest non-zero
eigenvalues of AᵀSAS, where AS is a sub-matrix of A built of columns of matrix
A which belong to set S.
7.2 Instance generator for m ≥ n
Given τ > 0, A ∈ Rm×n, x̃ ∈ Rn, the generator returns a vector b ∈ Rm such that
x̃ := arg minx fτ (x). For simplicity we assume that the given matrix A has rank
n and m ≥ n. The generator is described in the Procedure IGen below.
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Procedure 7.1 Instance Generator (IGen)
1: Initialize τ > 0, A ∈ Rm×n with m ≥ n and rank n, x̃ ∈ Rn
2: Construct g ∈ Rn such that g ∈ ∂‖x̃‖1:
gi ∈

{1}, if x̃i > 0
{−1}, if x̃i < 0
[−1, 1], if x̃i = 0
∀i = 1, 2, · · · , n (7.4)
3: Set e = τA(AᵀA)−1g
4: Return b = Ax̃+ e
In Procedure IGen, given τ , A and x̃ we are aiming to find a vector b such
that x̃ satisfies the optimality conditions of problem (7.1):
Aᵀ(Ax̃− b) ∈ −τ∂‖x̃‖1,
where ∂‖x‖1 ∈ [−1, 1]n is the sub-differential of the `1-norm at point x. By fixing
a sub-gradient g ∈ ∂‖x̃‖1 as defined in (7.4) and setting e = b−Ax̃, the previous
optimality conditions can be written as:
Aᵀe = τg. (7.5)
The solution to the under-determined system (7.5) is set to e = τA(AᵀA)−1g and
then we simply obtain b = Ax̃ + e; Steps 3 and 4 in IGen, respectively. Notice
that for a general matrix A, Step 3 of IGen can be very expensive. Fortunately,
by using elementary linear transformations, such as Givens rotations, we can
iteratively construct a sparse matrix A with a known singular value decomposition
and guarantee that the inversion of matrix AᵀA in Step 3 of IGen is trivial. We
provide a more detailed argument in Section 7.4.
7.3 Instance generator for m < n
In this section we extend the instance generator that was proposed in Section 7.2
to the case of matrix A ∈ Rm×n with more columns than rows, i.e., m < n. Given
τ > 0, B ∈ Rm×m, N ∈ Rm×n−m and x̃ ∈ Rn, the generator returns a vector
b ∈ Rm and a matrix A ∈ Rm×n such that x̃ := arg minx fτ (x). For this generator
we need to discuss first some restrictions on matrix A and the optimal solution
x̃.
Matrix AS ∈ Rm×q must have rank q otherwise problem (7.1) would not
be well-defined. To see this, let sign(x̃S) ∈ Rq be the sign function applied
component-wise to x̃S, where x̃S is a vector with components of x̃ that corre-







‖ASy − b‖22, (7.6)
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where y ∈ Rq. The first-order stationary points of problem (7.6) satisfy:
AᵀSASy = −τsign(x̃S) + A
ᵀ
Sb.
If rank(AS) < q, the previous linear system does not have a unique solution and
problem (7.1) does not have a unique minimizer. Having this restriction in mind,
let us now present the instance generator for m < n in Procedure IGen2 below.
Procedure 7.2 Instance Generator 2 (IGen2)
1: Initialize τ > 0, B ∈ Rm×m with rank m, N ∈ Rm×n−m, x̃ ∈ Rn with
S := {1, 2, · · · , q} and q ≤ m
2: Construct g ∈ Rm such that g ∈ ∂‖x̃(1, 2, · · · ,m)‖1:
gi ∈

{1}, if x̃i > 0
{−1}, if x̃i < 0
[−1, 1], if x̃i = 0
∀i = 1, 2, · · · ,m (7.7)
3: Set e = τB−ᵀg
4: Let Ñi be the i
th column of matrix Ñ , then construct matrix Ñ ∈ Rm×n−m
with the following loop:






5: Return A = [B, Ñ ] and b = Ax̃+ e
In IGen2, given τ , B, N and x̃ we are aiming in finding a vector b and a matrix
Ñ such that for A = [B, Ñ ], x̃ satisfies the optimality conditions of problem (7.1):
Aᵀ(Ax̃− b) ∈ −τ∂‖x̃‖1.
Without loss of generality it is assumed that all non-zero components of x̃ cor-
respond to indices in S = {1, 2, · · · , q}. By fixing a partial sub-gradient g ∈
∂‖x̃(1, 2, · · · ,m)‖1 as in (7.7), where x̃(1, 2, · · · ,m) ∈ Rm is a vector which con-
sists of the first m components of x̃, and defining a vector e = b−Ax̃, the previous
optimality conditions can be written as:
e = τB−ᵀg and Ñᵀe ∈ τ [−1, 1]n−m. (7.8)
It is easy to check that by defining Ñ as in Step 4 of IGen2 conditions (7.8) are
satisfied. Finally, we obtain b = Ax̃+ e.
Similarly to IGen in Subsection 7.2, for Step 3 in IGen2 we have to perform
a matrix inversion, which generally can be an expensive operation. However, in
the next section we discuss techniques how this matrix inversion can be executed
using a sequence of elementary orthogonal transformations.
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7.4 A Paradigm for construction of matrix A
In this subsection we provide a paradigm on how matrix A can be constructed
inexpensively such that its singular value decomposition is known and its sparsity
is controlled. We examine the case of instance generator IGen where m ≥ n. The
paradigm can be easily extended to the case of IGen2, where m < n.
Let Σ ∈ Rm×n be a rectangular matrix with the singular values σ1, σ2, · · · , σn
on its diagonal and zeros elsewhere:
Σ =
[




where Om−n×n ∈ Rm−n×n is a matrix of zeros, and let G(i, j, θ) ∈ Rn×n be a
Givens rotation matrix, which rotates plane i-j by an angle θ:
G(i, j, θ) =



















0 · · · 0 · · · 0 · · · 1

,
where i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, c = cos θ and s = sin θ. Given a sequence of Givens
rotations {G(ik, jk, θk)}Kk=1 we define the following composition of them:
G = G(i1, j1, θ1)G(i2, j2, θ2) · · ·G(iK , jK , θK).
Similarly, let G̃(l, p, ϑ) ∈ Rm×m be a Givens rotation matrix, l, p ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}
and
G̃ = G̃(l1, p1, ϑ1)G̃(l2, p2, ϑ2) · · · G̃(lK̃ , pK̃ , ϑK̃)
be a composition of K̃ Givens rotations. Using G and G̃ we define matrix A as
A = (P1G̃P2)ΣG
ᵀ, (7.9)
where P1, P2 ∈ Rm×m are permutation matrices. Since the matrices P1G̃P2 and
G are orthonormal it is clear that the left singular vectors of matrix A are the
columns of P1G̃P2, Σ is the matrix of singular values and the right singular
vectors are the columns of G. Hence, in Step 3 of IGen we simply set (AᵀA)−1 =
G(ΣᵀΣ)−1Gᵀ, which means that Step 3 in IGen costs two matrix-vector products
with G and a diagonal scaling with (ΣᵀΣ)−1. Moreover, the sparsity of matrix A
is controlled by the numbers K and K̃ of Givens rotations, the type, i.e. (i, j, θ)
and (l, p, ϑ), and the order of Givens rotations. Also, notice that the sparsity of
matrix AᵀA is controlled only by matrix G. Examples are given in Subsection
7.4.1.
It is important to mention that other settings of matrix A in (7.9) could be
used, for example different combinations of permutation matrices and Givens
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rotations. The setting chosen in (7.9) is flexible, it allows for an inexpensive con-
struction of matrix A and makes the control of the singular value decomposition
and the sparsity of matrices A and AᵀA easy.
Notice that matrix A does not have to be calculated and stored. In partic-
ular, in case that the method which is applied to solve problem (1.1) requires
only matrix-vector product operations using matrices A and Aᵀ, one can simply
consider matrix A as an operator. It is only required to predefine the triplets
(ik, jk, θk) ∀k = 1, 2, · · · , K for matrix G, the triplets (lk, pk, θk) ∀k = 1, 2, · · · , K̃
for matrix G̃ and the permutation matrices P1 and P2. This implies that the
generator is inexpensive in terms of memory requirements. Examples of matrix-
vector product operations with matrices A and Aᵀ in case of (7.9) are given below
in Algorithms MvPA and MvPAt, respectively.
Algorithm Matrix-vector product with A (MvPA)
1: Given a matrix A defined as in (7.9) and an input vector x ∈ Rn, do
2: Set y0 = x
For k = 1, 2, . . . , K




4: Set ỹ0 = P2ΣyK
5: For k = 1, 2, . . . , K̃
6: ỹk = G̃K̃−k+1ỹk−1
end-for
7: Return P1ỹK̃
Algorithm Matrix-vector product with Aᵀ (MvPAt)
1: Given a matrix A defined as in (7.9) and input vector y ∈ Rm, do
2: Set x̃0 = P
ᵀ
1 y
For k = 1, 2, . . . , K̃




4: Set x0 = Σ
ᵀP ᵀ2 x̃K̃
For k = 1, 2, . . . , K




Let us assume that m,n are divisible by two and m ≥ n. Given the singular
values matrix Σ and rotation angles θ and ϑ, we construct matrix A as
A = (PG̃P )ΣGᵀ,
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where P is a random permutation of the identity matrix, G is a composition of
n/2 Givens rotations:
G = G(i1, j1, θ)G(i2, j2, θ) · · · , G(ik, jk, θ), · · · , G(in/2, jn/2, θ)
with
ik = 2k − 1, jk = 2k for k = 1, 2, 3, · · · ,
n
2
and G̃ is a composition of m/2 Givens rotations:
G̃ = G̃(l1, p1, ϑ)G̃(l2, p2, ϑ) · · · , G̃(lk, pk, ϑ), · · · , G̃(lm/2, pm/2, ϑ)
with




Notice that the angle θ is the same for all Givens rotations Gk, this means that
the total memory requirement for matrix G is low. In particular, it consists only
of the storage of four values: cos θ, cosϑ, sinϑ and sin θ. Similarly, the memory
requirement for matrix G̃ is also low.
7.4.2 Control of sparsity of matrix A
We now present examples in which we demonstrate how sparsity of matrix A can
be controlled through Givens rotations.
In the example of Subsection 7.4.1, two compositions of n/2 and m/2 Givens
rotations, denoted by G and G̃, are applied on an initial diagonal rectangular
matrix Σ. If n = 23 and m = 2n the sparsity pattern of the resulting matrix
A = (PG̃P )ΣGᵀ is given in Subfigure 7.1a and has 28 non-zero elements, while
the sparsity pattern of matrix AᵀA is given in Subfigure 7.2a and has 16 non-zero
elements. Notice in this subfigure that the coordinates can be clustered in pairs of
coordinates (1, 2), (3, 4), (5, 6) and (7, 8). One could apply another stage of Givens
rotations. For example, one could construct matrix A = (PG̃G̃2P )Σ(G2G)
ᵀ,
where
G2 = G(i1, j1, θ)G(i2, j2, θ) · · · , G(ik, jk, θ), · · · , G(in/2−1, jn/2−1, θ)
with





G̃2 = G̃(l1, p1, θ)G̃(l2, p2, θ) · · · , G̃(lk, pk, θ), · · · , G̃(lm/2−1, pm/2−1, θ)
with




Matrix A = (PG̃G̃2P )Σ(G2G)
ᵀ has 74 non-zeros and it is shown in Subfigure
7.1b, while matrix AᵀA has 38 non-zeros and it is shown in Subfigure 7.2b.
By rotating again we obtain the matrix A = (PG̃G̃2G̃P )Σ(GG2G)
ᵀ in Subfig-
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ure 7.1c with 104 non-zero elements and matrix AᵀA in Subfigure 7.2c with 56
non-zero elements. Finally, the fourth Subfigures 7.1d and 7.2d show matrix
A = (PG̃2G̃G̃2G̃P )Σ(G2GG2G)
ᵀ and AᵀA with 122 and 62 non-zero elements,
respectively.
7.5 Paradigms for construction of an optimal
solution
Two different techniques are employed to generate the optimal solution x̃. The
first procedure is a simple random generation of x̃, see Procedure OsGen below.
Procedure 7.5 Optimal solution Generator (OsGen)
1: Given the required number q ≤ min(m,n) of non-zeros in x̃ and a positive
constant γ > 0 do:
2: Choose any subset S ⊆ {1, 2, · · · , n} with |S| = q.
3: ∀i ∈ S choose x̃i uniformly at random in [−γ, γ] and ∀j /∈ S set x̃j = 0.
The second more complicated procedure is given below.
Procedure 7.6 Optimal Solution Generator 2 (OsGen2)
1: Given the required number q ≤ min(m,n) of non-zeros in x̃, a positive con-
stant γ > 0, the right singular vectors G and singular values Σ of matrix A
do:
2: Solve approximately
x̃ := arg min
x∈Rn
‖Gᵀx− γ(ΣᵀΣ)−11n‖2
subject to: ‖x‖0 ≤ q,
(7.10)
where 1n ∈ Rn is a vector of ones and ‖·‖0 is the zero norm which returns the
number of non-zero components of the input vector. Problem (7.10) can be
solved using an Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [85] solver implemented
in [8].
The aim of Procedure OsGen2 is to find a sparse x̃ with κρ(x̃) ≈ 1 for some
ρ in the interval λn(A
ᵀA) ≤ ρ λ1(AᵀA). In particular, Procedure OsGen2 will
return a sparse x̃ which can be expressed as x̃ = Gv. The coefficients v are close
to the inverse of the eigenvalues of matrix AᵀA. Intuitively, this technique will
create an x̃ which has strong dependence on subspaces which correspond to small
eigenvalues of AᵀA. The constant γ is used in order to control the norm of x̃.
The sparsity constraint in problem (7.10), i.e., ‖x‖0 ≤ s, makes the approxi-
mate solution of this problem difficult when we use OMP, especially in the case
that q and n are large. To avoid this expensive task we can ignore the sparsity con-
straint in (7.10). Then we can solve exactly and inexpensively the unconstrained
problem and finally we can project the obtained solution in the feasible set defined
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(a) A = (PG̃P )ΣGᵀ












(b) A = (PG̃2G̃P )Σ(G2G)
ᵀ












(c) A = (PG̃G̃2G̃P )Σ(GG2G)
ᵀ












(d) A = (PG̃2G̃G̃2G̃P )Σ(G2GG2G)
ᵀ
Figure 7.1: Sparsity pattern of four examples of matrix A, the Givens rotations
G and G2 are explained in Subsections 7.4.1 and 7.4.2.
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(a) AᵀA, A = (PG̃P )ΣGᵀ













(b) AᵀA, A = (PG̃2G̃P )Σ(G2G)
ᵀ













(c) AᵀA, A = (PG̃G̃2G̃P )Σ(GG2G)
ᵀ













(d) AᵀA, A = (PG̃2G̃G̃2G̃P )Σ(G2GG2G)
ᵀ
Figure 7.2: Sparsity pattern of four examples of matrix AᵀA, where the Givens
rotations G and G2 are explained in Subsections 7.4.1 and 7.4.2
.
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by the sparsity constraint. Obviously, there is no guarantee that the projected
solution is a good approximation to the one obtained in Step 2 of Procedure
OsGen2. However, for all experiments in Section 8.1 that we applied this modifi-
cation we obtained large κρ(x̃). This means that we maintained our objective to
produce ill-conditioned optimal solutions, while we keep the computational costs
low. The modified version of Procedure OsGen2 is given in Procedure OsGen3.
Procedure 7.7 Optimal solution Generator 3 (OsGen3)
1: Given the required number q ≤ min(m,n) of non-zeros in x̃, two non negative
integers q1 and q2 such that q1 + q2 = q, a positive constant γ > 0, the right
singular vectors G and singular values Σ of matrix A do:
2: Solve exactly
x̃ := arg min
x∈Rn
‖Gᵀx− γ(ΣᵀΣ)−11n‖2 (7.11)
where 1n ∈ Rn is a vector of ones. Problem (7.11) can be solved exactly and
inexpensively because Gᵀ is an orthonormal matrix.
3: Maintain the positions and the values of the q1 smallest and q2 largest (in
absolute values) components of x̃.




In this chapter we present numerical experiments on large-scale synthetic and
real world instances for applications that were discussed in Chapter 2. The per-
formance of mfIPM and pdNCG is compared to those of other state-of-the-art
solvers. Every section in this chapter corresponds to an application of our interest
which was presented in Chapter 2. All the experiments in this chapter have been
presented in [41, 53, 52, 54].
8.1 Data fitting
In this section we present the performance of state-of-the-art methods on syn-
thetic `1-LS problems. All problems are generated using the instance generator
IGen 7.1, which was described in Chapter 7. All numerical experiments can be
reproduced by downloading the software from: http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/
ERGO/trillion/.
8.1.1 State-of-the-art methods
A number of efficient first- [6, 34, 69, 96, 97, 103, 108, 109, 110, 117, 118] and
second-order [19, 53, 60, 101, 102] methods have been developed for the solution
of problem (4.1). In this section we examine the performance of the following
state-of-the-art methods.
- Fast Iterative Shrinkage-Thresholding Algorithm (FISTA) [6] is an optimal
first-order method for problem (4.1), which adheres with the structure of
GFrame Algorithm 1.1. At a point x, FISTA builds a convex function




where L is the Lipschitz constant of ∇ϕ. Then the sub-problem (1.2) with
such objective function Q is solved exactly using shrinkage-thresholding
[30, 80]. An efficient implementation of this algorithm can be found as
part of the TFOCS (Templates for First-Order Conic Solvers) package [11]
under the name N83. In this implementation the parameter L is obtained
dynamically.
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- Parallel Coordinate Descent Method (PCDM) [96] is a randomized paral-
lel coordinate descent method. The parallel updates are performed asyn-
chronously and the coordinates to be updated are chosen uniformly at ran-
dom. Let $ be the number of processors that are used by PCDM. Then,
at a point x PCDM builds $ convex approximations:




∀i = 1, 2, · · · , $, where [∇ϕ(x)]i is the ith component of ∇ϕ(x) and Li =
[AᵀA]ii is the coordinate-Lipschitz constant for the ith coordinate. The Qi
functions are minimized exactly using shrinkage-thresholding.
- Projected Scaled Sub-gradient, Gafni-Bertsekas (PSSgb) variant [102] is
a higher-order method. At each iteration of PSSgb the coordinates are
separated into two sets, the working set W and the active set A. The
working set consists of all coordinates for which, the current point x is non-
zero. The active set is the complement of the working setW . The following
local quadratic model is build at each iteration:
Q(y;x) := fτ (x) + ϑ
ᵀ(y − x) + 1
2
(y − x)ᵀH(y − x),
where ϑ is a sub-gradient of fτ (the objective function of problem (4.1)) at








where HW is an L-BFGS (Limited memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-
Shanno) Hessian approximation with respect to the coordinates W and
HA is a positive diagonal matrix. The local model is minimized exactly
since the inverse of matrix H is known due to properties of the L-BFGS
Hessian approximation HW .
8.1.2 Implementation details
All solvers are implemented in MATLAB. The experiments in Subsections 8.1.4,
8.1.5, 8.1.6 were performed on a Dell PowerEdge R920 running Redhat Enterprise
Linux with four Intel Xeon E7-4830 v2 2.2GHz processors, 20 MB Cache, 7.2
GT/s QPI, Turbo (4x10Cores).
The huge scale experiments in Subsection 8.1.8 were performed on a Cray
XC30 MPP supercomputer. This work has made use of the resources provided
by ARCHER (http://www.archer.ac.uk/), made available through the Edin-
burgh Compute and Data Facility (ECDF) (http://www.ecdf.ed.ac.uk/). Ac-
cording to the most recent list of commercial supercomputers, which is published
in TOP500 list (http://www.top500.org), ARCHER is currently the 25th fastest
supercomputer worldwide out of 500 supercomputers. ARCHER has a total of
118, 080 cores with performance 1, 642.54 TFlops/s on LINPACK benchmark and
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2, 550.53 TFlops/s theoretical peak performance. The most computationally de-
manding experiments which are presented in Subsection 8.1.8 required more than
half of the cores of ARCHER, i.e., 65, 536 cores out of 118, 080.
8.1.3 Parameter tuning
For all solvers we use the default parameter setting and they are all initialized
to the zero solution. We run pdNCG for sufficient time such that the problems
are adequately solved. Then, the rest of the methods are terminated when the
objective function fτ in (4.1) is below the one obtained by pdNCG or when a
predefined maximum number of iterations limit is reached. All comparisons are
presented in figures which show the progress of the objective function or the
relative error against the wall clock time. This way, the reader can compare the
performance of the solvers for various levels of accuracy. We use logarithmic scales
for the wall clock time and terminate runs which do not converge in about 105
seconds, i.e., approximately 27 hours.
8.1.4 Increasing condition number of AᵀA
In this experiment we present the performance of FISTA, PCDM, PSSgb and
pdNCG for increasing condition number of matrix ATA when the Procedure 7.5
OsGen is used to construct the optimal solution x̃ of problem (4.1). We generate
six matrices A and two instances of x̃ for every matrix A; twelve instances in
total.
The singular values of A are chosen uniformly at random in the intervals
[0, 10ϑ], where ϑ = 0, 1, · · · , 5, respectively, for each of the six matrices A. Then,
all singular values are shifted by 10−1. This resulted in a condition number of
matrix AᵀA which varies from 102 to 1012. Matrix A has n = 222 columns, m = 2n
rows and rank n. The rotation angle θ of matrix G in Subsection 7.4.1 is set to
2π/3 radians. The optimal solution x̃ has q = n/27 non-zero components for all
twelve instances.
For the first set of six instances we set γ = 10 in Procedure 7.5 OsGen,
which resulted in κ0.1(x̃) ≈ 1. The results are presented in Figure 8.1. For these
instances PCDM is clearly the fastest for κ(AᵀA) ≤ 104, while for κ(AᵀA) ≥ 106
pdNCG is the most efficient.
For the second set of six instances we set γ = 103 in Procedure 7.5 OsGen,
which resulted in the same κ0.1(x̃) as before for all experiments. The results
are presented in Figure 8.2. For these instances PCDM is the most efficient for
κ(AᵀA) ≤ 102, while pdNCG is the fastest for κ(AᵀA) ≥ 104.
Notice in Figures 8.1 and 8.2 that the performance of pdNCG and FISTA is
nearly parallel, although the methods are fundamentally different. In practice, the
two methods exploit in a different way the trade-off between number of iterations
and computational complexity per iteration. In particular, pdNCG required less
than 30 iterations for all experiments, where every iteration costs a few matrix-
vector products (the exact number depends on PCG), while FISTA required





















































































































































































(f) κ(AᵀA) = 1012
Figure 8.1: Performance of pdNCG, FISTA, PCDM and PSSgb on synthetic
`1-LS problems for increasing condition number of matrix A
ᵀA and γ = 10 in
Procedure 7.5 OsGen. The axis are in log-scale. In this figure fτ denotes the

































































































































































































(f) κ(AᵀA) = 1012
Figure 8.2: Performance of pdNCG, FISTA, PCDM and PSSgb on synthetic
`1-LS problems for increasing condition number of matrix A
ᵀA and γ = 103 in
Procedure 7.5 OsGen. The axis are in log-scale
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8.1.5 Increasing condition number of AᵀA: non-trivial con-
struction of the optimal solution
We now perform a similar experiment as in Subsection 8.1.4. In particular, six
instances of (A, x̃) are constructed, where m,n and q are maintained the same.
The singular values of matrices A are generated the same way as in the experiment
in Subsection 8.1.4. However, the rotation angle θ of matrix G is set to 2π/103
radians. The optimal solution x̃ is constructed using Procedure 7.7 OsGen3 with
γ = 1 and and q1 = q2 = q/2. The condition number of the generated optimal
solutions was κ0.1(x̃) ≈ 100 for all six instances.
The results of this experiments are presented in Figure 8.3. For the instances
with κ(AᵀA) ≥ 1010, FISTA, PCDM and PSSgb were terminated after 300, 000,
1, 000, 000 and 80, 000 iterations, respectively, which corresponded to more than
27 hours of wall-clock time.
8.1.6 Increasing dimensions
In this experiment we present the performance of pdNCG, FISTA, PCDM and
PSSgb as the number of variables n increases. We generate four groups of in-
stances where the number of variables n takes values 220, 222, 224 and 226, respec-
tively. For each group we perform two experiments, one well-conditioned and one
ill-conditioned. The structure of the singular value decompositions of matrices A
is A = ΣGᵀ, see Subsection 7.4 for details. For the well-conditioned problems
the singular values in matrix Σ are chosen uniformly at random in the interval
[0, 10] and then are shifted by 10−1, which resulted in κ(AᵀA) ≈ 104. For the
ill-conditioned problems the singular values in matrix Σ are chosen uniformly at
random in the interval [0, 104] and then they are shifted by 10−1, which resulted
in κ(AᵀA) ≈ 1010. The rotation angle θ of matrix G in Subsection 7.4.1 is set to
2π/103 radians. Moreover, matrices A have m = 2n rows and rank n. The optimal
solutions x̃ have q = n/27 non-zero components for each generated instance. For
the construction of the optimal solutions x̃ we used Procedure 7.7 OsGen3 with
γ = 1 and q1 = q2 = q/2, which resulted in κ0.1(x̃) ≈ 100 for all experiments.
The results of this experiment are presented in Figure 8.4. Notice that all
methods have a linear-like scaling with respect to the size of the problem.
8.1.7 Increasing density of matrix A
In this experiment we demonstrate the performance of pdNCG, FISTA, PCDM
and PSSgb as the density of matrix A increases. We generate four instances
(A, x̃), where the four matrices A have the sparsity pattern that is shown in
Figure 7.1 and they are generated as described in Subsection 7.4.2. In particular,
for the first experiment we generate matrix A = ΣGᵀ, where Σ is the matrix of
singular values and G is the matrix of right singular vectors, see Subsection 7.4
for details. For the second experiment we generate matrix A = Σ(G2G)
ᵀ, where
G2G is the matrix of right singular vectors and G2 has been defined in Subsection
7.4.2. Finally, for the third and fourth experiments we have A = Σ(GG2G)
ᵀ and
A = Σ(G2GG2G)



















































































































































































(f) κ(AᵀA) = 1012
Figure 8.3: Performance of pdNCG, FISTA, PCDM and PSSgb on synthetic `1-LS
problems for increasing condition number of matrix AᵀA. The optimal solutions
have been generated by using Procedure 7.7 OsGen3 with γ = 1 and q1 = q2 =
q/2. The axis are in log-scale. Notice that for condition number κ(AᵀA) ≥ 1010,
FISTA, PCDM and PSSgb were terminated after 300, 000, 1, 000, 000 and 80, 000


































































































































































































































(h) n = 226, κ(AᵀA) ≈ 1010
Figure 8.4: Performance of pdNCG, FISTA, PCDM and PSSgb on synthetic
`1-LS problems for increasing number of variables n. The axis are in log-scale
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A are chosen uniformly at random in the interval [0, 10] and then are shifted by
10−1, which resulted in κ(AᵀA) ≈ 106. The rotation angle θ of matrices G and
G2 is set to 2π/10 radians. Matrices A have m = 2n rows, rank n and n = 2
22.
The optimal solutions x̃ have q = n/27 non-zero components for each experiment.
Moreover, Procedure OsGen3 is used with γ = 100 and q1 = q2 = q/2 for the
construction of x̃ for each experiment, which resulted in κ0.1(x̃) ≈ 10 for all four
instances.
The results of this experiment are presented in Figure 8.5. Observe, that all






































































































































(d) nnz(A) ≈ 225
Figure 8.5: Performance of pdNCG, FISTA, PCDM and PSSgb on synthetic `1-
LS problems for increasing number of non-zeros of matrix A. The axis are in
log-scale
8.1.8 Performance of pdNCG on huge scale problems
We now present the performance of pdNCG on synthetic huge scale (up to a
trillion variables) `1-LS problems as the number of variables and the number
of processors increase. Unfortunately, implementations for FISTA, PCDM and
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n Processors Memory (terabytes) Time (seconds)
230 64 0.192 1,923
232 256 0.768 1,968
234 1024 3.072 1,986
236 4096 12.288 1,970
238 16384 49.152 1,990
240 65536 196.608 2,006
Table 8.1: Performance of pdNCG for synthetic huge scale `1-LS problems. All
problems have been solved to relative error of order 10−4 of the obtained solution
PSSgb for computer clusters are not available and we were not able to test the
performance of these solvers for the experiments of this subsection.
We generate six instances (A, x̃), where the number of variables n takes values
230, 232, 234, 236, 238 and 240. Matrix A has m = 2n rows and rank n. The singular
values σi for i = 1, 2, · · · , n of A are set to 10−1 for odd i’s and 102 for even i’s.
The rotation angle θ of matrix G in Subsection 7.4.1 is set to 2π/3 radians. The
optimal solution x̃ has approximately s = n/210 non-zero components. In order
to simplify the practical generation of this problem the optimal solution x̃ is set
to have s/2 components equal to −104 and the rest of non-zero components are
set equal to 10−1.
Details of these experiments are given in Table 8.1. Observe the nearly linear
scaling of pdNCG with respect to the number of variables n and the number of
processors.
8.2 Compressed sensing
In this section we demonstrate the efficiency of mfIPM, which was presented in
Chapter 6, against state-of-the-art methods for CS problems. In what follows
we briefly discuss existing methods, we describe the setting of the experiments
and finally present the numerical results. All experiments that are demonstrated
in this section have appeared in [54]. The experiments can be reproduced by
downloading the software from http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/ERGO/mfipmcs/.
All solvers used in this section, including mfIPM are MATLAB implementa-
tions. All experiments were performed using MATLAB version R2012b (8.0.0.783)
64-bit on a Dual 8 Core Intel Xeon (Sandybridge) running Redhat Enterprise
Linux in 64-bit mode. Finally, the RICE Wavelet toolbox, included in Sparco
test suite, was compiled using gcc compiler version 4.4.6 20120305 (Red Hat
4.4.6-4).
Before proceeding to the following subsections it would be convenient for the
reader to be familiarized with symbols and abbreviations in Table 8.2, which are
used in the subsequent figures and comparison tables.
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m,n, q number of rows and columns of the matrix A and the number of
non-zero elements in the optimal sparsest signal representation
x̃ optimal sparse representation
xN
Given a vector x ∈ Rn we define xNi = xi if i ∈ N ,
otherwise xNi = 0, where N := {i = 1, 2, . . . , n | x̃i 6= 0}
r.e(xN ) relative error ‖xN − x̃‖2/‖x̃‖2
res(xN ) residual ‖AxN − b‖2, where b should be replaced with b̂ in case
of noiseless signals
n1d(xN ) distance from the optimal value of `1-norm,
∣∣∣‖xN‖1 − ‖x̃‖1∣∣∣
obj (xN ) objective value of problem (6.1), τ‖xN‖1 + ‖AxN − b‖22
nMat total number of matrix vector products Ax and ATy
Table 8.2: Symbols and abbreviations used in tables and figures in Section 8.2
8.2.1 Existing algorithms
There have been various first-order methods developed for the solution of (6.1)
and (2.7). Let us mention the ones known to be the most efficient, based on our
experience on how frequently they are being used in the literature.
- Fixed Point Continuation Active Set (FPC AS) [115] solves problem (6.1).
FPC AS is a two stage algorithm. At the first stage a shrinkage scheme
is employed which aims to spot quickly the non-zero components of the
sparse representation. Then, the second stage is enabled to solve a smooth
version of (6.1) limited to the indexes of non-zero components found by the
first stage of the algorithm. We use the FPC AS CG version of FPC AS
algorithm, where “CG” stands for the conjugate gradient method. The
FPC AS CG has been shown in [115] to be considerably faster than other
versions of FPC and FPC AS software packages. The FPC AS CG solves
problem (6.1). The code of FPC AS CG package can be found at http:
//www.caam.rice.edu/~optimization/L1/FPC_AS/.
- Spectral Projected Gradient for `1-regularized least-squares (SPGL1) [12]
solves any of the problems (2.5), (2.7a) and (2.7b). The SPGL1 is a spec-
tral projection gradient algorithm which iteratively solves (2.7a) for some
values of ε1, each approximate solution of (2.7a) is used to build a root-
finding problem, which is equivalent to (2.7b), and is solved by employing
a Newton method. We use the SPGL1 bp version of SPGL1 software pack-
age for noiseless signals and the SPGL1 bpdn version for noisy signals,
where “bp” stands for basis pursuit and “bpdn” for basis pursuit denois-
ing, respectively. The SPGL1 bp solves problem (2.5) and the “bpdn” ver-
sion solves problem (2.7b). The code of SPGL1 package can be found at
http://www.cs.ubc.ca/labs/scl/spgl1.
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Independently there have been several attempts to design suitable IPM im-
plementations. The most efficient among them which can also handle large-scale
CS problems are listed below.
- `1 `s algorithm [74] solves a constrained smooth reformulation of problem
(6.1), which allows a straightforward preconditioning of the Newton equa-
tion system that is solved with a conjugate gradient method. The `1 `s
solver can be found at http://www.stanford.edu/~boyd/l1_ls/.
- Primal-Dual interior-point method for Convex Objectives (PDCO) algo-
rithm [100] solves regularized constrained smooth reformulations of prob-
lems (2.5) and (6.1). The Newton equation system is solved by applying a
Least-Squares QR factorization (LSQR) method. The PDCO solver is used
through the file SolveFasBP.m of SparseLab software package. The PDCO
solver can be found at http://www.stanford.edu/group/SOL/software/
pdco.html and the SparseLab software package at http://sparselab.
stanford.edu/.
Both `1 `s and PDCO have been demonstrated in [50, 74] to be robust in com-
parison with other IPM implementations.
8.2.2 Benchmarks
In order to have a base of comparison we choose to show the efficiency of mfIPM
on already existing benchmarks, which have been used by several researchers
including [12, 115]. Experiments are performed on 18 real valued sparse recon-
struction problems from the Sparco collection [13], see Table 8.3. In total, the
Sparco collection consists of 26 problems, out of which 6 are complex valued and
20 real valued. For the experiments in this section, the complex valued problems
with IDs 1, 4, 8, 501 to 503, are ignored since mfIPM handles only real data.
Moreover, 2 out of the 20 real valued problems, with IDs 703 and 901, are also
ignored because of their difficulty to be generated on any machine in a stand-
alone approach, since they require external packages such as CurveLab [20] and
FFTW [56]. For problems in Table 8.3 with IDs 401 to 403, 601 to 603, 701 and
702, the optimal representation x̃ is not given by Sparco toolbox. Therefore, the
SPGL1 bp solver is used to obtain x̃ with required high accuracy. In particular
to obtain x̃, the parameters of SPGL1 bp are set to:
bpTol = 1.0e-15, optTol = 1.0e-15, decTol = 20 000, (8.1)
where bpTol controls the tolerance for identifying a basis pursuit solution, optTol
controls the optimality tolerance and decTol controls the frequency of Newton up-
dates. Let x̄ be the solution obtained from SPGL1 bp. Some of the components
of x̄ might be nearly but not exactly zero. Hence we consider as non-zero compo-
nents the ones in the set nnz (x̄) := {p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} |
∑p
i=1 |x̂i| ≤ 0.999‖x̄‖1},
where x̂ is the vector x̄ sorted in decreasing order of absolute values of its com-
ponents. Then we set x̃j = x̄j if j ∈ {i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} | i ∈ nnz (x̄)} otherwise
x̃j = 0.
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Problem ID m, n Operator ‖x̃‖1
[43, 44] blocksig 2 1 024, 1 024 wavelet 4.5e+02
cosspike 3 1 024, 2 048 DCT 2.2e+02
gcosspike 5 300, 2 048 Gausian ens., DCT 1.8e+02
[25] p3poly 6 600, 2 048 Gausian ens., wavelet 1.7e+03
[26] sgnspike 7 600, 2 560 Gaussian ens. 2.0e+01
[43, 44] blkheavi 9 128, 128 heaviside 4.1e+01
[43, 44] blknheavi 10 1 024, 1 024 normal. heaviside 9.8e+02
gausspike 11 256, 1 024 Gausian ens. 2.4e+01
srcsep1 401 29 166, 57 344 windowed DCT 1.0e+03
srcsep2 402 29 166, 86 016 windowed DCT 7.7e+03
srcsep3 403 196 608, 196 608 blurring, wavelet 1.0e+03
[105] soccer1 601 3 200, 4 096 binary, wavelet 4.2e+02
[105] soccer2 602 3 200, 4 096 binary, Haar wavelet 7.4e+02
[50] yinyang 603 1 024, 4 096 wavelet 2.6e+02
[50] blurrycam 701 65 536, 65 536 blurring, wavelet 1.0e+04
[50] blurspike 702 16 384, 16 384 blurring 3.4e+02
[68] jitter 902 200, 1 000 DCT 1.7e+00
[46] spiketrn 903 1 024, 1 024 1D convolution 1.3e+01
Table 8.3: 18 out of 20 real valued problems of Sparco collection
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Noise is introduced to the noiseless measurements b̂ using the following com-
mand in MATLAB:
b = awgn(b̂, SNR, ‘measured’). (8.2)
The function awgn is a MATLAB function from Communications Systems Tool-
box, which adds white Gaussian noise to signal b̂. The Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
is measured in decibel (dB). The ‘measured’ option specifies that the power of
the signal is calculated first before the addition of the noise.
8.2.3 Equivalent problems
It has being stated in Section 2.2 that problems (2.7b) and (6.1) are equiva-
lent given particular parameters ε2 and τ . The tested solvers implement problem
(2.7b), i.e., SPGL1 bpdn, or problem (6.1), i.e., mfIPM, FPC AS CG `1 `s and
PDCO. In order to perform a fair comparison among these solvers it has to be
made certain that all codes solve equivalent problems. Otherwise, different opti-
mal solutions will be obtained, therefore, a straightforward and clear comparison
would be impossible. Unfortunately, exact values of ε2 and τ which make prob-
lems (2.7b) and (6.1) equivalent are not known a priori, except for the case of
orthogonal matrix A. However, given ε2 an approximate τ can be computed such
that an approximate equivalence holds.
According to [12] given ε2 the parameter τ which makes problems (2.7b) and
(6.1) equivalent, is the optimal Lagrange multiplier of the dual problem of (2.7b).
Since, SPGL1 bpdn outputs both the primal iterates and the optimal Lagrange
multiplier of problem (2.7b), it can be used to approximately find τ with high
accuracy. Having such a parameter τ the solvers mfIPM, FPC AS CG `1 `s,
PDCO and SPGL1 bpdn can be legitimately compared.
Moreover, in order to be able to compare the quality of the reconstructed
representations for each solver when solving equivalent problems, the optimal
sparsest representation for a particular level of noise needs to be known in ad-
vance. This is definitely the case when noise is added manually by the user to a
noiseless signal b̂ using (8.2). Due to manual corruption of signal b̂, the energy
of the added noise ε2 = ‖e‖2 is known in advance. Hence, solving problem (2.7b)
will give the optimal sparsest representation for this particular level of noise, ε2.
This solution is obtained by first calling SPGL1 bpdn solver to solve problem
(2.7b) by setting ε2 = ‖e‖2 with required high accuracy, see (8.1). During this
process the approximate τ which makes problems (2.7b) and (6.1) equivalent is
obtained from SPGL1 bpdn as has been described before. Hence, it is concluded
that approximate τ and optimal sparse representations can be calculated such
that a fair comparison can be conducted.
Finally, for noiseless signals b̂, the problem is easier. Problems (2.5) and (6.1)
are almost equivalent for sufficiently small τ , i.e., 1.0e-10. However, such a small
τ can make the `1-norm in (6.1) numerically negligible and numerical difficulties
might occur for the methods, see Figure 6.2 in [12] for numerical examples. For
the former reason, if such a case is observed, parameter τ is set to the smallest
possible value such that all methods that we use can solve the problem; their
values are given in Table 8.5.
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8.2.4 Termination criteria and parameter tuning
Termination of the compared solvers is forced when a solution of similar quality
to the one of mfIPM is obtained. In order to do so, the termination criteria of the
compared solvers are changed. In particular, SPGL1 solver is terminated when
the following criteria are satisfied:
n1d(xkN ) ≤ n1d(xmN ), r.e(xkN ) ≤ r.e(xmN ), res = (xkN ) ≤ res(xmN ),
where xkN is the projected representation at the k
th iteration of SPGL1 and xmN
is the projected representation obtained by mfIPM. Solvers FPC AS, `1 `s and
PDCO are terminated when the following conditions are satisfied:
obj(xkN ) ≤ obj(xmN ), r.e(xkN ) ≤ r.e(xmN ).
Using these criteria for the compared solvers it is made certain that the recon-
structed representations have approximately the same `1-norm, `2-norm of resid-
ual AxN − b and number of non zero elements in xN . The differentiation of the
termination criteria for solver SPGL1 is done because SPGL1 solves problem
(2.7b), unlike all other codes which solve problem (6.1). Hence, it is more natural
and fair for SPGL1 to be compared with other solvers using termination criteria
in SPGL1 way.
Occasionally, certain solvers required too many matrix-vector products with-
out achieving a solution of similar quality to the one delivered by mfIPM. In this
case the solvers were terminated when nMat > 40 000.
Regarding the parameter tuning of the compared solvers, all their parameters
are set to their default values. For mfIPM the following parameters need to be
set.
- tol: Relative duality gap of primal-dual pair (6.4) and (6.9). For noisy
problems, this parameter varies between 1.0e-6 and 1.0e-10. For noiseless
problems it varies between 1.0e-7 and 1.0e-14.
- maxiters: Maximum number of iterations. For all problems this parameter
is set to 100.
- tolpcg: Tolerance of preconditioned CG method. For noisy problems this
parameter varies between 1.0e-1 and 1.0e-2 and for noiseless ones it varies
between 1.0e-1 and 1.0e-6.
- mxiterpcg: Maximum number of iterations of PCG method. For all prob-
lems this parameter is set to 200.
Since a large number of experiments has been performed, the exact parameter
tuning of mfIPM is not given here. The exact tuning can be found in the MATLAB
scripts which reproduce the results in this section, see http://www.maths.ed.
ac.uk/ERGO/mfipmcs/. Based on our experience tuning of mfIPM was important
for experiments that the sensing matrix A was deviating from satisfying the RIP
with small RIP parameter. This is because such problems might be ill-conditioned
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locally to the optimal solution hence tuning of the method is required in order to
solve the problems efficiently.
Finally, the parameters ε2 and τ in problems (2.7b) and (6.1), respectively,
for noisy problems are set as described in Subsection 8.2.3 for ε2 = ‖e‖2. For
noiseless problems τ is set to arbitrarily small values given in Table 8.5.
8.2.5 Comparison
In this section we present computational results obtained for the Sparco collection
problems discussed in the Benchmarks Section 8.2.2. Both noisy and noiseless
measurements are considered. Noise is added to measurements using (8.2) by
fixing the SNR = 60 dB. A comparison among the previously mentioned solvers
is made in terms of the quality of reconstruction and computational effort. The
results of experiments are shown in Table 8.4. The first column in Table 8.4 shows
the IDs of the Sparco problems. For each ID the first and second sub-rows give
results for noisy and noiseless measurements, respectively. The second column
reports the `1-norm of the projected reconstructed representation for mfIPM.
The third column shows the relative error r.e, see Table 8.2, of the projected
reconstructed representation that was achieved by mfIPM. The forth column
shows the `2-norm of the residual, denoted by res in Table 8.2, for mfIPM. The
rest of the table shows the number of matrix-vector products, nMat, that were
needed by each solver to reconstruct a solution of similar quality to the one
of mfIPM. In cases when the number of matrix-vector products required by a
solver exceeded 40 000, the solver was terminated with a failure status. To be
precise, it is a failure to converge to a solution similar to the one obtained by
mfIPM. Problems for which mfIPM converged with the lowest number of matrix-
vector products among all solvers compared are denoted in bold. In Table 8.5
are shown the regularization parameters τ for noiseless signals that were used
for solvers mfIPM, FPC AS, `1 `s and PDCO. Finally, for noiseless signals the
version SPGL1 bp of SPGL1 solver is called.
One can observe in Table 8.4 that mfIPM was the fastest solver in 11 out of
36 noisy and noiseless problems, while it was the second fastest for another 14
problems, denoted by italic font. It is important to mention that the performance
of the compared solvers depends crucially on the condition number of matrices
built of subsets of columns of matrix A with cardinality q (the number of non-
zeros in the optimal solution), i.e., full-rank sub-matrices of A. Unfortunately,
it is a computational demanding task to check the condition number of every
full-rank sub-matrix for the problems shown in Table 8.3. Nevertheless, by exper-
imenting with a few sub-matrices one can get a picture of how well-conditioned
sub-matrices of A might be.
Based on the previous criterion we observed that on problems that mfIPM
was first or second, matrix A had relatively ill-conditioned sub-matrices, at least
for the ones that we experimented with. The previous implies that the proposed
preconditioner was not as efficient as predicted in Section 6.4, since matrix A does
not satisfy the RIP with a small RIP parameter. However, the ill-conditioning also
adversely affected the performance of SPGL1 and FPC AS, as shown in Table 8.4.
On the contrary, on problems that matrix A seemed to have well-conditioned sub-
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mfIPM `1 `s PDCO FPC AS SPGL1
ID ‖x‖1 r.e res nMat
2
4.5e+02 5.3e-04 8.2e-02 61 726 6 611 9 40 000
4.5e+02 1.0e-11 8.4e-10 65 644 40 011 40 002 21
3
2.2e+02 9.9e-04 1.3e-01 195 446 5 115 119 70
2.2e+02 1.8e-08 1.8e-06 387 1 540 40 005 192 146
5
1.8e+02 3.0e-03 2.3e-01 1 367 5 042 28 369 630 510
1.8e+02 2.4e-05 1.8e-03 6 239 20 758 41 479 636 40 000
6
1.7e+03 2.2e-02 1.7e+01 2 507 2 838 42 125 720 40 000
1.7e+03 4.6e-02 3.6e+01 7 193 40 011 18 685 573 40 000
7
2.0e+01 5.4e-04 2.3e-03 165 452 955 78 63
2.0e+01 5.6e-07 1.1e-06 259 952 709 78 87
9
4.1e+01 1.0e-03 1.7e-01 377 574 579 446 8 855
4.1e+01 5.2e-12 1.6e-10 661 3 860 7 113 40 002 40 000
10
9.0e+02 9.3e-02 3.3e+00 2 431 11 421 1 043 40 001 40 000
9.8e+02 1.0e-09 8.9e-08 4 519 8 192 42 647 40 001 40 000
11
2.4e+01 1.4e-03 1.3e-01 767 2 186 3 291 217 143
2.4e+01 6.8e-05 5.2e-03 1 241 4 542 4 299 219 189
401
1.0e+03 8.9e-02 1.2e-01 2 747 42 622 61 327 40 076 882
1.0e+03 7.7e-02 9.7e-02 3 193 43 512 48 511 40 076 814
402
1.0e+03 1.0e-01 1.9e-01 4 393 46 458 44 169 40 078 517
1.0e+03 8.1e-02 2.0e-01 4 991 49 122 43 845 40 078 617
403
7.6e+03 1.2e-02 7.1e-01 2 841 6 136 40 495 2 305 699
7.7e+03 4.1e-03 9.2e-02 6 031 43 278 69 913 40 046 932
601
3.3e+02 6.1e-02 5.7e+01 1 179 14 684 40 153 40 080 40 000
4.0e+02 3.9e-02 4.8e+00 4 409 9 664 43 369 40 076 1 116
602
5.9e+02 1.0e-01 4.8e+01 1 199 17 097 40 631 40 023 898
6.4e+02 1.1e-01 3.2e+00 4 669 22 392 42 139 40 043 40 000
603
2.6e+02 4.1e-03 4.2e-02 1 777 40 693 50 369 40 002 443
2.5e+02 4.6e-02 5.9e-01 3 545 2 350 40 181 338 95
701
9.1e+03 4.6e-02 1.5e-01 1 217 33 160 91 147 40 044 1 658
1.0e+04 2.4e-07 4.1e-03 1 907 4 722 49 093 40 001 40000
702
3.4e+02 4.8e-03 3.4e-03 711 1 600 5 525 40 001 40 000
3.4e+02 6.4e-08 2.4e-03 1 913 3 030 49 009 40 037 12 388
902
1.7e+00 5.3e-04 5.2e-04 143 498 237 40 49
1.7e+00 2.0e-06 9.6e-07 239 675 279 42 59
903
1.3e+01 2.4e-03 1.4e-01 3 105 8 466 4 775 8 237 6 735
1.3e+01 3.5e-06 1.9e-04 4 163 25 128 30 979 33 529 40 000
Table 8.4: Results for noisy and noiseless Sparco problems
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τ Problems
1.0e-10 2, 9, 10, 701, 702
1.0e-08 401, 402, 603
1.0e-07 3, 7, 902
1.0e-05 903
1.0e-04 5, 403, 601, 602
1.0e-03 6
1.0e-02 11
Table 8.5: Regularization parameters τ for problem (6.1) and noiseless measure-
ments b̂ for the experiments performed in Table 8.4
matrices, the preconditioner was very efficient, which resulted in mfIPM being
very fast. However, SPGL1 and FPC AS were faster. For example, see problems
with IDs 2, 3, 7 and 902.
8.2.6 Robustness to Noise
In this subsection we compare mfIPM with SPGL1, FPC AS CG, `1 `s, in terms of
their reconstruction capabilities for different levels of noise. The results collected
in Table 8.4 and analysed in Section 8.2.5 reveal that PDCO and `1 `s demon-
strate comparable efficiency but the latter is usually faster. Therefore, solver
PDCO will not be used in our further experiment.
For this experiment, the level of noise is varied from SNR = 10 dB to SNR =
120 dB with a step of 10 dB. The quality of reconstruction for all solvers is










The main purpose of using the amp criterion, instead of r.e, is that the for-
mer amplifies the r.e, the nominator of amp, as ‖e‖2 → 0. Hence, less accurate
representations will be emphasized.
As in Section 8.2.5 when the optimal representation x̃ of problem (2.5) is
unknown it is calculated approximately using solver SPGL1 bp with required
high accuracy (8.1). In order to have a fair comparison it is necessary to know
at least approximately the parameter τ which makes problems (2.7b) and (6.1)
equivalent and moreover, the optimal sparse representation of problem (2.7b) for
ε2 = ‖e‖2. The former issues are solved as described in Subsection 8.2.3.
To compare the solvers the following criterion is defined:
rampd(xN ) =




where rampd stands for relative amplitude difference, x∗N is the reconstructed
projected representation by solvers mfIPM, FPC AS CG, `1 `s, and x
s
N is the re-
constructed projected representation of solver SPGL1 bpdn. Notice that if rampd
equals zero, then the representation x∗N is of better quality than x
s
N , otherwise
the inverse is true.
In Table 8.6 is shown the average value of rampd over all SNR for each solver.
The first column of Table 8.6 reports the ID of every tested Sparco problem. From
the second to the forth column the average rampd over all SNR for each solver
is shown. The last three columns report the average rampd for SNRs from 10
dB to 60 dB for each solver. Notice in Table 8.6 that mfIPM for problems with
IDs 2 to 11 and 701 to 903 was consistently recovering a high quality solution.
For problems with IDs 401 to 603 for SNR > 60 dB the solvers mfIPM, FPC AS
CG and `1 `s, were unable to reconstruct an adequate representation and this is
in contrast to SPGL1. A similar observation has been reported in [12]. In this
work the authors mentioned that this issue of the solvers that failed might be
due to very small regularisation parameter τ , obtained from SPGL1 solver as the
energy of noise is decreased. In this case, the regularization effect of the `1-norm
starts to be negligible and the solvers face considerable numerical difficulties.
However, in our experiments we observed for these problems that not always the
τ parameter was small and additionally, there were other problems were τ was
even smaller but successful reconstruction was possible. Therefore, we conclude
that this failure of the solvers mfIPM, FPC AS CG and `1 `s might be problem
dependent and not τ -dependent. The relative importance of the term τ‖x̃‖1
compared to 1/2‖Ax̃− b‖22 might be an explanation for this phenomenon.
8.2.7 Preconditioned conjugate gradient method against
direct linear solver
In this subsection we replace PCG in steps 8 and 10 of mfIPM in Algorithm
6.1 with a direct linear solver. Direct linear solvers tend to be efficient when the
system to be solved is sufficiently sparse. However, for CS the systems (6.11) to be
solved are completely dense due to density of matrix A. For this reason, large-scale
problems cannot be stored in a moderate computer with 8 giga byte of random
access memory. Even worse, matrix A might be an algorithmic operator, i.e.,
DCT, therefore, direct solvers cannot be employed. Hence, direct linear solvers
for CS inside an IPM are only applicable when the measurement matrix A is
explicitly available, i.e., Gaussian matrix, and only for small-scale problems, i.e.,
n = 212 or smaller. In addition to the former disadvantages of a direct solver
for CS problems, its computational complexity for systems (6.11) will be of order
O(n3). This is a well known result, for completely dense linear systems. Therefore,
it is expected that for very small instances the two approaches might require
similar CPU time to converge, while as dimensions grow the CPU time of the
IPM version with the direct linear solver will increase rapidly. Indeed, this is
confirmed by Figure 8.6a.
Despite the higher computational effort required by direct solvers for CS prob-
lems, such an approach will produce exact Newton directions, hence, one would
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Avg. rampd for SNR from 10 dB
to 120 dB
Avg. rampd for SNR from 10 dB
to 60 dB
ID mfIPM FPC AS `1 `s mfIPM FPC AS `1 `s
2 6.1e-09 2.5e-10 0.0e+00 2.8e-13 2.6e-13 0.0e+00
3 1.3e-04 8.7e-05 0.0e+00 4.0e-09 6.4e-14 0.0e+00
5 5.1e-06 5.0e-07 1.7e-01 7.1e-11 9.8e-07 0.0e+00
6 1.2e-07 2.4e-10 1.1e+00 2.5e-07 4.8e-10 0.0e+00
7 1.5e-02 5.7e-08 0.0e+00 4.3e-06 3.5e-15 0.0e+00
9 1.1e-08 1.1e-01 4.9e-06 2.1e-08 2.1e-01 1.0e-08
10 7.3e-04 1.6e-01 0.0e+00 1.5e-03 2.5e-01 0.0e+00
11 4.2e-05 1.8e-05 0.0e+00 1.4e-10 3.7e-12 0.0e+00
401 8.6e+00 1.2e+01 8.5e+00 1.8e-01 1.9e-01 1.7e-01
402 8.0e+00 2.2e+01 8.0e+00 2.0e-01 1.9e+01 2.1e-01
403 1.9e+00 3.8e+00 1.2e+00 8.1e-03 6.4e-12 1.4e-02
601 3.8e+05 4.0e+03 1.5e+01 4.8e-11 8.1e+03 1.9e-01
602 1.6e+00 2.9e+03 7.4e+00 1.1e-10 5.7e+03 1.3e-01
603 8.1e-01 6.7e+00 7.7e-01 2.2e-08 3.7e-01 1.8e-03
701 6.4e-08 1.9e+00 3.2e-03 0.0e+00 3.8e+00 6.4e-03
702 7.9e-02 2.5e+01 6.2e-03 0.0e+00 5.1e+01 1.3e-03
902 9.1e-02 9.7e-09 0.0e+00 2.1e-07 1.3e-08 0.0e+00
903 1.5e-04 3.8e+00 1.5e-04 1.0e-11 7.5e+00 0.0e+00
Table 8.6: Average quality reconstruction results over SNR from 10 dB to 120
dB for solvers mfIPM, FPC AS and `1 `s on Sparco problems in Table 8.3
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IPM with direct solver
(a) Scaling of CPU time





















IPM with direct solver
(b) Scaling of number of iterations
Figure 8.6: Scaling of CPU time and number of iterations as the size of problem
n grows for mfIPM and an IPM in which the PCG is replaced with a direct solver
expect that IPM iterations will be the minimum possible. Surprisingly, in Figure
8.6b we show, that mfIPM with PCG requires as few iterations as its IPM version
with a direct linear solver. Indeed, recent analysis of [61] indicates that allowing
the use of inexact Newton directions in an IPM does not adversely affect the
worst-case complexity result of this method.
In the experiments reported in Figures 8.6a and 8.6b matrix A is Gaussian, the
sparsity pattern of the optimal representation x̃ is chosen at random, while the
non-zero components follow a standard normal distribution. The noiseless mea-
surements are produced by b̂ = Ax̃. The size of problem n, is varied from 25 to 212
with a step of times 2, the measurements m are varied from 23 to 210 with a step of
times 2 and the number of non-zeros in x̃, which is denoted by q, is set to dm/20e.
Finally, the τ parameter in problem (6.1) is set to τ =1.0e-3. To solve the linear
systems we use the mldivide function of MATLAB, which in case of symmetric
real matrices with positive diagonal, i.e., (6.11), performs Cholesky factoriza-
tion. For details of the mldivide function we refer the reader to http://www.
mathworks.co.uk/help/matlab/math/systems-of-linear-equations.html.
8.2.8 Average phase transition
Recently, it has been shown in [45] that for any problem instance (A, b), where A is
Gaussian, there is a maximum ratio ν̂ρ = k/m given ρ = m/n that below of it the
problems (2.5) or (6.1) guarantee on average reconstruction of the optimal sparse
representation. The latter has been introduced as the notion of average phase
transition for Gaussian matrices. Moreover, it has been shown empirically that
other measurement matrices such as partial Fourier, partial Hadamard, Bernoulli
etc, have the same average phase transition properties. Ideally, an efficient `1-
regularization solver should have empirical average phase transition at the same
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Figure 8.7: Empirical phase transition for mfIPM. The solid curve denotes the
theoretically optimal phase transition. The dashed curve denotes the empirical
phase transition for 50% success rate of mfIPM
level ν̂ρ.
In this section we show that the empirical phase transition properties of
mfIPM fit the average Gaussian phase transition properties by reproducing a
similar experiment as that in Section 2 of [45]. Let us now explain the experi-
ment. The parameter n is fixed to n = 1000. The measurements m are varied
from m = 100 to m = 900 with a step of 100. For each of the nine measurements
m the sparsity of the optimal representation x̃ is varied from q = 1 to q = m
with a step of one and for each q, 100 trials are conducted. The sensing matrix A
is chosen by taking randomly m rows from an n × n normalized discrete cosine
transform matrix. Each non-zero coefficient of the sparse representation is set to
±1 with equal probability, while the sparsity pattern is chosen at random. All the
generated problems are solved using mfIPM solver, the reconstruction is consid-
ered successful when r.e ≤ 1.0e-5. For each ratio νρ we compute the success ratio
p(νρ) = S/100, where S is the number of trials for which the r.e ≤ 1.0e-5. It has
been demonstrated empirically in [45] that for any problem instance (A, b), where
A is a partial DCT matrix a solver with average phase transition properties has
max{νρ | p(νρ) ≥ 0.5} ≈ ν̂ρ. The latter means that the empirical average phase
transition for 50% success rate overlaps with the theoretical average phase tran-
sition for Gaussian matrices. In Figure 8.7, we plot the empirical phase transition
for 50% success rate of mfIPM and the theoretical average phase transition. The
two curves overlap.
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8.3 CS: coherent and redundant dictionaries
In this section we demonstrate the efficiency of pdNCG (Algorithm 5.1) against
state-of-the-art methods for CS problems with coherent and redundant dictionar-
ies. Details of CS problems have been presented in Section 2.3. In what follows we
briefly discuss existing methods, we describe the setting of the experiments and
finally numerical results are presented. All experiments that are demonstrated in
this section have appeared in [41]. The experiments that are demonstrated can
be reproduced by downloading the software from http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/
ERGO/pdNCG/.
8.3.1 Existing algorithms
We compare pdNCG with two state-of-the-art first-order methods, TFOCS [11]
and TVAL3 [77].
- Templates for First-Order Conic Solvers (TFOCS) is MATLAB software
for the solution of signal reconstruction problems. TFOCS solves the dual
problem of














subject to: ‖Ax− b‖2 ≤ ε,
(8.5)
where ε > 0. Although problems (8.4) and (8.5) are non-smooth, the reg-
ularization terms µT1/2‖x − x0‖22 and µT2/2‖x − x0‖22 yield smooth con-
vex dual problems, which can be solved by standard first-order methods.
In particular, the smooth dual problems are solved using the Auslender
and Teboulle’s accelerated first-order method [3]. In our experiments we
present results for TFOCS for both problems (8.4) and (8.5). We denote by
TFOCS unc the version that solves the unconstrained problem (8.4) and by
TFOCS con the version that solves the constrained problem (8.5). TFOCS
can be downloaded from [11].
- Total-Variation minimization by Augmented Lagrangian and ALternating
direction ALgorithms (TVAL3) is a MATLAB software for the solution of
signal reconstruction problems regularized with the total-variation semi-








where Ωi = [ReWi, ImWi] ∈ Rn×2. Then it solves the augmented La-
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where ui, vi ∈ R2 and β is a positive constant. The augmented Lagrangian
in (8.7) is minimized for variables x ∈ Rn and ui i = 1, 2, · · · , l. The pa-
rameters vi i = 1, 2, · · · , l are handled by the method.
Other solvers are NestA [10] and C-SALSA [1], which can also solve (5.1) but
they are applicable only in the case that (AAᵀ)−1 is available. Another method is
the Primal-Dual Hybrid Gradient (PDHG) in [49]. PDHG has been reported to be
very efficient for imaging applications such as denoising and deblurring, for which
matrix A is the identity or a square and full-rank matrix which is inexpensively
diagonalizable. Unfortunately, this is not the case for the CS problems that we
are interested in. However, for all previous methods the matrix inversion can be
replaced with a solution of a linear system at every iteration of the methods or
a one-time cost of a factorization. To the best of our knowledge, there are no
available implementations with such modifications for these methods.
There exists also a generic proximal algorithm for total-variation [37] and the
Generalized Iterative Soft Thresholding (GISTA) in [78] for which we do not have
generic implementations for CS problems.
8.3.2 Equivalent problems
Solvers pdNCG, TFOCS and TVAL3 solve similar but not equivalent problems.
In particular, pdNCG solves problem (5.2), which is parameterized by τ and µ.
TFOCS solves problems (8.4) and (8.5), which are parameterized by τ , µT1 and
µT2 , ε, respectively. TVAL3 solves problem (8.7), which is parameterized by τ
and β.
In our experiments we put significant effort in calibrating parameters τ , µ,
µT1 , µT2 , ε and β such that all methods solve similar problems. First, we set
ε = ‖b − b̂‖2 in (8.5), where b̂ is the noiseless sampled signal. Hence problem
(8.5) is parameterized with the optimal ε. Then we find an approximation of
the optimal τ . By optimal τ we mean the value of τ for which, problems (5.1)
and (8.5) are equivalent if ε = ‖b − b̂‖2 and µT2 = 0. Let ω denote the optimal
Lagrange multiplier of (8.5). If ε = ‖b− b̂‖2 and µT2 = 0, then it is easy to show
that for τ := 2/ω problems (5.1) and (8.5) are equivalent.
The exact optimal Lagrange multiplier ω is not known a-priori. However it can
be calculated by solving to high accuracy the dual problem of (8.4) with TFOCS.
Unfortunately, the majority of the experiments that we perform are large-scale
and TFOCS converges slowly for µT2 ≈ 0. For this reason, we first solve (8.5)
using TFOCS with a moderate µT2 , in order to obtain an approximate optimal
Lagrange multiplier ω in reasonable CPU time. Then we set τ := 2γ/ω, where
γ is a positive constant, which is calculated empirically such that problems (5.1)
and (8.5) have similar solution. If b̂ is not available, then ε is set such that a
visually pleasant solution is obtained.
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The smoothing parameters µT1 and µT2 of TFOCS in (8.4) and (8.5), respec-
tively, are set such that the corresponding obtained solutions have small relative
error. Let xT1 and xT2 denote the obtained solutions from problems (8.4) and
(8.5), then ‖xT1 − x̃‖2/‖x̃‖2 and ‖xT2 − x̃‖2/‖x̃‖2 are of O(10−1) or O(10−2),
where x̃ is the known optimal noiseless solution. If x̃ is not available, µT1 and µT2
are set such that visually pleasant reconstructions are obtained.
The smoothing parameter µ of pdNCG is set such that ‖xpd− x̃‖2/‖x̃‖2 is also
O(10−1) or O(10−2), where xpd is the approximate optimal solution obtained by
pdNCG. For all experiments that were performed the relative error between the
solution of TFOCS and pdNCG is of O(10−2).
For TVAL3 parameter β is set experimentally such that ‖xtv − x̃‖2/‖x̃‖2 is
O(10−1) or O(10−2), where xtv is the approximate optimal solution obtained by
TVAL3. Also, in all experiments TVAL3 obtained similar solution to TFOCS
and pdNCG. For TVAL3 we have taken into account the comments of its authors
that TVAL3 performs better for β ∈ [24, 213]. However, occasionally we had to set
β = 22 in order to obtain a solution that was as visually pleasing as the solutions
obtained from TFOCS and pdNCG.
8.3.3 Problem sets
We compare the solvers pdNCG, TFOCS and TVAL3 on image reconstruction
problems, which are modelled using iTV.
Let pv be the vertical number of pixels of the image to be reconstructed and ph
be the horizontal number of pixels. For simplicity we will assume that the image
is square, hence, p = pv = ph. Additionally, we assume that the image is handled
in a vectorized form, i.e., instead of an image of size p × p we have a vectorized
image of size p2×1 where the columns of the image are stuck one after the other.
In this case, for iTV the W ∈ Cn×n matrix in problem (5.1) is square with n = p2,
complex and rank-deficient with rank(W ) = n − 1. Matrix W corresponds to
a discretization of the nabla operator and it measures local differences of pixels
when applied on a vectorized image. In particular,
W = Wv +
√
−1Wh,
where Wv ∈ Rn×n and Wh ∈ Rn×n. Matrix Wv measures vertical differences
of pixels when applied on a vectorized image and it has the following non-zero
components:
[Wv]p(j−1)+i,p(j−1)+i = −1 and [Wv]p(j−1)+i,p(j−1)+i+1 = 1
∀j = 1, 2, · · · , p and ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , p − 1. Matrix Wh measures horizontal dif-
ferences of pixels when applied on a vectorized image and it has the following
non-zero pattern:
[Wh]p(j−1)+i,p(j−1)+i = −1 and [Wh]p(j−1)+i,p(j−1)+i+p = 1
∀j = 1, 2, · · · , p− 1 and ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , p.
We separate the images to be reconstructed into two sets, which are shown
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(a) House: 2562 (b) Peppers: 2562 (c) Lena: 5122
(d) Fingerprint: 5122 (e) Boat: 5122 (f) Barbara: 5122
(g) Shepp-Logan:
variable size
Figure 8.8: Benchmark images, the number of pixels for each image is given in
the sub-captions. For Figure 8.8g the size varies depending on the experiment
in Figures 8.8 and 8.9. Figure 8.8 includes some standard images from the image
processing community. There are seven images in total, the house and the peppers,
which have 256×256 pixels and Lena, the fingerprint, the boat and Barbara, which
have 512×512 pixels. Finally, the image Shepp-Logan has variable size depending
on the experiment. Figure 8.9 includes images which have been sampled using
a single-pixel camera [47]. Briefly a single-pixel camera samples random linear
projections of pixels of an image, instead of directly sampling pixels. The problem
set can be downloaded from http://dsp.rice.edu/cscamera. In this set there
are in total five sampled images, the dice, the ball, the mug the letter R and the
logo. Each image has 64× 64 pixels.
8.3.4 Termination criteria, parameter tuning and hard-
ware
The version 1.3.1 of TFOCS has been used. The termination criterion of TFOCS
is by default the relative step-length. The tolerance for this criterion is set to
the default value, except in cases that certain suggestions are made in TFOCS
software package or the corresponding paper [11]. The default Auslender and
Teboulle’s single-projection method is used as a solver for TFOCS. Moreover, as
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(a) Dice (b) Ball (c) Cup
(d) Letter (e) Logo
Figure 8.9: Benchmark images which were sampled using the single-pixel camera
[47]
suggested by the authors of TFOCS, appropriate scaling is performed on matrices
A and W , such that they have approximately the same Euclidean norms. All other
parameters are set to their default values, except in cases that specific suggestions
are made by the authors. Generally, regarding tuning of TFOCS, substantial effort
has been made in guaranteeing that problems are not over-solved.
Regarding pdNCG, parameter η in (5.14) is set to 1.0e-1, which for the prob-
lems of our interest was sufficient to solve the problems fast. The maximum
number of backtracking line-search iterations is fixed to 10. Moreover, the back-
tracking line-search parameters c1 and c2 in Step 4 of pdNCG (Algorithm 5.1) are
set to 9.0e-1 and 1.0e-3, respectively. For iTV the preconditioner is a five-diagonal
matrix, hence systems with it are solved exactly. Finally, the constant ρ of the
preconditioner in (5.16) is set to 5.0e-1.
Regarding TVAL3, we fix the number of maximum iterations to 1000 and
any other parameters that were not discussed previously are set to their default
values.
All solvers are MATLAB implementations and all experiments are run on a
MacBook Air running OS X 10.10.1 with 2 GHz (3 GHz turbo boost) Intel Core
Duo i7 processor using MATLAB R2012a. The cores were working with frequency
2.7 - 3 GHz during the experiments and we did not observe any CPU throttling.
8.3.5 Dependence of pdNCG on smoothing parameter
In this subsection we present the performance of pdNCG for decreasing values of
the smoothing parameter µ. For this experiments we use the images from Figures
8.8a to 8.8f. The CS matrix for all experiments is a partial DCT matrix with
m ≈ n/4 and n is equal to the number of pixels of each image in Figure 8.8. For
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µ House Peppers Lena Fingerprint Boat Barbara
1.0e-02 4 4 20 20 19 19
1.0e-04 9 9 43 183 43 43
1.0e-07 11 11 49 282 68 102
1.0e-10 12 13 66 282 81 103
1.0e-13 12 13 66 310 71 100
Table 8.7: Performance of pdNCG for decreasing values of the smoothing param-
eter µ. For this experiment the images from Figures 8.8a to 8.8f have been used.
The table shows the CPU time in seconds required for each combination of µ and
problem
Solver 64× 64 128× 128 256× 256 512× 512 1024× 1024
TFOCS con 17 23 56 260 1018
TFOCS unc 19 30 77 378 1468
TVAL3 5 8 37 99 365
pdNCG 2 6 12 62 250
Table 8.8: Performance of pdNCG, TFOCS and TVAL3 for increasing problem
size. The image Shepp-Logan from Figure 8.8g has been used for this experiment.
The table shows the required CPU time for each solver
all experiments the sampled signals have SNR equal to 15 dB.
The result of the experiments are shown in Table 8.7. In Table 8.7 notice that
there is always a large increase in CPU time when µ changes from µ = 1.0e-02 to
1.0e-04. This is because for µ = 1.0e-02 pdNCG relies only on continuation (Algo-
rithm 5.2), while for values of µ equal or smaller than 1.0e-04 preconditioning is
necessary and it is automatically activated using the technique described in Sec-
tion 5.7. Overall pdNCG had a stable performance with respect to the smoothing
parameter µ. We believe that the good performance of the proposed precondi-
tioner is responsible for this result. Without the preconditioner the performance
of pdNCG for µ ≤ 1.0e-04 worsens noticeably.
8.3.6 Dependence on problem size
We now present the performance of methods pdNCG, TFOCS and TVAL3 as
the size n of the problem increases. The image from Figure 8.8g has been used
for this experiment. Again, the CS matrix for all experiments is a partial DCT
matrix with m ≈ n/4. The sampled signals have SNR equal to 15 dB.
The results are shown in Table 8.8. Observe that all methods exhibit a linear-
like increase in CPU time as a function of the size of the problem. We denote
with bold the problems for which pdNCG was the fastest method.
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Solver SNR House Peppers Lena Fingerprint Boat Barbara
TFOCS con
90 57 56 261 271 264 262
75 56 57 261 267 261 260
60 56 56 262 274 261 260
45 56 56 262 268 260 261
30 56 56 260 267 260 259
15 56 56 266 280 260 259
TFOCS unc
90 78 78 383 397 383 378
75 78 78 381 386 379 376
60 78 78 381 399 380 380
45 78 78 381 390 378 379
30 78 78 380 382 380 379
15 78 77 384 397 377 378
TVAL3
90 7 4 19 22 20 20
75 7 4 18 22 19 21
60 7 4 17 22 17 18
45 6 4 17 23 17 19
30 4 9 39 65 41 46
15 13 16 60 76 61 63
pdNCG
90 18 23 114 119 122 113
75 18 24 114 117 122 112
60 18 24 115 114 121 113
45 18 24 115 113 121 112
30 19 17 78 113 78 107
15 10 9 41 229 44 111
Table 8.9: Performance of pdNCG, TFOCS and TVAL3 for increasing level of
noise (decreasing SNR). SNR is measured in dB. For this experiment the images
from Figures 8.8a to 8.8f have been used. The table shows the CPU time in
seconds required by each solver
8.3.7 Dependence on the level of noise
In this experiment we compare the solvers pdNCG, TFOCS and TVAL3 as the
level of noise increases. For this experiment we use the images from Figures 8.8a
to 8.8f. The CS matrix for all experiments is a partial DCT matrix with m ≈ n/4.
In Table 8.9 we present the results of this experiment. In the second column of
Table 8.9 the SNR is shown, which is decreasing from 90 dB to 15 dB in six steps.
The rest of the table shows the CPU time, which was required for each solver.
Overall pdNCG has good performance for problems with large level of noise, i.e.,
SNR equal to 15 dB. We denote with bold the problems for which pdNCG was
the fastest solver.
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Solver m House Peppers Lena Fingerprint Boat Barbara
TFOCS con
75% 61 61 255 262 260 273
50% 60 57 260 256 263 268
25% 57 60 253 250 273 262
TFOCS unc
75% 80 78 367 374 375 393
50% 85 81 374 371 383 384
25% 77 80 370 364 380 384
TVAL3
75% 13 14 55 56 54 56
50% 11 14 55 71 57 57
25% 14 17 57 72 61 64
pdNCG
75% 9 9 74 196 62 108
50% 8 9 57 217 91 106
25% 10 9 40 222 42 113
Table 8.10: Performance of pdNCG, TFOCS and TVAL3 for decreasing number
of measurements m. In the second column the percentage of measurements is
shown, for example 75% means that m ≈ 3n/4, where n is the number of pixels
in the image to be reconstructed. For this experiment the images from Figures
8.8a to 8.8f have been used. The table shows the CPU time in seconds required
by each solver
8.3.8 Dependence on number of measurements
In this experiment we compare the three methods for decreasing number of mea-
surements m. For this experiment we use the images from Figures 8.8a to 8.8f.
The CS matrix is a partial DCT matrix. For all experiments the sampled signals
have SNR equal to 15 dB.
The results of this experiment are shown in Table 8.10. We denote with bold
the problems for which pdNCG was the fastest method.
8.3.9 Single-pixel camera
We now compare TFOCS with pdNCG on realistic image reconstruction problems
where the data have been sampled using the single-pixel camera [47]. In this
experiment we compare only with TFOCS con. This is because in all previous
experiments TFOCS con was faster than TFOCS unc. Additionally, we were not
able to make TVAL3 to converge to a solution which was as visually pleasant as
the solutions obtained by TFOCS con and pdNCG. We believe that this due to
the different CS matrix A in these experiments. In particular, matrix A ∈ Rm×n,
where n = 642 and m ≈ 0.4n, is a partial Walsh basis which takes values 0/1
instead of ±1. We noticed that this matrix A does not satisfy the RIP property
in Definition 2.2 with small δq. Therefore, the least-squares term in problem (5.1)
might be ill-conditioned and this causes difficulties for TVAL3.
Moreover the optimal solutions are unknown, additionally the level of noise
is unknown. Hence the reconstructed images can only be compared by visual
inspection. For all four experiments 40% of measurements are selected uniformly
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Problem m n nnz(A)/(mn) τ
[82] real-sim 72, 309 20, 958 2.40e-02 4.00e-02
[76] rcv1 20, 242 47, 236 1.60e-02 4.00e-02
[71] news20 19, 996 1, 355, 191 3.35e-04 4.00e-02
[121] kdd (algebra) 8, 407, 752 20, 216, 830 1.79e-06 2.00e-00
[121] kdd (br. to alg.) 19, 264, 097 29, 890, 095 9.83e-07 2.00e-00
[114] webspam 350, 000 16, 609, 143 2.24e-04 4.00e-02
Table 8.11: Properties of six `1-LR problems, which are used as benchmarks.
The second and third columns show the number of training samples and features,
respectively. The fourth column shows the sparsity of matrix A. The last column
is the τ found using fivefold cross-validation
at random.
The reconstructed images by the solvers TFOCS con and pdNCG are pre-
sented in Figure 8.10. Solver pdNCG was faster on four out of five problems. On
problems where pdNCG was faster it required on average 1.5 times less CPU time
TFOCS con. Although it would be possible to tune pdNCG such that it is faster
on all problems, we preferred to use its (simple) default tuning in order to avoid
a biased comparison.
8.4 `1-regularized logistic regression
In this section we compare pdNCG, which was presented in Chapter 4, to FISTA







where ai ∈ Rn ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,m are the training samples and bi ∈ {−1,+1} are the
corresponding labels. For more details about support vector machine problems
we refer the reader to Section 2.4.
All experiments that are demonstrated in this section have appeared in [53].
The experiments can be reproduced by downloading the software from http://
www.maths.ed.ac.uk/ERGO/pdNCG/. The description of the compared methods,
the implementation details and the parameter tuning is the same as in Subsections
8.1.1, 8.1.2 and 8.1.3, respectively.
We present six `1-LR problems that are large-scale and sparse. Exact infor-
mation for these problems is given in Table 8.11. In this table matrix A ∈ Rm×n
has the training samples in its rows, the fourth column shows the sparsity of
matrix A, where nnz(A) is the number of non-zero components in A. The last
column shows the τ that gave the classification with the highest accuracy after
performing a fivefold cross validation over various τ values as proposed in [70].
The calculated values τ resulted for all problems in more than 90% classifica-
tion accuracy. All problems in Table 8.11 can be downloaded from the collection
of LSVM problems in [33]. Notice that for most of the problems in Table 8.11,
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(a) TFOCS con, 25 sec. (b) pdNCG, 7 sec.
(c) TFOCS con, 24 sec. (d) pdNCG, 15 sec.
(e) TFOCS con, 37 sec. (f) pdNCG, 15 sec.
(g) TFOCS con, 26 sec. (h) pdNCG, 27 sec.
(i) TFOCS, 49 sec. (j) pdNCG, 33 sec.
Figure 8.10: Experiment on realistic image reconstruction where the samples are
acquired using a single-pixel camera. The subcaptions of the figures show the
required seconds of CPU time for the image to be reconstructed for each solver
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m < n, which means that the problems are not strongly-convex everywhere as
assumed in (9.3). However, the problems in Table 8.11 have a unique solution and
they are locally strongly-convex to the optimal solution. We choose to solve these
instances because the problems for which m > n in collection [33] are small scale,
hence, possible numerical experiments might not provide significant insight into
the behaviour of the methods. It is important to mention that all implementations
of the compared methods can handle such cases without any modification.
The results of the comparison among the solvers pdNCG, FISTA and PCDM
are shown in Figure 8.11. PCDM was the fastest algorithm in the majority of the
experiments and pdNCG and FISTA had similar performance in the majority
of the experiments. Notice in Subfigure 8.11d that for pdNCG the objective
function fτ seems not to decrease always monotonically. This behaviour might
have occurred because backtracking line-search can terminate before the condition
in Step 4 of pdNCG (Algorithm 4.1) is satisfied, if the maximum number of








































































































































































In this chapter we give our conclusions on the efficiency of techniques and methods
that we developed. Additionally, we discuss limitations of the proposed methods
and possible further developments and improvements.
9.1 Conclusions
In Figure 9.1 we present a diagram of the efficiency of optimization methods
based on the size and the conditioning of problem:
minimize τψ(x) + ϕ(x), (9.1)
where ψ : Rn → R is a (possibly) nonsmooth convex function and ϕ : Rn → R
is a smooth convex function. Figure 9.1 is simplistic. However, we believe that it
presents the current state of the field in an intuitive way. The diagram is based
on our experience on a broad class of numerical experiments performed over the
last four years.
Figure 9.1 summarizes the following: if we have a well-conditioned and small-
scale problem, then we expect that both first- and higher-order methods will work
well, so either method class is appropriate. If we have a well-conditioned and large-
scale problem, then a first-order method is possibly a better option. If we have
an ill-conditioned and small-scale problem, then a higher-order method is likely
to be a better option than a first-order method. The question mark in Figure 9.1
represents the part of the map which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been
adequately addressed up to this moment. There have been numerous first- and
higher-order methods for the first three combinations of conditioning and size of
the problem. However, there are not many developments for the fourth part of the
map in Figure 9.1, which corresponds to ill-conditioned and large-scale problems.
We believe that the main reason for this is the inherent difficulty in the develop-
ment of higher-order methods with provable or empirical running time O(n2) or
even O(n) (we ignore terms of minor importance). This is because higher-order
methods usually involve the solution of a linear system at every iteration and in












2nd order 1st order
2nd order ?
Figure 9.1: Efficient methods for each combination of conditioning and size of
problem
It is important to mention that O(n3) corresponds to solving a completely dense
linear system using a direct method. In many large-scale optimization problems
the matrices involved are sparse and the O(n3) running time is very conservative.
However, in the applications that we studied the linear systems that appear are
dense or unstructured, see Subsection 8.2.7. Hence, despite the fact that higher-
order methods might require few iterations for convergence, i.e., short-step IPMs
can have worst-case iteration complexity O(
√
n), one single iteration is expensive
and this increases the running time of the methods.
This thesis aimed to make higher-order methods inexpensive. In particular,
in Chapter 4 we studied a primal-dual Newton Conjugate Gradients (pdNCG)
and in Chapter 6 we developed and studied a matrix-free Interior-Point Method
(mfIPM). We ensured low computational complexity per iteration for these meth-
ods by using inexact Newton directions; linear systems at every iteration are
solved inexactly using Conjugate Gradients (CG). We prove that the worst-case
iteration complexity of the proposed pdNCG is nearly the same as the standard
Newton method in Subsection 9.5 in [18], which is based on the exact solution
of linear systems. For both pdNCG and mfIPM we develop provably (asymp-
totically) efficient and inexpensive preconditioning techniques (systems with the
preconditioner are solved in O(n) running time) for applications such as Com-
pressed Sensing (CS). Using our preconditioning techniques we show empirically
that the running time of pdNCG and mfIPM scales linearly with respect to the
size of the problem, see Subsections 8.3.6 and 8.2.7.
Finally, in addition to the development of inexpensive higher-order methods in
this thesis we aimed to develop a problem generator. The proposed problem gen-
erator scales linearly with respect to the problem size in terms of running time and
memory requirements, see Subsection 8.1.8. The motivation for studying problem
generation is the need to perform controlled testing of newly developed methods
as the conditioning of the problem changes and the dimensions of the problem
increase. We believe that controlled testing is necessary for understanding weak-
nesses and strengths of methods. Below we discuss our main contributions in
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each chapter.
In Chapter 4 we have developed and studied an inexpensive but still ro-
bust pdNCG method. The proposed method is developed for the solution of
`1-regularized problems, that might display some degree of ill-conditioning; that
is, display noticeable differences of the magnitude of eigenvalues. For such prob-
lems it is crucial that the methods capture information from the second-order
derivative of the smooth function. In Subsections 8.1, 8.3 and 8.4 we have given
synthetic and real-world machine learning problems which are ill-conditioned,
and we provided computational evidence that the proposed method is efficient on
these problems. We have shown that by using the properties of CG, the conver-
gence analysis of pdNCG can be performed in a variable metric, which is defined
based on approximate second-order derivatives. The variable metric opens the
door for a tight convergence analysis of pdNCG, which includes global and local
convergence rates, explicit definition of fast local convergence region and worst-
case iteration complexity. We prove that pdNCG has similar worst-case iteration
complexity with the standard Newton’s method which relies on the exact solution
of linear systems, although at every iteration linear systems are solved inexactly
in pdNCG.
In Chapter 5 we show that for CS problems an inexpensive preconditioner can
be designed for pdNCG that speeds up even further the approximate solution of
linear systems. Extensive numerical experiments are presented in Subsection 8.3,
which verify our arguments. Spectral analysis of the preconditioner is performed
and confirms its very good limiting behaviour. Systems with the preconditioner
can be solved in O(n) time, and we also noticed that using our preconditioner
pdNCG has O(n) running time empirically, see Subsection 8.3.6.
In Chapter 6 we present a computationally inexpensive matrix-free Interior-
Point Method (mfIPM) for the `1-regularized problems arising in the field of CS.
At every iteration of the proposed mfIPM the direction is obtained by solving
a linear system using CG. Unfortunately, the matrices in these systems tend to
become ill-conditioned as the algorithm converges, Hence, the conjugate gradi-
ent method might suffer from slow convergence. To remedy this ill-conditioning
we propose a preconditioner for CG. Systems with the preconditioner can be
solved in O(n) running time. The proposed preconditioning technique exploits
features of CS matrices as well as interior point methods. Its efficiency is justified
theoretically and confirmed in numerical experiments. Computational experience
in Subsection 8.2 shows that although the CS research community seems to fa-
vor first-order methods, a specialized (matrix-free) interior point method is very
competitive and offers a viable alternative. The numerical experiments seem to
confirm that the proposed mfIPM has O(n) running time, see Subsection 8.2.7.
In Chapter 7 we present an instance generator for `1-regularized sparse least-
squares problems. The purpose of the generator is to construct very large-scale
problem instances. Therefore, it scales well as the number of variables increases,
both in terms of memory requirements and time. Additionally, the generator
allows control of the conditioning and the sparsity of the problem. Examples are
provided on how to exploit the previous advantages of the proposed generator.
We believe that the optimization community needs such a generator to enable the
fair assessment of new algorithms. Using the proposed generator we constructed
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very large-scale sparse instances (up to one trillion variables), which vary from
very well-conditioned to moderately ill-conditioned.
9.2 Limitations and further developments
9.2.1 Convergence theory
The proposed pdNCG solves the problem:
minimize
x





((µ2 + x2i )
1
2 − µ),
which is a smooth approximation of the `1-norm, see Chapter 3. Let us assume
that for any x the second derivative ∇2fµτ is uniformly bounded:
λnI  ∇2fµτ (x)  λ̃1I, (9.3)
with 0 < λn ≤ λ̃1. Furthermore, let κ := λ̃1/λn be a uniform bound on the
condition number of the smoothed problem (9.2). For the smoothed problem,
optimal first-order methods have convergence rate O(1/κ), see Subsection 9.3 in
[18]. On the other hand, Newton-type methods have convergence rate O(1/κ2),
see Subsection 9.5 in [18], or for pdNCG see Subsection 4.8.3, which is worse
by an order! To the best of our knowledge, this is an issue for the convergence
of Newton-type methods in the global phase. As far as we are concerned, in
order to improve the convergence rate of Newton-type methods, techniques like
cubic regularization can be employed, see [28, 90] (although cubic regularization
settings were not part of the present thesis).
One should not be discouraged in using Newton-type methods. We base this
argument on extensive empirical evidence. For all the numerical experiments that
we performed in Chapter 8 the proposed pdNCG converged in less than 30 iter-
ations, although κ was large, i.e., ≥ 102. On the other hand the state-of-the-art
first-order methods that we used required hundreds or thousands of iterations de-
pending on how large κ was. Therefore, our empirical observations do not follow
worst-case theory closely. This implies that the worst-case convergence rates for
the global phase of Newton-type methods for unconstrained convex problems can
be overwhelmingly pessimistic and one should not entirely rely on them.
9.2.2 Smoothing
In Chapter 3 we discussed the Moreau smoothing technique, which was used to
smooth the `1-norm. However, we did not discuss how the smoothing technique
can be applied to other non-smooth functions. In this subsection we present a
brief discussion on this issue.
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Let ψ(x) be a non-smooth function with domain x ∈ Rn, its smooth approxi-
mation according to Moreau smoothing technique is
ψµ(x) := sup
y∈∂ψ(x)
〈x, y〉 − ψ∗(y)− µd(y) (9.4)
and the gradient of ψµ is
∇ψµ(x) := arg sup
y∈∂ψ(x)
〈x, y〉 − ψ∗(y)− µd(y), (9.5)
where ∂ψ(x) is the sub-differential of ψ at x and the domain of ψ∗, ψ∗ is the
convex conjugate of ψ, d(y) is a proximity function for y ∈ ∂ψ(x) and µ > 0 is the
smoothing parameter. It is clear that we need to have a closed form expression
of (9.4) and (9.5) or at least an inexpensive procedure which can be used to
evaluate (9.4) and (9.5). Otherwise, a single evaluation of ψµ and ∇ψµ might be
as expensive as the solution of the problem (9.2).
It is easy to check that a closed form expression of (9.4) and (9.5) exists for
non-smooth convex vector norms, such as the `∞ norm, ψ(x) := ‖x‖∞. In this
case we have that
ψ∗(y) =
{
0, if ‖y‖1 ≤ 1
+∞, otherwise.
(9.6)
Also, the domain of ψ∗ is equivalent to {y ∈ Rn | ‖y‖1 ≤ 1}. Therefore, problem
(9.4) is equivalent to
ψµ(x) := sup
‖y‖1≤1
〈x, y〉 − µd(y), (9.7)
similarly for (9.5). We can set y = u− v with u, v ≥ 0 and rewrite (9.7)
ψµ(x) := sup
u,v∈Rn
〈x, u− v〉 − µd(u, v)
subject to: 1ᵀnu+ 1
ᵀ
nv ≤ 1,
u, v ≥ 0,













However, as we already mentioned such closed form expressions for (9.4) and (9.5)
are not always available for any non-smooth function ψ.
A second limitation of smoothing is that a small smoothing parameter µ ≈ 0
might result in ill-conditioned smooth functions. In particular, at the point of
non-smoothness the kink of the function is replaced with a sharp quadratic.
This means that when the current iteration of a method is close to the point
of non-smoothness then the method might run into numerical difficulties due to
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ill-conditioning. Fortunately, this problem can be avoided by efficient and in-
expensive preconditioning. For example, in Chapter 5 we developed a provable
(asymptotically optimal) preconditioning technique for CS applications to remedy
the ill-conditioning caused due to smoothing. However, it is not always the case
that provably efficient preconditioners are easily obtainable. This might discour-
age many users/researchers from using/studying higher-order methods. We are
hopeful though that sophisticated preconditioning techniques can be developed
by exploiting properties of matrices in many applications.
9.2.3 Preconditioning
In Chapter 5 we develop a provably (asymptotically) efficient preconditioner for
CS. The core of the spectral analysis of the preconditioned matrices is the Re-
stricted Isometry Property (RIP). However, there are many real-world sparse
signal reconstruction problems, where the RIP is violated, i.e., see Subsections
8.2.2 and 8.3.9. Although the proposed preconditioner seems to offer significant
improvement compared to no preconditioning, a new theory adapted to the prop-
erties of such special real-world problems has not been presented. We hope that
the exploitation of new properties might result in new and provably efficient pre-
conditioners.
In Subsections 8.3.6 and 8.2.7 we showed empirically that the running time
of pdNCG and mfIPM scales linearly as the size of the problem increases for
CS applications. We believe that this nice empirical performance of pdNCG and
mfIPM is due to the efficient preconditioners that we developed. A possible future
direction would be to study applications where if certain properties are exploited
then linear or nearly linear running time of higher-order methods can be proved.
For example, see [40] where a preconditioner is developed for generalized graph
flow problems with multipliers on edges which are at most one.
Finally, it would be interesting to consider different parallel environments
when developing new preconditioners. For example, distributed computers or
multi-processor shared memory computers.
9.2.4 Problem generator
In Chapter 7 we developed a problem generator with running time and memory
requirements that scale linearly if certain settings are considered. We provide
MATLAB and C++ (for distributed computers) implementations for certain nu-
merical experiments that were discussed in Section 8.1. The software can be
downloaded from: http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/ERGO/trillion/. However, a
flexible implementation that allows the users to develop new problems different
than the ones proposed in Section 8.1 is needed. Ideally, a state-of-the-art im-
plementation should include distributed computers or other parallel environment
settings, which would allow the user to generate huge-scale problems, as the one
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